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By SCOTT NANNEY &
JIM IAAHANES
Staff Writers

LOCAL

Manhunt
continues
for soldier
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— A multi-state manhunt continues for a Fort Campbell soldier suspected of murdering his
estranged wife at a St Bethlehem motel.
Cherilyn Fay Leonard, 24, of
Clarksville was shot three to
five times with a semiautomatic
pistol in the lobby of the Econo
Lodge motel in Clarksville on
Wednesday. She was pro-'
nounced dead on arrival at a
hospital.
A witness identified her
estranged husband, Tracey
Frank Leonard, 28, from a
photograph as the man who allegedly shot the woman. Witnesses say the two may have
been arguing as they entered
the motel lobby.
At the time of the shooting,
Leonard was free on bond
while, awaiting trial on kidnapping and criminal sexual assault charges in Granite City,
III. He is a member of the 5th
Special lorces Group and was
transferred to Fort Campbell
from Fort Bragg in October.
Walt Sokalski, spokesman
for U.S. Army Special Operations Command, said investigators are trying to find out why
Leonard was not confined to
barracks pending his trial in
Illinois.
Leonard was arrested in
Summerville, S.C., on charges
that he kidnapped and assaulted a former wife Aug. 27.
He also allegedly kidnapped
his children from that marriage.
Leonard is from South Carolina
and has family there.
Police say Leonard is a white
male with reddish-blond hair.
He is 6 feet tall and weighs 175
pounds. He was wearing a
brown jacket, a blue buttondown shirt and jeans and was
driving a red Honda Civic
hatchback with Tennessee
plates.

WEATHER
Tonight...Clearing and colder. Low in the lower 30s.
Wind north 8 to 15 mph.
Friday...Mostly sunny. High
50 to 55.

Williams happy with shelter operation
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
While the idea of a governing
board to oversee operations at_the
Murray/Calloway County Animal
Shelter is not dead, County
Judge/Executive J.D. Williams
said it has been put on the "back
burner" for now.
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court took over shelter operations this summer and named

Darla Speed as the new director.
Up until that time, the Humane
Society of Calloway County had
operated the shelter under contract with the county. for about 20
years.
When shelter operations
changed hands in July, county
magistrates agreed with a humane
society suggestion to form a
seven-member governing hoard
to oversee operations.

That board was to consist of
two members of the fiscal court,
two members from the Murray
City Coumsil, 011: I• RINI (if the.
humane society, one member
from the local veterinarian community and one citizen at large.
The humane society originally
suggested a five-member board
which was expanded by
Williams.

Williams made his appointments to the board in July. At
that time, he was waiting for
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry to
make his recommendations to the
board.
But a recent article in "PAW
Prints," a publication of the humane society, asks why the governing board has not been appointed' yet.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
The Murray Planning Commission voted Tuesday night to approve a petition that would close
Richardson Street.
After hearing arguments from
both sides during a public hearing, the commission approved the
petition with a 3-2 vote.
The matter is now set for approval from the Murray City
Council Thursday night.
Residents from the area, located off S. 16th Street, attended
the meeting in opposition of Dr.
Robert Hughes, who is seeking to
keep the street open.
Richardson Street, previously
dedicated to the city of Murray,
was thought to be in the development stages during the early
1980s when Robert and Mary
Rickman purchased five residential lots along the street. But the
area was never developed.
Hughes, who owns eight acres
of land adjacent to Richardson
Street, said the land should be
left untouched for the purpose of
future development.
"This is a matter of private interest versus the public interest,"
Hughes (old the commission.
"There is no public interest to be
served by closing this street.
"It could serve the (the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints) church if the church ever
grew larger. Development of this
land would be good. We don't
like for large pieces of land to

stay undeveloped."
Residents in favor of closing
the street said the area would be
safer without its development.
Tommy Hoke, a resident of
Cardinal Drive, said the area is
abused because it is not maintained by public authority.
"I would like to see this property closed permanently," said
Hoke. "People can drive through
there and make tracks or whatever they want to, and they're
under no obligation to fix it. I
call it my yard, and I don't like
people driving through it.
"It doesn't serve any public interest. We have spoken to all of
the residents on the street and
none of them are in favor of developing it. There is very little
traffic on the street, and they like
it that way."
Michael Pierce, who plans to
build a home on Blair Street (parallel to Richardson), said the
street would be unsafe for his
children if it were not closed.
"I'm extremely concerned about that street," Pierce said. "If
that was developed, there would
be a road in my back—yard. And I
wouldn't want my kids playing
back there."
In other business, the
commission:
.Approved the Cambridge
Drive subdivision be zoned as R4
multi-family residential.

Classifieds

4

JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. (AP)
— Researchers say alternative
uses of tobacco would benefit
farmers, especially with President
Clinton urging the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration to begin
regulating it as a drug.

Tobacco has often been linked
to cancer and other deadly diseases, one of the main reasons for
the Clinton Administration's push
to regulate it.

"When we talked about appointing that hoard, no time limit
was given," Williams told the
Ledger. "It has not been ruled out
at this time, just put on' the hack
burner."
Williams said he has been reluctant to scat the board because
he has seen a vast improvement

Raccoons,
wild animals
spread rabies

Planning closes
Richardson Street
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BIRD DOG: Oso, a 60-pound, part pit bull, part chow shd part
owl, wants to get a little higher than 8 feet in his pursuit of a cat In
this tree on Highland Road Wednesday. Getting down was the only
problem.

Researchers seek alternatives for tobacco
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STAYING SHARP: Bethany Edwards practices he; roping technique Wednesday in preparation for the Murray
State University rodeo which will begin tonight at the West Kentucky Expo Center on College Farm Road. The
rodeo will continue through the weekend.

A possible partnership between the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and the Murray Family YMCA could produce a stateof-the-art sports/physical fitness facility for the community.
Talk of the proposed facility headlined a scheduled meeting of
the MCCH board of commissioners Wednesday.
MCCH President/CEO Stuart Poston told the board that hospital personnel have entered into discussions with YMCA officials
about a possible merger.
"We have been talking with that organization," Stuart told the
board. "They said that they were ready to build new facilities.
We hope to work out some agreement with them to make this
project a joint venture. We don't want to duplicate any
facilities."
According to Poston, the cost for such a facility is unknown at
this time.
"The YMCA has been talking about doing this for a while,"
Poston said. "Their first phase was estimated at $1 million. What
we have been talking about would be in the $1 million range
also."

sec State University's Eastman
Center for Nutrition Research arc
currently studing ways to extract
beneficial nutrients and compounds from what has become
Upper East Tennessee's key agricultural cash crop.

"We are trying to find alternative usesafor tobacco other than
smoking or chewing it," said Dr.
Bob Acuff, a researcher involved
with the project.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Health officials trying to determine if a southern Kentucky woman died of rabies are cautioning
that wild animals like raccoons,
bats and skunks arc spreading the
disease.
"Rabies is making a tremendous resurgence in the United
States in the last four or five
years," said Gary Swinger, director of the infectious disease program for the Tennessee Department of Health. "The amount of
wildlife rabies in the United
States is higher than it has ever
been."
Authorities are trying to decide
if rabies killed the Kentucky woman who died last month at Vanderbilt University Medical
Center.
"This one case does not increase the risk of rabies to the
general population," said Michael Auslander, Kentucky state
public health veterinarian. "It is
a reminder of the worse possible
outcome of a rare disease that has
a significant public impact."
If confirmed, the death would
be the first rabies fatality in Tennessee since 1994, when a woman died from rabies after apparently being bitten by a bat. That
was the first rabies death of a
Tennessee resident since 1957.
Since 1980, only 29 cases of
human rabies have been reported
nationwide, and several of those
people were infected in other
countries before coming to the
United States.
Dr. William Schaffner, chairman of the Department of Preventive Medicine at Vanderbilt,
said he expects to hear from the
Centers from Disease Control in
Atlanta this week about the
death.
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Dining Room
Suites

Lane Action
Recliners

Curio
Cabinets

8 Pc.
As Low As

As Low As

Starting At

$23495"

$2780°

29995

•

FRO
1 -transitional style black leather sofa. 8
way hand tied construction with spring
down cushions. All leather construction.
List $2,495.00
1-2 pc. burgundy leather sofa with chair &
ottoman. Traditional style with large nailhead trim and double layered spring down
cushions. All leather construction.
List $4,990.00
1 -transitional style taupe leather sofa,
loveseat, chair and ottoman. 8-way hand
tied construction with spring down cushions. Your choice.

NOW
$99900
NOW

s2,488°°
$89995
EACH
NOW

$1,688°°

2-pub-style burgundy leather rocker recliners by Lane. Floor samples.
List $999.95

NOW

1/2
NOW

$24845°

1-3 pc. cherry bedroom suite. Your choice
of beds -- queen size pencil post bed or
queen size cannonball bed, triple dresser,
landscape mirror, and chest on chest.
List $3,803.00

NOW

1-3 pc. oak bedroom suite by Lea. Pediment headboard, triple dresser, landscape
mirror, and large chest. NIghtstand available for $188. List $1,499.95

NOW

1-shaker style bedroom suite by Lea. 1-8
drawer dresser, windsor landscape mirrors, 5-drawer chest, full or queen size
windsor bed. Nightstand available.
List $1,995.00
1-solid oak bedroom suite by Keller.
Queen size bed, acorn chest, dresser, triview mirror, and 2 bedside chests.
List $6,386.00

2-club chairs by Park Place. Burgundy
damask fabric. List $799.95

1-chaise lounge by Hickory Hill. Beige
fabric with shell accents. List $899.95

1-blue lounge chair with panel arms by
King Hickory. Medallion print Jacquard
fabric. List $899.95
2-Queen Anne wing chairs by Best. Mauve
fabric. List $379.95

1/2

1-chair and a half with twin size sleeper
mattress and storage ottoman by Lane.
Your choice of fabric-blue & white strip.
fabric or solid sage green. List $1,199.95

1-3 cushion English pub-style sofa by
Hickory Hill. Green, burgundy, gold & blue
plaid fabric. List $999.95

NOW
$59995
NOW

1-sofa by Lincoln Manor. Coil on coil
construction. Tea stain cotton floral print
fabric with burgundy & olive green. Matching pillows. List $999.95

1/2
NOW

1-tightback lawson sofa by Southern.
Straight skirt. Matching pillows. Jade, burgundy & gold plaid fabric.
List $999.95

1/2
NOW
$79995

1-8 way hand tied sofa by King Hickory.
Lawson arm sofa with semi-attached back.
Red background floral with green, blue &
beige accents. Matching pillows with
fringe. List $1,299.95
1-traditional style sofa by Hickory Hill.
Blue, green & burgundy plaid fabric.
Matching pillows. Loveseat & chair available. List $899.95

1-3 pc. table group. 2-drawer end tables
and 1 square cocktail table. Black painted
bases with cherry tops.
List $199.95

$888°°
NOW

$1,298°°
NOW

NOW

$39800
NOW

$49995
NOW

1/2

NO PAYMENT
NO INTEREST
TILL MAY 1997
1-Victorian fainting sofa by Southern.
Tufted back with burgundy tapestry fabric.
Matching pillow with moss edging.
List $999.95

NOW

1-camel back sofa by Hickory Hill. Cotton
floral fabric with copper. Hunter & blue
accents. Contrasting arm pillows.
List $899.95

NOW

1/2
1/2

1-English Lawson arm sofa by Lincoln
Manor. Black background floral with red,
olive & blue accents. List $999.95

NOW
$59995

1/2
NOW

$278°°
NOW

$19995
NOW

1/2
NOW

'79995

'888°°
NOW

1/2
EACH

NOW

1-antique pine stepback cupboard by
Southern. List $1,299.95

NOW

1- 3 pc. Queen Anne cherry table group. 2
drawer end tables and 1 oval cocktail table.
List $449.95

NOW

1-lift up end table by Lane. Hunter green
with oak top. List $670.00
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1-2 pc. sults by King Hickory. 2 cushion
sofa with chair & ottoman. Forest green
corduroy fabric with contrasting welt on
sofa and a matching tartan plaid fabric on
chair & ottoman. List $2,499.95

were
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NOW

$118°°
NOW

$288°°

1-Queen Anne solid cherry sofa table.
Slightly damaged. List $299.95

NOW
$138°°

1-solid cherry 4-door bonnet top entertainment center. List $1,399.95

NOW
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$89995
2-verde green iron & beveled glass top
tables. List $249.95

$238°°
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1/2
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NOW
$59500

1-solid oak table & 4 side chairs by Keller.
Light golden oak finish. 1-12" leave Included with table. List $1,515.00

1-hall tree with mirrored back. Black
painted finish with natural cherry accents.
By Pulaski. List $799.95

EACH
1 -lounge chair & ottoman by Paul Robert.
Plaid fabric. List $1,199.95

1/2

1-2 pc. sectional by Hickory Hill. Semiattached backs - burgundy, navy & teal
plaid stripe fabric.
List $1,799.95

EACH
1-hi-back occasional chair by accentrics.
Book tapestry fabric. List $1,099.95

NOW

1-2 door console by Southern. Classic
cherry finish. List $995.00

1-oak corner entertainment center by
Peters-Revington. List $1,299.95

1-2 pc. transitional style, chestnut, leather
sofa & loveseat. Pad over arms, spring
down cushions and all leather construction. List $3,890.00

1 -small scale teal leather recliner by Lane.
Floor sample. List $599.95

1-green burgundy & gold stripe damask
sofa by Lincoln Manor. Lawson style with
attached backs. Coil on coil construction.
List $999.95

NOW
$9800
EACH

A

1-Iron & glass end table. Wrought iron
base with wood & glass top. List $329.95

1-solid oak cherry shaker style end table
by Peters-Revington. List $329.95

NOW
$6800

All si
Ham

NOW

I mc

$98°°
1-solid pine bonnet top entertainment center. 4-doors. Nutmeg finish. List $1,099.95
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$69995
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NOW

1/2

1-traditional style sofa by Hickory Hill.
Round arms with loose pillow backs.
Beige, blue & green plaid fabric. Matching
arm pillows. List $899.95

NOW
$49995

1-2 pc. sofa & coordinating chair by Fallon
Court. Blue, olive and russet stripe fabric.
Coordinating chair is in olive fabric.
List $1,899.99

NOW

1-oversized double reclining sofa by lane.
Chaim racliners on each end. Mauve
fabric. List $1,299.95

NOW
$79995

1/2

1-58" wide oak roll top desk by Riverside.
Medium oak finish. List $2,299.95

NOW

$1,488°°

1-2 pc. wrought iron settee & table by Lane.
Floor sample. List $998.00

NOW

1-55" tall entertainment center by Southern. Wrap around doors, pull-out TV
swivel. Antique cherry finish.
List $1,399.95

NOW

1-solid oak rectangular leg table & 4 side
chairs by Keller. Light golden oak finish.
List $1,635

NOW

1/2

Call
5:30
3:30

1/2
1/2
—

Sofa Sleepers
$39995
Twin
$44995
Full
$54995
Queen

La-Z-Boy
Recliners
Starting At

$29995

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT
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Eight dead after Oregon highway collapses
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
Possibly weakened by this
week's downpours, a section of
one of Oregon's major highways
collapsed this morning, leaving a
30-foot-deep sinkhole that swallowed a tractor trailer.
Both lanes of Interstate 5 were
closed after part of the northbound lane collapsed into the
South Umpqua River near Roseburg, about 70 miles south of
Eugene. One truck drove into the
100-foot-wide hole, a second
hung on the edge and a third ended up across the median strip
and hit a motorist who had
stopped near the sinkhole.
The motorist's foot was badly
injured and had to be amputated,
but the drivers of the three semis
suffered only minor injuries, au-

thorities said.
Eight people have died in the
record storm that hit the Pacific
Northwest this week. Tens of
thousands of people remained
without power today as residents
worked to clear debris from fallen trees.
The rain let up by Wednesday
morning, but another system was
forecast to move into the area later today. Rain was forecast as
far south as Southern California,
where there were fears of mudslides on fire-blackened hillsides.
In Oregon, road crews removing debris Wednesday found the
body of Delsa LynnIlammer, 48,
of the coastal town Coos Bay.
Her car apparently had been
pushed into the Umpqua River by
a mudslide, Douglas County sher-

Pet Whipped Topping

69!..

iffs Capt. Robert Stratton said. ern part of the state.
Utility companies had restored
Mudslides trapped about 30
power to most of the estimated
vehicles along the highway late
150,000 Oregon homes that lost
Monday.
"There are cars missing we .power during the height of the
don't know anything about, and storm, which dumped record rainthere could be more people still fall on the state.
missing," Stratton said.
Some 48,000 customers of
Washington Water Power in eastMeanwhile, a new storm was
heading toward Portland, with ern Washington remained without
snow possible this afternoon. The power this morning, down from a
system was not expected to con- peak of 100,000 Tuesday night.
tain the kind of heavy precipita- Thousands of customers served
by smaller utilities in the area
tion that flooded homes and
closed roads Monday and also were without power.
Tuesday.
"I can't tell you when I'm goThree deaths in Washington
were blamed on the snow and ice. ing to get power," said Paul Redmond, chief executive officer of
And four people died Monday in
Oregon when a mudslide swept Spokane-based Washington Water Power Co.
through a home in the southwest-
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Luxury home on Murray Country Club Golf
Course — Just reduced to $287,500. Call for an
appointment today!
scs, Acuff said.
Many of those same components are manufactured synthetically in the United States.

the lead in opening markets for
alternative uses of tobacco.

Researchers say such alternative uses of tobacco could allow
area farmers to continue growing
a crop they already know while
receiving an equal or greater
monetary return on their labors.
Local state lawmakers say they
would like to see Tennessee take

Sen. Dewey "Rusty" Crowe,
R-Johnson City, and Rep. Ralph
Cole, R-Elizabethton, have asked
Gov. Don Sundquist and state
agricultural leaders to make the
Eastman Center's tobacco research a top priority in the next
'session of the state General
Assembly.
"This is exciting stuff that

control officer.
Under Speed's direction, Wil-Hams said the shelter is selling
more animal license tags than before and Speed turns over all money received at the shelter from

tags, adoptions and reclaim fees
to the county. Williams said that
was not done in the past.
According to figures compiled
by the humane society, the shelter accumulated approximately

•Rabies...
FROM PAGE 1
"Rabies is a leading consideration," he said.
The disease has been spreading
in wild animals, including skunks
the predominant animal carrier
in Middle Tennessee -- bats and
raccoons.
Raccoon rabies has spread
through the Carolinas, and now is
entering East Tennessee through
Virginia. The disease also is
traveling north through Alabama
and Georgia.
"Raccoon rabies along the entire East Coast is exploding,"
Swinger said. "And whenever
raccoon rabies occurs, exposure
goes way up."
That's because raccoons live
close to humans, feeding on dog
and cat food left outdoors and on
garbage.
Bats cause most of the human
rabies cases. Some of the victims

were bitten without knowing it.
Linda Bennett Bow, a Carthage
native who was living in Burkesvine, Ky.., died Oct. 15 at Vanderbilt from encephalitis, an inflammation of the brain that can
result from rabies.
tlealth officials arc investigating the possibility that Bow was
bitten by a silver-haired bat.
"We're all scared to death
down here," said Bow's mother,
Bobbie Bennett of Leba4on.
Family members say Bow
heard rustling in her home's
chimney, but she and her husband, James Bow, believed birds
were in there. James Bow attempted to clean the chimney
himself, a family member said.
. No bats were seen, but health
officials will take samples from
the chimney .to check for bat
droppings.

could have an impact on the entire state," Crowe said.
The lawmaker said he also
plans to push efforts to market
new uses of tobacco, as well as
other East Tennessee farm and
manufacturing products in foreign countries.

Kopperud Realty

'
, FROM PAGE 1
The Murray YMCA is approximately eight years old. It began
with a rented office in the George
Weaks Community Center and
has since grown into two weight
training facilities and numerous
after school programs for local
youth.
Because of the lack of a central
facility, the YMCA has to use
various facilities in town for
programs such as the swimming
pools at the city park and Murray
State University's Carr Health
Building.
In August of 1995, the YMCA
board of directors proposed to
build a $2.2 million facility at the
Murray-Calloway
site of the
County Park at Eighth and Payne
streets.
That proposal brought opposition from residents of that area
who were concerned about traffic
and sewer problems.
The board then requested to
build on a site at the new city

park off Arcadia Drive. That plan
was dropped because of concerns
over the use of public land by a
private organization.
Poston said merging with the
YMCA to build a sports/physical
fitness facility would bring two
similar programs together.
"We're going in parallel directions, but not together," said
Poston."We want to team up and
do this torether."

Choose the right investment for your hard earned dollars. We want your
money to grow..,and to be there when you need it. At Peoples First you're
assured of getting the most from yOUr money because.
• There are no maintenance fees for any Peoples First Savings
or (1) products.
• Deposits are federally insured up to $100,000.
• You can rely on friendly, experienced Peoples First
Customer Service Representatives to help You select ihe
au omit that is right for you

$7,673 in adoptions and reclaim
fees in the 10-month period from
July 1, 1995 to April 30, 1996.
In the three-and-a-half-months
since the county took over shelter
operations. Speed has turned over
approximately $3,051 in adoptions, tags and reclaim fees to the
county.
Those figures were supplied to
the Ledger by County Treasurer
Sue Outland and do not include
$1,400 in funds received through
donations for a new security system after a recent break-in.
"This is the first time the shelter has ever turned money over to
the county," Williams said.
"Things are going really good
rdoNtirri there right now."
Williams said he stays in contact with Speed and keeps a close
eye on shelter operations. He said
he will appoint the -governing
board but when that will be is
still in question.
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beco,,se the way it's fought today makes ?canning eicitity, easy and fun
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rry fc defend yourself in any situation has never been more
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advantage of our introductory special for adults
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Aluminum

Introductory Course —
Includes Uniform!
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Storm Windows

4111111

1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, Ky.
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FAMILY

CLUB

Call Today re (502) 753-6111

See Us First For All Your Building Materials,
Plumbing and Electrical Needs.

MEMBER: National Association 01 Professional Martial Artists
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A penalty will be imposed for early withdrawal.

Pick 3
0-6-7
Pick 4
8-9-2-4
Cash 5
5-12-16-25-30
Lotto
8-15-30-35-36-39

"The YMCA would use this facility for things like weightlifting, exercising and walking," said
Poston. "A lot of our use would
be for rehabilitation purposes for
people who have suffered strokes,
sports injuries and things of that
nature."
YMCA board president Robert
Billington declined comment on
the project because discussions
are in the early stages.

Minimum

The annual percentage yields are accurate November 19-25, 19%. CL) mlnirraim
balances ate required to open accounts and obtain the annual percentage yields For
more Information csU 1400-926-1201

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

The use of the facility would.
be divided between both
organizations.

711 Main St.

753-1222

"We need to develop the infrastructure to showcase our products to markets in other countries," Crowe said.

•Hospital...

. • •i
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•• •1
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II Shelter...
FROM PAGE 1
in shelter operations under
Speed's direction.
"Since Darla started running
the shelter, I have not heard one
complaint from anybody about
how things arc running. 1 used to
get them all the time," Williams
said.
Williams said he received the
most'complaints from Peciple who
were denied the adoption of an
animal for various reasons and
that owners were not given
enough opportunity to reclaim
their animals after they had been
picked up by the county animal

T Foods

(Wednesday's ad incorrectly stated this as pre-whipped tociping)

Tobacco...
FROM PAGE 1
Acuff and other researchers
say healthy nutrients like Vitamin
E and beta carotene can be economically extracted from the leaf,
as well as other phyto-chemicals
beneficial to the manufacturing of
pharmaceuticals.
Tobacco and other natural
plants have been used for centuries in countries like China as the
prime ingredients in medicines
used to treat a variety of 'dines-
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Ledger &Times Brinkley's 'bore'comment no slander
WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher

The big media wizards are in a
tizzy over David Brinkley's
election-night comment that President Clinton "has not a creative
bone in his body. Therefore, he's
a bore and always will be a
bore." Some have rushed to
Brinkley's defense noting it was
a long night and he must have
been tired. Others, like CNN's
Larry King, said "it sounded to
me like it was Limbaugh, or
Liddy, or 011ie North...like
wacky talk radio. It didn't sound
like Brinkley."
The real surprise is not what
Brinkley said but that so many of
his colleagues would express
shock and disappointment.
Brinkley appeared to have been
pressured into offering an apology to the president as the White
House toyed with the possibility
of canceling a scheduled interview witht he departing "This
Week" host. But do apologies
ever come from the networks for
what they regularly say about Republicans in general and conservatives in particular?
To be called a bore is not a
slander. But the way network correspondents and "analysts" regularly label and trash those with
whom they disagree is
slanderous.

GINA HANCOCK
Managing Editor

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Nutt, Racers deserve support

Raines, wrote that "Reagan
couldn't tie his shoes if his life
depended on it."
To AIDS sufferer Elizabeth
Glaser, NBC's Maria Shriver
posed this loaded question: "You
place responsibility for the death
of your daughter squarely at the
feet of the Reagan administration.
Do you believe they're responsible for that?"
It's impossible to count how
many times the words "mean,"
"harsh," and "nasty" were
ascribed to Republicans in the
last few years. But there are not
apologies for such drivel, because
this is supposed to be "reporting," and "analysis."
When the network biggies
gather to analyze why their
election-coverage ratings plunged
from 1992, they might wish to
consider their slanted coverage.
My analysis is that all of them
come from the same ideological
perspective, David Brinkley being an obvious and welcome exception. Coverage has become so
predictable that people don't need
to watch. They can get the basic
facts of who won and who lost
from C-Span or other sources.
The big networks are, well,
boring.

CAL'S THOUGIITS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated cilium:list
Sen. Bob Smith (R-N.H.) notes
that while the networks erroneously awarded an election victory to his Democratic opponent,
correspondents opined that
Smith's "defeat" meant New
Hampshire had become "more
moderate" and that the state was
rejecting conservative views.
When network projections proved
wrong, did any of them change
their assessments about the political leanings of many New Hampshire residents? No.
This is mild compared to the
daily fare served up by the big
four networks and chronicled by
the Media Research Center. Following the 1994 election in
which Republicans won a majority in both houses of Congress,
ABC's Sam Donaldson said to
Newt Gingrich, "A lot of people
are afraid of you. They think
you're a bomb-thrower. Worse,
you're an intolerant bigot. Speak

to them."
CBS's Eric Engberg called
Gingrich "bombastic and ruthless," and NPR's Sunni Khalid
accused Gingrich of "lynching
people." Former Washington Post
assistant managing editor William Greider wrote in Rolling
Stone; "The U.S. House of Representatives is now to be led by a
world-class demagogue, a talented reactionary in the vengeful
tradition of Gov. George Wallace
and Sen. Joseph McCarthy..."
These arc only the recent examples. Simialr assaults were directed at Ronald Reagan. Donaldson said to David Letterman in
1987 prior to a scheduled Reagan
press conference: "So 1 think (he)
is going to pass two or three
tests. The first is, will he get
there, stand in front of the podium and not drool'?"
The editorial page editor of
The New York Times, Howell
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Dear Editor.
Born and raised in Murray some 45 years ago,I've attended almos
t all
the Murray Slate home basketball games as well as most of
the home
MSU football games. Many coaches have come and gone durin
g those
years, several being excellent coaches and fine men, but
none has
compared with Houston Nutt, in my opinion.
When Coach N uU came to town some four years ago. I met him
on the
Life House "Walk for Life." He was walking with his wife and
children
and gave a talk at the end of the walk. After introducing mysel
f, I told
Coach Nutt that he was the kind of man that I'd wish would make
Murray
his home. Murray is, after all, a great place to raise childr
en and it was
obvious that his heart was in his family.
Later, I remember the team singing the school fight song
after home
wins. MSU had gone through some lean years and the spirits
of the team
and supporters were low,but the act of discipline and joy renew
ed a spirit
of fun to the experience of attending a college footba
ll game.
What has followed has been nothing short of phenomenal
. Coach
Nuu's teams have gone undefeated in Ohio Valley Confe
rence play for
the last two seasons. Coach Nutt was honored with the NCAA
Division
I-AA Coach of the Year and OVC Coach of the Year
last year and could
very easily repeat this year. Folks, these are amazing
accomplishments.
His greatest accomplishment, however, is in the way he
and his
athletes have lived his mouo:
Work Like A Champion
Play Like A Champion
Nov. 13 — Skagit Valley Herald, Mount Vernon,
is the victimization of recruits under
Wash., on
Live Like A Champion
going baiic training. Trainees
harassment of Army recruits:
are in an especially vulnerable positi
In talking with some of the residence advisors at MSU,
on, since some nonsexual harAmericans are rightly outraged at evidence that Army
I discovered
assme
nt is part of military discipline traini
traini
ng
that Coach Nutt put a stop to the attitude of letting footba
ng, and the trainees have
officers have sexually abused and even raped young
ll players get
few avenues or opportunities to compl
recruits at the
away with doing things other students couldn't do.
ain when harassment crosses
Aberdeen Proving Ground training center in Maryl
In fact, football
the
line
into forbidden areas.
and.
players at MSU today are much more disciplined than
Also alarming are new revelations that that type
the average
... A military system based on unque
of problem
student population. Additionally, Coach Nuu even
stioned obedience to superhasn't been confined to the Maryland base. Altho
encouraged his
iors is in a precarious position when
ugh allegations at
players in spiritual development by encouraging a
those
superiors up and down
pases
in Missouri and Texas don't include rape, they inclu
"Fellowship ol
the line are insensitive to the probl
de sexual
Christian Athletes" advisor to become a vital part
ems
of
sexual harassment.
misco
nduct
and
abuse
that have long been outlawed in the armed
of the team.
But the problem is extensive and
That discipline has helped the team excel on the field
serous, and it deserves a full
forces ...
and off. His
and major effort by the Army and
players have been noticeably absent from the alterc
all the other branches of the
What the various cases seem to have in common
ations and other
military.
is an abuse of
problems and every senior has a legitimate-chance
power
—
traini
ng
office
rs
and
others
to graduate soon.
in a position of authority takLike all great leaders,Coach Nutt is quick to give credit
ing advantage of young female recruits.
to those in the
Nov. 14 — The Times-Picayune,
trenches, and credit they deserve. His first recruiting class,
New Orleans, on Boris
Simply put, there is no excuse for such behavior.
as well as
Yeltsin:
...
some holdovers, are seniors this year.
Fortunately, the Army seems to have learned from
If history still gave leaders popular
the Navy's
They are: #1-Donald Hitson, #16-Jesse Jones, #28-R
epithets, Russian President
mistakes in handling the Tailhook incident. Almos
enardo Hampt
Boris
as
soon
Yeltsin might be known to posterity
as
the
ton, #47-Adam Kelly, #99-Mathias Vavao,#8-Tony
allega
as Boris the Unsinkable.
tions
becam
e
public, top Army officials called the conduct
Turner,#18-Mike
He has come back decisively from
Cherry, #31 William Hampton, #80-Deon Smith,
variou
deplo
s political depths and
rable
and
said
they
would
be
open
about what had occurred ...
#14-Ruel Shcperd,
faced down various threats to ride
#22-Tim Scarborough, #35-Terry Anthony, #86-C
the crest of the post.-Soviet Un... The Army should stand by its regulations and its
arlos Ransey, #15ion revolution.
commitment
Willie Corbin, #24-Elliot Dunn,#40-David McCa
to weed out those behind such abuses. And in prose
nn and #89-Anthony
.. Mr. Yeltsin in recent months has
cutin
those
g
who have abused recruits, the Army should
Hutch
succeeded in forcefully ensend an unequivocal
ding bitter infighting among his top
officials widely viewed as a
message that future such incidents will not be
Thank you,Coach Nutt,assistant coaches Bobby Allen
tolerated.
, Mark Hutson,
pre-emptive power struggle. He fired
Mike Markuson, Larry McClain, Danny Nuu and Jerry
the charismatic security
leader chief Alexander Lebcd and
Partridge. And
Nov. 14 — The Advocate, Baton Rouge,
Comm
thank you,athletes, for the positive influence you've had
unis
t Party leader GenLa., on Army
nady Zyuganov without apparent politi
both on and off
scandal:
cal damage.
the field. MSU and the entire community will be a better
Mr. Yeltsin has other medical probl
place because of
ems than his heart, but with
We hope the Army — and the Air Force, Coast
your hard work and example these past four years.
Guard and espehis heart in good shape, he should be
cially
able to direct the country and
the Marine Corps — are getting a wake-up call
One of the best men who has ever lived in our town is
his own efforts away from the state
from the lathere today, but
est military sex scandal.
of his health and toward the
may be gone tomorrow. Please consider seriously
supporting Coach
state
of Russia as it continues to struggle
Possibly the most disturbing aspect of the Aberd
toward democracy and a
Nuu and his team by attending our final home game
een allegations
Saturday and all
market economy.
playoff games we might have here. It might be cold
and you might have a
dozen other things to do, but your support is the best way
•
Coach Nutt and
his players have of gauging the appreciation
we have for his
Championship Program. Believe it or not, we all need
each other in this
wonderful community of Murray, Ky.
Gary Taylor '
The people who run the Evan4631 Jones Mill Crossland Road, Purycar, TN 38251
, ston, Ill., school syste
do even that. The TV is a pacifier
m are reported
and a sitter."
to be scratching their heads over
So why would any parents be that
why their white students do so much
indifferent? Unless you've been hidbetter in the statewide tests that
ing in a cave, you've heard about the
measure reading, math and other
Lexington Herald-Leader
splintered and dysfunctional black
skills.
If you're in the market for a new car of a coffee
family — probably this country's
Overall, Evanston does very
maker, you can
readily assemble rafts of information about the
biggest school problem.
well.
But
there
is
stark
a
differ
ence
performance and re- '
pair records of different brands and models.
Although much of Evanston
in
the academic records of black and
But if:you're looking
for a doctor to care for your child or remove your
looks
like something out of an old
white
studen
ts,
the administrators
appendix, you're
pretty much on your own.
Norman Rockwell cover for the
say.
students those things they teach the progr
ams and programs. Mention- Saturday Eveni
That's why it's such welcome news that
ng Post, that doesn't
But why? They say they don't
whites? If so, we'd have heard about ing parent
Massachusetts has bes is insensitive and politi- mean that many of
gun a physician profile hotline to offer callers
know.
its black families
it
by
now.
information on such ,
cally incorrect.
details as malpractice payouts, disciplinary recor
are
immu
ne
to
the
Can
social
The
they
and finanbe
that
physic
nearsi
al
ghted?
facilit
Is
it
ies
and other
ds and criminal
Over the years, I've talked to cial probl
history. The profiles also include education, honor
ems found in the city.
possible that while dealing with this resources? Some of the physical countl
s, specialties and
ess teachers about the probinsurance plans.
The welfare dependency is there.
kind of problem,day in and day out, plants are kind of old, but so what?
lem of kids who don't learn. And So are homes
Massachusetts is the first state to offer such in-dep
without husbands,the
they
don't
Some
under
of
stand
the
it?
oldest
Don't
schoo
the
l
buildi
ngs just about all of them say the same drugs
th information
,
higher
on physicians but Florida, Wisconsin and New York
crime rate and the
admini
in
strato
Ameri
rs
talk
ca are at Harvard, which
to the teachers or
are considerthing: They are sick and tired of tempt
ing doing so.
ing excitement of social life in
the students?
doesn't prevent the students there
being blamed for the failings of a street
Kentucky should too. Such a service would compi
gang.
Or are they, as I suspect, taking from getting enviable educations. parents.
le information I
It
that is public already but make it more access
takes
more than a teacher, no
pains
to
be
politi
cally
correct and
Spending? Evanston isn't tightible to everyone.
Some of it comes down to arith- matter how
Physicians are likely to oppose such a propos
dedicated, to make up
trying
to
avoid
some
shin-k
icking
fisted. It spends more per pupil than
al,
metic: A teacher spends only five for those
cause of the difficulty of understanding the signif primarily begaps and blights on a
controversy?
many blue-collar Chicago suburbs
icance of malhours
a day with a room filled with childhood.
practice settlements. Some suits are settled simpl
Well, my shins are callused and that get results
y because it is less
kids. And the teacher is limited on
just as good.
expensive to do so than to go to trial; therefore,
So what can be done? Well, step
physicians argue, 1 no longer sting when kicked. So I'll
So what does that leave us?
how much time and attention can be one
malpractice payouts do not necessarily correlate
is to stop pretending that you
risk
the
scorn of the politically
with a physician's 1
The students, obviously. And a
given to any one child.
don't
professional competence. Similarly, some of thee
know what the problem is. The
correc
crowd
t
and
offer
some
sug- racist would say that the explanation
worstphysicians
In contrast, a parent has the kids teache
are never sued.
rs know. Many of the stugestions as to what's behind this is obvio
most of the rest of the day — about dents
us: Black kids just aren't as
know.
Such concerns are legitimate, but they underestimate
strange problem.
You don't have to be a
smart as the white kids; it's some
18 or 19 hours. Plus the 48 hours of social
the ability
of health-care consumers to interpret complex
worke
r
and hold an advanced
Let's
start
by
looki
ng
at
a
few
of
kind of genetic thing.
information. Rethe weekend, the holidays, and the degre
member, these arc the same consumers who are
e
in
educa
the
tion to see the
usual
suspec
ts:
Which
nonse
being asked to sort
is
nse. A black kid is
two and a half months of summer obvio
out the difference between HMOs and PPOs and
us.
The Evanston school system itas capable of learning as a white kid.
copays and prevacation.
And that not only applies to
pays. Their analytic skills are by now pretty
self'? No,the system can't be at fault. Colin Powel
sharp. ...
l and Jesse Jackson
But as a frazzled teacher once Evanston,
Evanston has always had an admir- (Senior
but in Chicago and everyand Junior) didn't just retold me: "If a kid is having prob- where
I able school syste
else that some groups of kids
m. It's why many cently start taking some wondrous
lems, and you try to talk to the drift
through schools without learnpeople bought homes in this close- smart pills.
parents about it, some of them say: ing
much
and not caring.
in Chicago suburb, although fewer
U.S. REP. Ed Whieltld
Where does that leave us? We've
'It's your job to teach them,not ours.
Until the educators and politi202-225-3115 (Washington)
, are now doing so for that reason. just about run out of suspects. So I
You're the teacher.' They think they cians have
the stomach to start
The teachers? While it's easy to
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
guess I should get to the point. can put a child in our care a few
demanding something from parents
point fingers at teachers,in this case
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington
Let's try parents, family, home. hours a day and that's it. They don't
D.C. 20510
— and are given means to back up
it isn't warranted. The teachers must These we words you seldo
202-224-4343 (Washington)
have to take an interest, show the deman
m hear
ds with action — we're
be pretty good if they get such
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
when the media's education experts, interest,apply discipline,or provide
going to have generation after genexcellent results out of about half of the administrators, and politi
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington
an environment that encourages eratio
cians
D.C.
n, slogging along in the same
the students — the half who are
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washingto 20510
talk about schooling. They prefer
study and attendance. Jusf turning rut. We can't afford
n)
white. Are we to believe that they
it. Today it is a
•
talking about new programs, new
off the TV set or stereo would be a problem.
genera
In
a
don't bother to try to teach the black
tion or two, it
taxes, and more new programs and
major contribution, but many won't will
be chaos.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Community service at Goshen
A community Thanksgiving service will Sunday, Nov. 24, at 7
p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church. The Rev. Randr Lowe,
pastor of Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church, will be the
speaker. Refreshments will be served. It has been suggested that
each person bring one canned food item to donate to Need Line.

Barbie Doll Club plans special event
to 5 p.m. will display

hundreds of
Barbie dolls and "Barbclia" to
delight the young and the young
at heart.
According to the book, I Had
That Doll, more than 700 million
Barbies have been sold since
1959 when they were first marketed, and the typical American
girl owns eight Barbies.

The For The Love of Barbie
Doll Club will have a new, secure, all glass display case for exhibiting at the Calloway County
Public Library. This is made possible through the Murray Tourism
Commission which has funded
the purchase.
The Barbie Show and Sale on
Saturday, Nov. 30, from 10 a.m.

those discarded toys in the attic
and discovering that they own a

and Murray's Mattel reports that
two Barbies are sold every

real treasure. "First editions oldie Number Ones can fetch as
much as $2,000 on the doll and
collectibles market," as published
in the book, I Had That Doll,

second.
The Murray Tourism Commission recoignized the appeal of
this remarkable toy with local
connections, and made funds
available to encourage the upcoming exhibition.
Among the all-Barbie items
that will remain on exhibit at the
Public Library throughout the
month of December are Ruby
Randolph's collection of 18-inch
Barbies which were produced
only in 1966 and 1967.
As the interest in Barbie collecting grows, more . and more
mothers are digging through

Fire District #5 plans election
Calloway County Fire Protection District #5 will hold an election
for two trustees on Saturday, Nov. 23, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
#5 station near Kirksey. Persons who pay real estate taxes or personal property taxes to District #5 are eligible to vote. District #5
encompasses the Kirksey, Jackson, Coldwater, Lynn Grove and Calloway High voting districts.

MMS PTO plans book fair

Barbies are sold in more than
1(X) countries around the world,

Free Estimate

753-5726

PATIENT COUNSELING

Greater Hope plans special service
Greater Hope Baptist Church will observe its annual Usher Day
on Sunday, Nov, 24,- at 3 p.m. at the Main Street Youth Center, Murray. The Rev. Norris E. Mills and members of St. John Missionary
Baptist Church, Murray, will be guests. The Rev. W.E. Cheaney,
pastor, invites the public to attend.

.15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
-Computerized Records
-Cards & Gift Items

Pep bus will go to Hopkinsville

4th St. Court Square

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

Hoffman's
Inc.

On Tuesday and Wednesday, Dec. 3 and 4, the Richer Life will be
traveling to St. Louis, Mo., for its Christmas trip. Overnight lodging
will be at the Hyatt Regency in Union Station. Activities planned for
members will be a city tour with a local guide, including the Botantical Gardens and St. Louis Cathedral, an evening performance of
Miss Saigon at Fox Theater, shopping and more. The price of $240
per person includes transportation, lodging, activities, all meals, tips
and tax. There are only a few seats available. For more information
or to make your reservation call Martha Covey at 753-1893.

H01334

* Snow Village * Dickens Village
* North Pole Series * Christmas In The City
* Snows Babies * AM Through The House
* Byers' Choice Carolers, Ltd.
* Merry Makers * Christopher Radko

PAIGE ALCOTT, left, a senior elementary and middle grades education
major from Murray, tied for second runner-up for the 1996 Western Kentucky University Homecoming Queen at Bowling Green. Alcott is pictured holding her award while being escorted by Rod Carpenter, a junior elementary grade education major, also from Murray. Sponsored by
the Baptist Student Union, Alcott was selected to be one of the final 10
after a campus wide election from 16 candidates.

Boys little league basketball sigtiups for Calloway County boys in
grades 3 to 8 will be Saturday, Nov. 23, from 9 a.m. to noon at
Jeffrey Gymnasium at Calloway County High School.

Bazaar will be Saturday at library
West Kentucky Ballet Company will have a "Land of Sweets Bazaar" on Saturday, Nov. 23, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. Craft items, baked gods, raffle tickets for a
handmade quilt, and other items will be offered for sale. For more
information call Laura Lee at 753-8235.

1/2 Price Section
• Added to Daily *

Layaways Welcome 4.
M-S 8-5 • Sun. 1-5
Hwy. 94 E • 759-4512

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Griggs, Kirksey; Miss Kristi M. Hill,

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, Nov. 19, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Nitz baby boy, parents, Janet and
Joseph, Gilbertsville.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lucille Adams, Corydon; Kenneth D. Coy and Mrs. Brenda L. Jones
and baby girl, Almo; Billy F. Crowell,
Benton;
Jacob Neal Doughty and Ms. Rota
K. Williams, New Concord; Alexander
J. Keys, Cadiz;
Mrs. Jennifer Lynn Robert and baby
boy, Paris, Tenn.; Miss Brooke L.

Theatres
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Space Jam
PG 1:30 3:35 7:20 9:15

Give your family HBO, Cinemax,
or STARZ! and the Encore Multiplex,
and receive the first month free_
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PG13 1:30 4:05 7:00 9:25
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Romeo & Juliet

With PRI
AR*, you can give your family
up to 95 channels in digital picture and sound.
And you don't have to buy the dish. Because
PRIMESTAR is a service, there's no equipment
to buy. And it starts at about a dollar a day.•
So give them PRIMESTAR, and have the most
wonderful holiday ever.
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PG13 1:303:55 7:10 9:35
•
• Dear God
PG 1:30 3.50 7:05 9:25
•
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Matinees
Only
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•
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GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST

Saturday & Sunday! •
•
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IS on

The best value In Satellite TV,

•
• Rent tour itolies At The Navies! ,,,

November22,1996
Beginning at 7:00 p.m.
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Order PRIMESTAR
now and when you sign
up for MultiChannel
HBO, Cinemax or
STARZI and the Encore
Multiplex, youl get the
first month free.

Tucker TV Sales1 Service
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Dexter;
Mrs. Alice Jean Todd, Miss Whitney
Nicole Workman, Mrs. Ethel E. Farris,
Mrs. Fern Smith, Jordan Bryan Williams, and Miss Diane J. Ouellette, all
of Murray.
Expiration
James Robert Chambers, Murray.
•

•
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for Christmas

...Dept. 56....

Little League basketball plans signup

A 1)

753-1462

Bring 4v114
.

St. Louis trip planned by group

a,L_S749weteen4 Gin

-Health & Beauty Items
-We AcCept Most
Insurance Plans

HOLLAND DRUGS

Calloway County Touchdown Club will sponsor a Pep Bus to the
Calloway County High School and Hopkinsville High School AAA
football playoff at Hopkinsville on Friday, Nov. 22. The bus will
leave from in front of the Calloway High School gym at 5:30 p.m. to
give time to reach the game by 7:30 p.m. There is no charge-for the
bus ride, but persons should bring money for gate admission and $4
for pizza with the CCHS team following the game, according to
Randy Lowe, president of the Touchdown Club. All Laker football
fans are urged to attend this important playoff game on Friday..

W.A.T.C.H.(work activities center for the handicapped) Center is
selling Christmas cards, designed by the participants. These sell for
$8 for a package of 20 cards. All proceeds and donations will go to
W.A.T.C.H. Cards may be obtained at the W.A.T.C.H. Center, 702
Main St., Murray, Charlie's Pharmacy, Storey's Food Giant, or Calloway Public Library.

Saturday, Nov. 30
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Calloway Public Library

LEAF intevru. SERVIIM
pall Today for Your

GALLOWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY photo
Thoughts of the Barbie Show and Sale on Saturday, Nov. 30, makes
Ben Graves, right, Calloway County Public Library Director, smile as he
happily transfers a funding check from the Murray Tourism Commission
to Bobby Martin, treasurer of the Library Board.

A gospel singing featuring the Clarksville Soul Stirrers will be
Sunday, Nov. 24, at 3 p.m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church,
Walnut Street, Murray. The public invited to attend.

W.A.T.C.H. selling cards

Show & Sale

'Quality Lawn & Landscape Services'

Mt. Horeb Church plans singing

The annual St. Joseph Christmas Auction will be Sunday, Nov.
24, at 1 p.m. in the Parish Center, 700 West Broadway, Mayfield.
This is the major fundraiser for St. Joseph Catholic School. Hundreds of items donated by area businesses, students, parents, and
alumni will be auctioned.

Barbie

ft,

Murray Middle School PTO will hold its annual Book Fair on
Nov. 21, 22, 25 and 26 at the school auditorium during school hours.
Parents are welcome to come in and browse. On Monday, Nov. 25, a
family night book sale will be from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Persons may
come and register to win $25 in books for families. "This is an important fundraiser for the school as well as an opportunity for parents to do some early Christmas shopping. Remember books are an
investment in your child's, education and future," said Barbara Hunt,
PTO co-president.

Christmas auction will be Sunday
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G0D 1 VA • Truffles • Mints
• Dessert Chocolates • Coffee
• Biscotti • Godiva Bars • Cocoa

Hannan Plaza at 509 Lone Oat, Rd • 502-442-0011.
RU (.11 I INRAITIN(. • ti's I)H Ik'f RN

ORDER

Now FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA

Mr. and Mrs. Greer in 1946

209 N. 12th St. • 759-9622
1510 Chestnut St. • 753-4295

Mr. and Mrs. Greer in 1996

Local couple will be married for 50 years

A birth
birthda
celebra
her 1
were a
Mt he
Out,
Dr. Ch

Mr. and Mrs. Clint Greer of the Spring Creek community will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary
on Nov. 30.
The couple was married Nov. 30, 1946, by the Rev. J.K. Birdsong
at his home. Their attendants were Mrs. Faye Sampl
e, sister of Mrs. Greer,
and J.L. Bowman.
Mrs. Greer, the former Doris Vied, is the daughter of the
late Chester Vied and Melville Glasgow Vied of Marsha
ll County. Mr. Greer is the
son of the late Raymond Greer and Virgil Moore Greer,
also of Marshall County.
A pilNate family celebration will be Sunday. Dec. 1.
The event will be hosted by their eight children: Mr. and Mrs. Tomm
y Greer, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Greer, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Greer, Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Greer, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Greer, Mr. and Mrs.
Ricky Hams, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Wischart, and
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Lamb.
Mr. and Mrs. Greer have 17 grandchildren and three stepgrandchi
ldren.

RESIDENTIAL COLLEGES Celebration held by Murray Chapter
(lark • Elizabeth • Hart • Nester
'Regents • Wichmond
Springer/Franklin • White

By LAURA LOHR
PSI Publicity
The Murray Chapter Professional Secretaries International...the Association for Office
Professionals has been celebrating its 25th anniversary this fiscal
year.
At a recent meeting, four charter members, Neva Grey Allbritten, Melva Hatcher, Annie Nance
and Faye Wells CPS, presented
the history of our chapter.
It all began on March 29, 1971
when members of the Paducah-Kentucky Lake Chapter of NSA
met with approximately 40 secretaries in the Murray community
to discuss a new chapter.
Then on May 2, 1971, the
Paducah-Kentucky Lake Chapter
installed the Murray Chapter in
an impressive ceremony held at
Murray Woman's Club house.
Charter members numbered 35.

At Roy Stewart Stadium

Atardimiotaimitworumrarimerearirrifewadomiiirowerarolatafraumaratuaramn
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MURRAY PSI CHAPTER photo

Pictured are four charter members of Murray Chapter Profes
sional Secretaries International...the Association of Office Professions
who spoke
at a recent chapter meeting. They are, from left, Neva Grey
Allbritten,
Annie Nance, Melva Hatcher, and Faye Wells CPS.
the second largest installation in
The Murray Chapter has enKentucky at that time. We are joyed numerous exper
iences
honored to have four of those through the years.
members still active and currently
Its organization's name
have 52 members and growing. changed from NSA to
PSI; hosted
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It makes lenst.
to shop Now!
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Mr. and Mrs. John W. Akers of
Cottage Grove, Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Lillie Katherine Akers, born on Friday, Nov.
1, 19%, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 13% ounces. The mother
is the former Julie Renee Morris.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
J.W. Akers of Cottage Grove and
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Morris of
Puryear, Tenn. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Akers of Cottage Grove and
Mr. and Mrs. Hulon Moon of Ore
Springs, Tenn.

We will read the scripture and tell the legen
ds of
Christmas while the anctuary is being
decorated for the holiday season.

First United
Methodist Church

ArrI,,

and $9+0 Mtninniyi

Akers girl is
born Nov. 1

Sunday, November 24 • 5:30 p.m.

"

r‘cluded

Damon Wesley Duke and
Amanda Ordiway of 514 Ory
Rd., Murray, are the parents of a
son, Mason Tylar Duke.
The baby was born Saturday.
Nov. 16, 1996, at 7:58 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He weighed eight pounds 14
ounces and measured 22 inches.

Hanging of the Green
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No L1\111,111!
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Mason Tylar
Duke is born

Please join us
for our annual

Christmas Layaways Welcome!
It makes ilense
to save Now!
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Show Your School Spirit!
Be At The Racers Last Regular
Season Home Football Game

'

SUPPORT THE
RACERS!

three Kentucky Division annual
meetings; established a memorial
scholarship fund; and become involved with the CPS program
with Murray State University
serving as a CPS testing center
and granting academic credit for
successful completion. Nine
members currently hold the CPS
rating.
This was a very informative
and inspiring program -- one that
will ensure our success during the
next 25 years, and exemplified
our theme this year, "Spanning
PSI Bridges to the Future."
• To learn more about our programs and membership information contact Jama Galloway at
762-1655.

503 Maple St. • 753-3812
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Chestnut Hill Shopping Center
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CALENDAR
Thursday, Nov. 21
Family Fall Festival by Murray/
Calloway Preschool/Head Start
Programs/5-7 p.m/Special Education
Building, MSU.
Fashion Show by Panhellenic Council
and Fashion Promotion Class at
MSU/6 p.m./Lov•tt Auditorium, MSU.
Proceeds to Hall scholarship
Murray Middle School PTO Book Fair
during school hours
East Elementary School called meeting of Site-based Decision Making
Council/5 p m /teachers lounge
Block Scheduling Committee of
CCHS Site-based Decision Making
Council/6 30 p m /Room 411 at school.
Social Studies Committee of North
Elementary School Sae-based Decision Making Council/3 p.m./Ferguson's

A birthday party for all residents of West View Nursing Home having
birthdays in October was held Oct. 30. Seated left is Lila Dowdy who
celebrated her 91st birthday, at right Is Beulah Fielder who celebrated
her 100th birthday and plays the harmonica. Providing special music
were standing, from left, Helen Boughton, roaming violinist who plays
Int he name of Alpha Mu Chapter 14760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha international, Warren Boughton, Doris Rose, Ray Brownfield, Ruby Mae Jones,
Dr. Charles Smith who plays the harmonica, and Allene Knight, pianist.

Thursday, Nov. 21

Fnoay, Nov. 22

First Baptist Church Lifestyles Con-

Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7

temporary Issues w/Leslie Ebis/6 30
p.m.
Shiloh Full Gospel servica/7 pm
Dealer Pentecostal Church service/7

p mibuilding at Fairgrounds Public
invited.
First Christian Church Senior High
Youth leave/3 a m /Rocket Town.
Nashville
International dinner at Baptist Student Center.
Brass Chamber Music concert/8
p m./Farrell Recital Hall, FA Center.
MSU
Intercollegiate Rodeo, sponsored by
MSU Rodeo Club/7 30 p.m./West Kentucky Exposition Center Info/
762-3125.

Jazz Band concert/8 p.m./Curris
Center baliroom. Info/762-4288.
Intercollegiate Rodeo, sponsored by
MSU Rodeo Club/7 30 p.m./West Kentucky Exposition Center. Info/
762-3125.
H.M.S. Pinafore/7 p m /Johnson
Theatre, FA Center, 1.4SU
Info/762-6797
Currie Center Gallery, 1.4S1Popen 11
a.m.-I0 p.m
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 am -7:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
am -4.30 pm
Friday, Nov. 22
Calloway County High School Lakers
play AAA football game at Hopkinsville
High School/7:30 p.m. CCHS Pep bus
leaves at 530 p.m.
Magazine Club/2 p m /home of Libby
Hart
Senior Citizens Golf play/9
a m./Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities
Weak, Center open 8 a m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Breakfast/8:30 a.m.
Senior Citizens dance/7-10
p.m./Jaycee Civic Center, Paducah.
Info/1-502-444-8533.
American Humanics/YMCA
Overnighter/8 p m. Register at YMCA.
AA and Al-Anon open to newcomers/
beginners at 8 p.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.

MOM

Calloway County Long Boards Chapter of National Turkey Federation/meal
at 6 p.m., meeting/7 p.m./Pagliai's.
CallowLy County Republican
Women/7 p.m./Cumberland Room,
Gums Center, MSU.
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club rehearsal/7
m
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p m /Center for Accessible Living, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club of West
Kentucky/7 p.m./Calloway Public Library. Info/436-6076.
Health Express of MCCH/Dees Bank
of Hazel/1-3 pm
Murray Women of the Moose/7
p.m./lodge hall
TOPS KY 6469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Majestic Steakhouse,
Draffenville
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 pin/Shoney's.

Friday, Nov. 22
Pinalorei7 p m /Johnson
Th•atr•, FA
Inki/762-6797

C•nt•r, MSU

Volleyball Wins compete in Ohio
Vehey Conference Tournament/Racer
Arena. Cutchin Fieldhouse, MSU
Info/782.3825.
Curtis C.eflifIf Gallery, MSU/open 11
am -I0 pm
Doyle Fine Arts CenEagle
ter ASSUicipen 8 sm.-4 p.m
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 830 a m -4.15 pm
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m -4 30 pm.
•

-•

MURRAY ROTARY CLUB photo

DON HENRY, right, chairman of the Murray Rotary Club Scholarship
Committee, brought a smile to the face of CAROL JULIAN, left, when
Henry presented her with a Rotary check for $3,600 which completed
the third fully eriddastrscholarship of the Murray Rotary Club to Murray State University.

Announcing the Opening of..

Murray-Calloway Home Schoolers Michael Siebold, Jacob McKenzie,
Corrle Reinhardt, and Elizabeth Kilby visited with an International student at the Turkmenistan booth during the recent International Bazaar
at Curris Center, Murray State University. For more Information on
Home Schooling call 753-0717.

AMY R. ROOS

Mr. and Mrs. Barton's
reception to be Sunday

Law Office
General Practice

Mr. and Mrs. James Buford Barton of Paris, Tenn., will celebrate
their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, Nov. 24.
A reception will be in the multi-purpose room of East Wood Church
of Christ, Paris. Tenn. All relatives and friends are invited to call between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The lamily requests that guests not
bring gifts.
Hosting the event will he their son, Bobby Barton and wife, Karen,
of Paris. One grandchild is Lee Barton.
Mr. and Mrs. Barton were married Nov. 23, 1946. Their attendants
were Stanley Pillow and the late Esther Fred Pillow.
Mrs. Barton, the former Dot Linville, is the daughter of the late
George Linville and Bess Taylor Linville of Calloway County. She
has been employed with Paris Livestock Co., East Wood Clinic, and
Joe and Jerry's Car Care Center.
Mr. Barton is the son of the late V.O. Barton and Shellic Sturdivant
Barton of Henry County, Tenn. He retired in 1987 from Hlley Carburetor, Paris.

CALLOWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY photo

Located in Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Bank Bldg.
104. N. 7th St.. Suits C • Murray, KY 42071
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5:00
(502) 767-9319

CAROLYN REAGAN considers how to arrange her collection of Southwestern Arts and Crafts, much of It acquired during visits to Juarez,
Mexico. Included in the display is an unusual pottery chocolate service
which Reagan has donated to the talloway County Public Library. The
exhibition can be viewed through Wednesday, Nov. 27, during regular
hours at the Calloway County Public Library.

'Thu I, an addrertweas•Ar."

SUBSCRIBE

Investment Rates

Hunger banquet Saturday
"An Evening of the Global Realities of Food Distribution and
Inequities" will be at the annual
Hunger Awareness Banquet to be
Saturday, Nov. 23, at 5:30 p.m.
in Fellowship Hall of First United
Methodist Church.
Proceeds from the benefit will
go to OXFAM International, a
non-profit, non-sectarian international agency that funds self help
development and disaster relief in
AFrica, Asia, Latin America, and
the Caribbean.
The name, "Oxfam," comes
from the Oxford Committee for
Famine Relief, founded in England in 1942. Oxfam America has
offices in Boston and San Francisco, and was started in America
in 1970.
Donations of $2 per person, $8
per family, or $20 per group arc
requested. For reservations call
Raponzil (Ra) Stockard,
753-9859, United Methodist and
Episcopal Campus Fellowship,
Murray State University, sponsor
of the local event.
In addition to purchasing tickets for the meal and attending the
event on Saturday, Nov. 23, per-

-

TERMS

away.
Developing nations range in
food stuffs from minimal rice and
often contaminated water, to rice
and beans with broth.
Additionally, university students will facilitate the program,
calling attention to the difficulties
of many nations to grow their
own foods, particiaptc in the economic development of their nations, etc.
Skits and readings will be interspersed throughout the meal.
Sacred writings from any religion
can be read aloud for silent reflection, demonstrating the fact
that most world religions have always insisted upon the care of the
poor and needy.
Finally, all participants will
share with each other and*ntire
group, what significance has been
experienced in the event, Stockard said.

sons can join the 23rd annual
"Fast for A World Harvest...That
Others May Eat" today.
"Simply give up eating for a
day, or just a meal, and donate
the money you would have spent
by mailing a check made out to
OXFAM to United Methodist
Campus Fellowship, 1315 Payne
St., Murray, KY 42071," Stockard said.
The banquet is a fun experience for groups of all ages, regardless of any faith heritage or
belief.
Upon arrival, guests will randomly be assigned to various
countries around the world, regardless of the fact that each person is entitled by donation, to sit
in any country.
First world nations of course
receive full course meals with
enough to literally waste, throw

MINIMUM

I82-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

500

500

500

—

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

4.96% 5.94% 5.80% 5.70%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

5.02% 6.03% 5.88% 5.78%

UNITED

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071

502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

COMMONWEALTH BANK
A rnletal S.r.Ings Ban..

2ititcIIVS
of Murray
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Pre-Thanksgiving Sale
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Coats

We can provide information and coverage for your

(including new
styles arriving daily)

CAR

Boots

ONE GALLON HOLIDAY TINS
Filled With
Caramel Corn

Harokl "Jack" Romaine
Licensed In KY & TN
7541033 or 753-0873
141 S. Ian St. • murrri

Or

4 Lbs. of Popping Corn

(entire stock of
dressy, casual &
weather wear styles)

while
supplies
last

20% Off

ENGLISH FAFtMSTm

I

S1111.1iN

Arcadia & 10th • Murray • 753-0921

Shafts, Insurance Cos

lionl• 011.1co CoOurnbia

1/4-1/2 Off

Fall
Sportswear

Fall
Handbags

1/4-1/2 Off

1/4-1/2 Off

"Gobble up the savings before they're gone!"
Hours: M-T 9-530 p.m. • Fri. 9-8 p.m. • Sat. 9-5 p.m. • Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Downtown Court Square • Murray • 753-6258

SPECIALTY FOODS_

Well always be there for you.

1/2 Off

20-50% Off

INSURANCE

Ask about Shelter's
HOME, LIFE, FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too

Pant Suits

Fall
Shoes

Suits &

Holiday Hours: II-F 9-6 p.m. • Sat. 10-1 p.m. • Sun. 1-5 p.m.
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Lakers'dream season hinges on rematch at Hoptown

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Laker junior fullback Dan Arnett played quarterback the
last time Calloway County met Hopkinsville, a 20-7 Tiger win on *H.
13.

Calloway County is in the
midst of what could be labeled a
dream season, and the Lakers are
hoping the dream doesn't end before the climax.
Calloway has achieved several
firsts this season, beating Paducah Tilghman for the first time
and winning two playoff games
for the first time ever. The next
step, logically, would be the
school's first regional champion.
But hold up, that won't be so
easy, as the Lakers will have to
win at Hopkinsville's Stadium of
Champions Friday to keep their
season alive and advance to substate. The game kicks off at 7:30

"We want to get to state at all costs, and
we're not going to stop until we get
there."
— Laker senior Josh McKee!
p.m.
"We've really molded
ourselves into a fine team in all
phases," Laker coach Billy
Mitchell said. "Our chemistry is
right and we've gotten great senior leadership. But our biggest
win hasn't come yet. It's so hard
to get here, we don't want to let
up now. I'd be very disappointed
if we did."
The winner of Friday's game
will play at the winner of North

Bullitt and Montgomery County
Nov. 29. Regardless of who wins
either game, Calloway or Hopkinsville will travel to either Shepherdsville (North Bullitt) or
Mount Sterling (Montgomery
County) for the substate, or state
final four, round. The winner
there advances to the state
championship game.
Both teams enter Friday's
battle at the Stadium of Champions with identical 11-1 records,

Two-year
probation
hits U of L
basketball

Anderson's 28
leads Kentucky
to 84-51 victory
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's Derek Anderson put
his practice game on exhibition
Wednesday night.
The senior guard scored 28
points, hitting 12-of-18 shots, in
leading the No. 8 Wildcats to an
84-51 exhibition victory over
Melbourne, Australia.
Anderson also hit 2-of-2 free
throws, 2-of-2 from 3-point
range, grabbed three rebounds,
handed out four assists and came
up with four steals in nearly 26
minutes.
"Derek had a great game,"
said Kentucky coach Rick Pitino.
He was very active and that was
the Derek Anderson that we see
everyday in practice. He was just
everywhere on the floor."
Anderson said he was the beneficiary of team play.
"I think everybody played
team basketball and that's why
Ave were so successful tonight,"
he said. "It was basically five
guys playing as a team instead of
five guys spread Out. It was a
good game."
Kentucky, coming off a 78-71
overtime loss to Clemson in the
Black Coaches Association
Classic last Friday, had little
trouble against a tired Australian
team that was completing a ninegame tour over 14 days.
"Australia was really worn out
and a road-weary team," said Pitino. "They have played six AC('
teams. They're a little older and
their legs get more tired. We
were able to come out and exploit
that."

By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Louisville basketball program sidestepped
.more severe penalties and was
placed on two years probation by
the NCAA for rules violations.
The school, a traditional basketball power, was cited by the
NCAA for 10 violations concerning recruiting, extra benefits and
preferential treatment.
The school avoided more severe sanctions, such as postseason eligibility and a ban from
television.
Louisville coach Denny Crum,
clenching a rolled-up program in
his trademark sideline habit, was
relieved over the lenient verdict
announced Wednesday.

File Photo
Michael Jordan and the Chicago Bulls won their 11th straight game at Phoenix on Wednes
day, while defending Western Conference champi
on
Seattle won its ninth in a row over Washington.

Sonics one-upped by Bulls again
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
The Seattle SuperSonics are
no strangers to being overshadowed by the Chicago Bulls.
It happened last season when
Seattle's 64 wins were dwarfed
by the Bulls' 72, and it Continued in the NBA Finals when
the Sonics lost Games 1, 2 and
3 to remove most of the
suspense.
It's happening again.
All the buzz around the

league this week has centered
on the Bulls' pursuit of the best
start in NBA history as they begin a seven-game road trip.
A 113-99 victory at Phoenix
on Wednesday night gave Chicago an 11-0 record — four
wins shy of tying the mark set
by the 1948-49 Washington Capitols and matched by the
1993-94 Houston Rockets.
In the meantime, the Sonics
have been quietly putting
together a nice little streak of

their own. And they're doing it
while on a grueling road trip,
too.

Shawn Kemp scored 34
points and Gary Payton had 31
for the Sonics, who blew a
16-point lead in the final six
minutes of regulation, but
suck:lied their winning streak to
nine games by beating
Washington 115-110 in double
overtime.
"It's early in the season and
we haven't had many close

Smoltz gets record deal from Braves
Second baseman
DeShields signs
with Cardinals
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — John
Smoltz followed Albert Belle into
the salary record books, resigning with Atlanta for the
largest contract ever given to a
pitcher.
Smoltz, the NL Cy Young
award winner, agreed Wednesday
to a $31 million, four-year contract. His average salary of $7.75
million tops the previous record
for pitchers, $6.5 million in David Cone's deal with the New
York Yankees.

but the "1" on Calloway's side
came courtesy of Hopkinsville
way back on Sept. 13. In fact, it
was Hopkinsville that knocked
Calloway out of the playoffs last
year one week after the Lakers'
first-ever playoff win.
"They've been a thorn in our
side," said Laker senior tight end/
defensive end Josh McKeel.
"They're a good club, but we feel
that we can play with anybody if
we play our style."
Calloway's style has been a
hard-hitting stingy defense, combined with the speed and passing
of quarterback Alberto Villanueva, when he's been healthy,

Smoltz's average is third overall in baseball behind the $11
million per year in Belle's $55
million, five-year contract with
the Chicago White Sox and the
$8.5 million in Ken Griffey Jr.'s
$34 million, four-year deal with
Seattle.
"This organization has shown
me the ultimate in signing me to
this contract," Smoltz said.
"There were some teams that obviously made it clear they wanted
my services. But my main goal as
an athlete has always been to stay
in one organization as long as 1
possibly can. I want to play my
entire career here."
In other free-agent signings
Wednesday, third baseman Dave
Hollins agreed to a $3.8 million,
two-year contract with Anaheim
and second baseman Delino De-

Shields agreed to a S1.9 million,
one-year contract with St. Louis.
Among players eligible for arbitration, Florida right-hander Pat
DeShields, 27, was signed by
Rapp agreed to a one-year con- the Cardinals as a reclamation
tract worth $1,125,000; more than project. His best years were in
triple his $350,000 salary last Montreal, where he hit .292 in
season.
1992 and .295 in 1993. He was
After losing Belle, Cleveland mostly a disappointment in three
was among the teams pursuing years in Los Angeles, slumping
Smoltz, a 29-year-old right- to a .224 average last season with
hander who led the majors last 124 strikeouts.
season in wins (24) and strikeouts
"It was a number of things,
(276).
mainly nagging 'injuries," DeSmoltz, coming off a $16 mil- Shields said. "A lot of times I
lion, four-year contract, gets $7 shouldn't have been out there,
million in 1997, $7.75 million the but I played."
next two years and $8.5 million
in 2000. The Braves have an $8
million option for 2001.
Next up are extensions for
Greg Maddux,..who won the Cy
Young award from 1992-95, and

games, so it's good to have a
close one and to win it in overtime," Sonics coach George
Karl said. "It's an early-season
win on the road, a pretty ugly
one, but the team played hard.
And we play hard we usually
figure out a way to win."
It was the second straight
night that Seattle lost a sizeable
lead before pulling out a victory. The Sonics were up by 15

"I'm proud of our program,"
he said. "It's 4upossible to control everything.`Kobody wants to
be on probation, but I feel good
about this outcome and I feel
good about the process."
The school sent a 31-page report to the NCAA in February
that uncovered nine of the 10 violations. The internal investigation
may have spared the program
from the more severe penalties.
"This case is an indication that
presidents are taking some control," said David Swank, chairman of the NCAA Infractions
Committee.
Louisville will implement an
educational program on NCAA
legislation and all studentathletes will have to fill out car
registration forms at the start of
every school year as part of the
probation.
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Tulsa spoils UCLA
coach's debut with
77-76 NIT shocker

Sports
BRIEFS
Olajuwon's heartbeat back to normal
HOUSTON (AP) — Although Hakeem Olaiuwon's heartbeat was back to
normal, the Houston Rockets' center remained hospitalized for further tests
Olajuwon developed an irregular heartbeat after drinking a glass of water
at halftime of a game Tuesday night. He was given medication to try to stabilize his heart, but when that was not successful, a defibnllator was used to
shock his heart back to normal, said Dr. Bruce Moseley
Moseley said Olajuwon, 33, could be released from The Methodist Hospital
within the next day or so, depending on test results Team officials expect
Olajuwon to be sidelined for five to seven days

Agassi withdraws from ATP tourney
HANOVER, Germany (AP) — His head clogged and his stomach upset,
Andre Agassi played to a booing and whistling crowd in a 6-2, 6-1 loss to
Pete Sampras. then dropped out of the season-ending ATP Championship
Thomas Enqvist will take Agassi's spot in the Red Group. In White Group
play, Goren lvanisevic beat Richard Krajicek 6-4, 6-7 (4-7), 7-6 (7-1) to reach
the semifinals, and Thomas Muster defeated Michael Chang 6-4, 6-3.
The top two players from each four-man group advance to the semifinals.

Young to start for San Francisco Sunday
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) — After expressing concerns about allowing
Steve Young to play so soon after his second concussion. San Francisco
coach George Seifert re-installed the quarterback as the 49ers' starter.
On Monday, Young received medical clearance to play. But Seifert said he
worried that Young's lingering groin strain would affect his mobility, leaving
him vulnerable to the kind of hits that caused the concussions.

•Lakers...
FROM PAGE 8
and the power running of Dan
Arnett and Jason Eaves. Since the
earlier loss to Hopkinsville, the
Lakers have reeled off nine
straight wins.
Villanueva missed the first
meeting between the teams this
season, a 20-7 Hopkinsville victory at the Stadium of Champions. Arnett was the quarterback
then, and he passed for 174 yards
and rushed for 55 more. McKeel
caught four passes for 93 yards.
But Hopkinsvillc, behind 179
yards rushing and two touchdowns from tailback Artosc Pinner and 104 passing yards from
quarterback Deontey Kenner,
battled bark from a 7-0 third
quarter deficit with two touchdowns in a 1:40 span to take the
lead, before adding a third score
with just over two minutes
remaining.
The key play of the whole
game, however, was not a touchdown or turnover, but a fourthdown pl'ay on which Hopkinsville
lined up for a punt but Kenner
ran 20 yards for a first down instead. Hopkinsville trailed 7-0 at
the time, but the conversion
turned the momentum in favor of
the Tigers.
"It wasn't a fake punt, it was
really a broken play," Laker
coach Billy Mitchell said:
Mitchell said Arnett did a good
job at quarterback, but hadn't had
time to learn the entire offense at
that point. With Villanueva back
at quarterback now and Arnett at
fullback, the Lakers should be
more adept at moving the ball the

second time around, he said.
"Early in the season we were
experimenting with our offense,
and we had to limit our offense
somewhat with Alberto out, but
now Alberto's back and we've
got the full package," Mitchell
said. "We didn't have enough
time to get Dan the whole offense
for the first meeting, but now
with everybody back at their natural position, we've got it all in
now."
Arnett said he is more comfortable now at fullback with Villanueva behind center.
"Our offense is pretty stable
now," Arnett said. "Alberto's at
quarterback now, I'm running the
ball and Josh is catching theeball,
so we're more of a threat and our
offense flows a lot better."
McKeel said that the Lakers
are more fundamentally sound on
defense now than from the earlier
meeting with Hopkinsville, as
evidenced by last week's 10-7
win at Bowling Green.
"1 don't think you'll see the errors in this game that you saw the
first time we played Hopkinsville," he said. "If we play Calloway defense, and run to the ball
and make team tackles, then we'll
do all right."
Arnett, along with McKeel and
Mitchell, said the Lakers are
much more confident this time
around.
"Nobody likes to lose, especially twice to-the same team," he
said. "We've worked harder offensively this week and turned it
up. We want to get to state at all
costs, and we're not going to stop
until we get there."

III Kentucky...
FROM PAGE 8
Pitino used the game to get
more playing time for his youthful big men, who didn't contribute or play much in the loss to
Clemson. Freshman Jamaal Magloire scored three points and had
seven rebounds in nearly 24 minutes while sophomore Nazr
Mohammed finished with four
points and two rebounds in 15
minutes.
"I realize I'm just a freshman,
and I'm going through some
bumps right now," said Magloire. "I think right now I'm
thinking too much. I just need to
react. I do feel myself getting
better each day."
Kentucky scored 38 points off
Melbourne's 31 turnovers and
held a 34-23 edge in rebounds.
The Wildcats were far from sharp
in turning the ball over 23 times.
"They beat us by more points
than any other team," said Melbourne coach Lindsay Gaze.
"Against all our other opponents,
we have played a really good second half. We just didn't get a
chance to do that here."
Anderson scored six points
during a 10-2 run that put Kentucky in control at 14-6 with 13
minutes remaining in the half.
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Melbourne got no closer than
16-10 on Blair Smith's driving
dunk at 12:05. The Wildcats then
went on a 21-7 spurt that included Anderson's spinning flip
shot with his back to the basket.
"It's an exhibition game,"
said Anderson. "It was just a
little flash. I just threw it up and
it went in."
Melbourne scored the first seven points of the second half to
trim Kentucky's lead to 43-29.
Anderson then scored 10 points
in a 14-4 run to increased the
cushion to 57-33.

By BETH HARRIS
AP Sports Wider
LOS ANGELES (AP) — When
Shea Seals couldn't get the job
done against fifth-ranked UCLA,
a freshman helped Tulsa pull off
an upset.
Zac Bennett hit the second of
two free-throw attempts with two
seconds remaining in overtime
Wednesday night as Tulsa defeated UCLA 77-76 in the opening round of the Preseason NIT.
Tulsa will play host to a quarterfinal game Friday night against
Oklahoma State, which beat Si,
Mary's, Calif., 71-70 on a
3-pointer by Jason Skacr with .2
seconds to play.
It was a sour start for 32-yearold Steve Lavin, who -lost in his
head coaching debut for UCLA.
Jim Harrick, who led the Bruins
to the national championship in
1995, was fired two weeks before
the season began.
"To lose in Pauley Pavilion in
your debut is not what you have
in mind," Lavin said. "I'll im-

9
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prove and we will improve every
day."
The Bruins came back from an
eight-point deficit with 2:51 remaining in regulation to force the
extra session, but J.R. Henderson
missed two free throws that
would have given UCLA a fourpoint lead in overtime.
"We lost our poise at the end
of regulation, but we managed to
regroup," Seals said. "Coach
was getting on me. I'm supposed
to be the leader of the team, but I
was tired at the end."
Bennett played 28 minutes, but
had just two points to show for it
when he got fouled by Kris Johnson with the game tied 76-76.
Tulsa's Jonnie Gendron missed
a jumper from the corner, and
Bennett and Johnson scrambled
for the rebound.
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American Humanics and the YMCA are teaming
up to bring your child a fun filled exciting night
of sports and games. Cornicopia of Sports is an
overnight event in which your child will
experience well known sports as well as rare and
exotic sports not native to this area.

AGES: 7 TO 10 YEARS OLD
When: November 22, 1996 • 9:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
Where: Murray State University
Can Health, Main Entrance
Cost: $S for YMCA program members
$10 for Non•YMCA program members

"We kept grinding it out and
grinding it out," second-year
Tulsa coach Steve Robinson said.
"For the freshmen, this builds
confidence."

-First 60 people to sign up!
-Sign up at the YMCA
-Stuff to bring: sleeping bag, swimming suit, towel
medicine (If needed), etc...
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•Sonics...
FROM PAGE 8
at halftime Tuesday at Toronto
and let the lead dwindle to four
points before winning by eight.
This time, Seattle led 92-76
with 5:20 left before letting
Washington back into the game.
Chris Webber, who had 34
points and 13 rebounds in a
career-high 56 minutes, tied the,
game with a 3-pointer late in
regulation and scored all 10 of
Washington's points in the first
overtime.
But the Bullets ran out of
energy in the -second overtime,

I

going scoreless until Chris
Whitney hit a 3-pointer with
1:05 left.
"We played great for TA
quarters, and all of a sudden we
went down in the tank just like
the other night," the Sonics'
Detlef Schrcmpf said. ''We let
them back in the ballgamc and
made it difficult on ourselves. It
showed something that we
stayed together after some
bonehead plays."
The next stop on Seattle's
six-game trip is at Boston on
Friday.

Saw and Save.
$19995
••••••••-•-•.......

--......•.•••-•av.ers, ...)

ET7HL

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By.

Jane Rogers Ins.

$45 Value Free -

'See me for art your family ,nsurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
next to Century 21

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
Thursday's Darnels
Cleveland at Toronto. 6 pm
lAnnesota at Orlando, 630 pm
New Jersey at Detroit. 630 pm
Charlotte at Indiana. 630 pm
Atlanta at Milwaukee, 730 pm
LA Glowers at Dallas, 7 30 p m
Phoenix at Houston, 730 pm
Chicago at Denver. 8 pm
Odder' State at Utah, 8 pm
Friday', Games
Seattle at Boston, 6 pm.
Ptalatlialphta at Washington, 7 pm
San Antonio at LA Lakers, 930 pm
Marrs at Sacramento, 930 p rn
Saturday's Games
Atlanta at Toronto, 12 30 p in
Houston at Golden State, 2 pro
Orlando at Indiana, 630 pm
Dallas at Nam Jersey, 630 pm
Now York at Philadelphia, 630 pm
Detroit at Charlotte, 630 pm
IA Clumps at Minnesota. 7 pm
Washington at Milwaukee, 730 pm
Chicago at Utah, 8 pm
Denver at Portland, 9 p to
Sunday's Gaines
Sacramento at Cleveland, 12 30 pm
Dallas at Boston, 6 pro
Seattle at New York, 7 p to
Mani at Phoenix. 8 p in.
San Antonio at Vanccuver, 8 p rn
Houston at LA Lake's, 830 pro

NBA STANDINGS
AN Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
Pci GB
Nos York
8
3 727
Orlando
4
2 667
7 4 636
Mans
4 6 400
• Philadisphis
3-4
Washington
4 6 400
3'i
2 7 272 5
Boston
New Jersay
1 - 5 167
4",
Central Division
t
0 1 000
Chicago
1- y
Detroit
9
t gbob
34
C Ilerr Nand
6 4 600 4"
IAN/auks,
Atlanta
5 6 455 6
4
5 444 6
Charlotte
7
Indiana
3 6 333
3
Toronto
6 133
7
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L
Pet GB
Houston
9
1 900
Utah
6 2 750 2
4
5 444 4-y
Minnesota
4
7 364
5'y
Denver
Dallas
2 7 222 6'4
San Antonio
2 8 200 .7
1 11 083
Vancouver
Podia Olvielen
Seattle
10 2 833
LA Lakero
8 4 667 2
LA Uppers
6 4 600
3
Portland
7
5 583
3
Sacramento
4
7 364
't
Golden State
7 300 6
Phoenix
0 10 Doe
9
Wedneedey • Games
Detroit 108, Boston 83
Indiana •03, Philadelphia 92
Seattle 115, Wastyngion 110, 207
Charlotte 93. New York 86
LA Cippers 93 San Arnonro 81
Marrs 94, Vancouver 75
Utah 113, IA Lakers 97
Chicago 113, Phoenix 99
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Our best deal on a chain saw lust got better Purchase
a Stihl 017 right now, and get this handy carrying
case and spare loop of chain, a $45 value, free
Available for a limited tinie only at participating Stihl Dealers

Murray Home Auto
STIHL
Chestnut St.
Murray

753-2571
753-4110

im
irlo AUTO PARTS

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Preseason NIT
First Round
Duke 89, St. Joseph's 60
Evansville 65, Drexel 61
Indiana 59, Princeton 49
lona 79. Seton Hall 66
Oklahoma St. 71, St Mary's, Cal. 70
St Louis 63, Ark.-Little Rock 57
Tulsa 77, UCLA 76, OT
Vanderbilt 74, Valparaiso 66

eFour Wheel Drive
•290 cc Engine
.Cargo Rack
•Mud Flaps
•Front & Rear
KAWASAKI Suspension

.^

Register at your nearest
NAPA store No purchase
required One entry per
mailing address
Drae.ing to be held
December 15 1996,

BAYOU 301 4 X 4

with Trivial
Treater

Sports Man's SpecialmA
WASP AND HORNET KILLER

Catch the
Racers
lit in Action!

4(01sse, Web aro raloseckes
tolotockdownindkiloncontad
s dem ix:curse spray kw 10 Ilia

,
. Cit I
IAMBI PAP MUMS 11.113(1
ItlEtECIIIC

NAPA INJECTOR CARE PLUS

•

•

Cleans hoe electors and intake valves.
(12oz)16683

NAPA

THERMO-AID
GAS LINE ANTIFREEZE
Premium Isopropyl-based formula
(12oz )17100

89C

Murray State vs.
West Virginia Tech

NAPA

DIESEL FUEL ANTI-GEL
& CONDITIONER
(12 co)09612

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Saturday, November 23
1:30 p.m — Roy Stewart Stadium

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us tor Rates

Buy 1 Ticket, Get 1 Free!

1300 N. 12th St. • Murray

Miller Auto Parts

Holland Motor Sales

Buy one advanced ticket before Friday at 4 p.m. and receive one free
(general admission). Season ticket holders may also
take advantage of this offer!

1300 Poplar St. • Benton

513 S. 12th St.

MSU Game Sponsored By W. Kentucky Insurance, Don Simpkins

WE KEEP AMERICA RUNNING

Clisn red at ass. pontapAans ralIA AUTO PAM stem

Murray Auto Parts

753-4461
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CAR
WON'T RUN

CALL

AllcClard's
753-9132
GOOD LUCK LAKERS
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GOOD RICK hAKERS

11KE
FOOTBALL

"Cooked The Way You'd Cook It"

Bel-Air Center • 753-0440
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MURRAY
AUTO PARTS

"The oldest
Indapandant
weir shop in Murray"

619 South 4th • 753-6831

1300 N. 12th St.

753-4424

LEARN MORE ABOUT

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
SEAFOOD the game!

DI

WOODMEN'S FREE
NEEDS ANALYSIS
FOR LIFE
INSURANCE
4.6*

John W. Hammon.
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Map* Murray
753-8491

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway quarterback Alberto Villanueva gets instructions from assistant coach Joe Stonecipher in a game from
earlier this season. Villanueva, who missed Calloway's first game against Hopkinsville, will play in this week's regional championship game at Hopkinsville's Stadium ,of Champions.
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MERCURY
LINCOLN

Nov. 22, 1996 — 7:30 p.m.
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past 68
years.
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• Life Insurance
• Disability Income Coverage
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407 Maple St. • 502-753-4451

Call 753-7001
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Lakers, Hopkinsville meet again
with substate berth on the line
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
Rare are the times in high school football a team
has the chance to avenge a loss during the season.
Calloway County can do just that Friday night, hut
revenge is not the chief motivation when the Lakers
face Hopkinsville at the Stadium of Champions. The
big motivator will be that the winner moves on to the
substate round and the loser prepares for basketball
season.
Hopkinsville defeated the Lakers 20-7 back on Sept.
13, but the Lakers have reeled off nine straight wins
since.
The teams enter Fridal's battle with identical 11-1
records, with Calloway in the midst of its best season
ever after last week's 10-7 win at previously unbeaten
Bowling Green, the first time the ,Lakers have ever
won two playoff games in one year.
"The next step now is to keep it going," said Calloway coach Billy Mitchell. "Everything is building
toward the next game, so we're trying to improve each
week.
"Everybody has asked me about us getting revenge
for our only loss this season, but we're both different
teams now than we were then," the coach added.
"We've both improved, and I hope we've improved
enough to play our game and not make the mistakes
that will get us beat. Hopefully our defense can keep
them out of the end zone and we will be able to move
the ball."
The winner of Friday's game will advance to the
substate, or state final four round, playing at the winner of Friday's North Bullitt-Montgomery County
game. The substate round shifts to the eastern regions
this year, meaning that either Calloway or Hopkinsvine will be on the road next week.
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"Team pursuit was the key last week," Mitchell
said. "They didn't get the 60- and 70-yard gains. We
kept that from happening because our defense wanted
to get to the ball. We had a lot of players chasing the
ball and we stopped them time and time again.
"It will take the same, if not a better, defensive effort this week to beat Hopkinsville," he added. "With
(quarterback) Deontey Kenner, (tailback) Artose Pinner and (receiver) Jerry Dorsey, they have some players who can hurt you with long plays."
Hopkinsville's offensive prowess was evident in last
week's 51-12 win over Paducah Tilghman, in which
the Tigers rolled up 505 yards of total offense. Kenner
passed for 302 yards while Pinners rushed for 119.
"We'll have to play our game, and like we did
against Bowling Green, we'll have to make sure we
get to the ball," Mitchell said. "We'll have to get off
the blocks and have 11 people trying to stop them. If
we do, then we've got a chance."
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The Lakers were without quarterback Alberto Villanueva for the first game, but Dan Arnett filled in admirably, passing for 174 yards and rushing for 55
more. Hopkinsville owned a modest 334-267 edge in
total yards that night, but intercepted four passes to
keep Calloway at bay.
In this week's rematch, Mitchell is seeking more of
the same defense his team showed against Bowling
Green last week, in which the Lakers intercepted three
passes and recovered a fumble to hold the Purples to
only seven- points.

,
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:11

753•7050

In the first meeting between the teams this season,
Calloway took a 7-0 lead in the third quarter, only to
watch Hopkinsville bounce back with two touchdowns
in a 1:40 span to take the lead. The Tigers added
aaother score with 2:06 remaining in the game.
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Playhouse will feature Cinderella story for holidays
Playhouse In The Park will highlight the holiday season with a
production of "Cinderella: A Story/
Ballet." The script for this production was wriuen in 1987 by the late
Ruth Jackson. In the past, Jackson
has had work produced at the West
Kentucky Playwrite's Festival and
was active in many events at the
Playhouse In The Park. This production of "Cinderella" is in tribute
to Jackson and the many contributions she has made to the community theatre.
Artistic Director and choreographer for "Cinderella" is Karen A.
Balzer of Murray. Balza served as
artistic director and choreographer
for Jackson's original production of
"Cinderella A Story/Ballet" staged
at Murray State University in 1987.
Balzer is a former dancer with the
Fort Worth Ballet and the Dallas
Contemporary Dance Company.
She holds a Master of Fine Arts
Degree in Theatre and Dance from
Texas Christian University. She is
currently the artistic director for the
Jackson Purchase Dance Company,
and is the director of The Centre Of
Dance in Murray. Bailer is also a
dance trainer for the Galef Institute

Partners for Elementary Training,
and is listed as an Artist In Residence on the International High
School for Performing Arts roster.
Michael Robinson is serving as
staging director for "Cinderella."
Robinson served as interim director
of Playhouse In The Park beginning
in May and was named executive
director in October. Robinson graduated from MSU in the spring of
1996. Robinson appeared in the
children's show,"Flyin Jenny's Colorful Adventure" written by Jackson and produced at the Playhouse
in 1988. Robinson also appeared in
"Guys and Dolls," "Ah, Wilderness!","Death Of A Salesman," and
"Bye, Bye Birdie," "Arsenic and
Old Lace" and "The Foreigner."
"Cinderella: A Story/Ballet" is a
family show that everyone can
enjoy. Jackson has created a delightful twist to this well-known
fairytale by the Brothers Grimm.
The combination of "story" and
"ballet" is a solution to the challenge
of introducing the audience to classical works. The excerpts of music
selected from Prokofiev's ballet
"Cinderella," provides the appropri-

community. As young actresses and
dancers come together for Cinderella, we urge you to come out
and support them beginning Nov.
30 at Playhouse In The Park."
Performances of "Cinderella: A
Story/Ballet" are Nov. 30,Dec.6,7,
13,14 at 7 p.m. and Dec. land 15 at
2 p.m. Reservations may be made
by calling the box office at Playhouse In The Park at 759-1752.
Robinson states, "After the tremendous success of"The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow," we urge you to
make your reservations for "Onvt.r

derella" today, the seats we selling
fast." "Cinderella" is the final show
of the Playhouse In The Park summer/fall season. The show is sponsored in part by Mattel-Murray, Air
Products and Chemicals, and Murray Tourism Commission. Playhouse In The Park programming is
funded in pan by grants from the
Business Council for the Arts, and
the Kentucky Arts Council, a state
agency of the Education, Arts and
Humanities Cabinet, with funds
from the National Endowment for
the Arts.

USED CARS

1996 Mercedes S320 Smoked
Michael Robinson of Playhouse In The Park and Karen Balzer of the Jackson
Purchase Dance Company collaborate on "Cinderella: A Story/Ballet."

CALL

Silver, LWB, CD,3000 Miles

1996 Toyota Camry LE White
ate mood and imagination for each
segment of dance. The dances create the world of our dreams by
incorporating pantomime,character
dance, and ballet.
"Cinderella: A Story/Ballet" is a
community endeavor," said Balzer.
"This production involves close to

40 performers ranging in ages from
9 to 43. Four residents,ages 70 plus
from Green Acres Healthcare in
Mayfield, assisted in making tutus
for this production." Robinson
states,"This production is a celebration of the great pool of talent that
pours forth from the youth in our

with Grey Cloth, 13,000 Miles

$16,96823

1995 Mercury Cougar XR7
Dark Green with Beige Cloth, V-8
Engine, 21,000 Miles

$1 2,36258

1995 Toyota Avalon XLS
Emerald Green, Saddle Leather,
Sunroof Alloy Wheels

MSU choral group to perform Nov. 24 1995 Mercury Sable GS
A concert of holiday music will
be presented by the Murray State
University Chorale and Choral Union on Nov. 24. The concert will
begin at 3:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium on the campus of Murray
State University.
The combined choir of96 voices
will sing the Christmas portion of
Handel's "Messiah." The production will include a professional
orchestra and soloists including
MSU department of music faculty

members Susan Kane,soprano; Kay
Gardner Bates, mezzo-soprano and
Randall Black, tenor. Joining them
will be guest artist Stephen King,
bass, from the University of Kentucky. This famous oratorio is a
standard in the choral repertory and
a hallmark of holiday music.
The orchestra features MSU department of music faculty Stephen
Brown, organ; Marie Taylor, harpsichord, Priscilla Hallberg, violin
and Nancy Steffa, viola. Student

Silver
with Silver Leather, Fully Optioned .$12,89628

nally thought to have been composed by J.S. Bach. Recent research
has revealed the composer was
actually Johann Kubnau. Bach copied the music for use in his own
church. The cantata will be sung in
German.

performers include Faith Holley
from Bowling Green and Joseph
VanFleet from Paducah, trumpet;
Karen O'Daniel from Murray and
Kathryn Wattcrs from Stewart,
Tenn., violin; Craig Maxey from
Wickliffe and Kara Boyd from
Cadiz, oboe; Amy Sanders from
Carlyle, Ill. and Amanda Cravens
from Dover, Tenn., flute; C. Dale
Julian from West Frankfort, Ill.,
bassoon and Chris Partney from
Mayfield, timpani.
The choruses will also sing Cantata #142: "For unto us a Child is
Born," a cantata which was origi-

$21,90643

1995 Old Cutlass Supreme 2 Dr. Coupe, 1 -

$1 2,46758

Owner, Red w/ Graphite Cloth

1995 Cadillac Deville Shale Metallic,

$21,97001

1 -Owner New Cadillac Trade

Dr. Bradley Almquist, director of
choral activities at Murray State,
will conduct the concert which is
open to the public. Donations for
continued support and presentation
of choral/orchestral productions at
Murray State University are welcome.

1995 Buick Riviera

Med. Blue,
Tan Leather, 27,000 Miles, CD
$1 7,96423

1995 Chevrolet Camaro T-tops,
Black with Graphite Cloth, Alloy
Wheels, Bose Stereo

$13,93043

1994 Dodge Shadow ES Sports
Coupe, Auto, Cassette, Blue with
Grey Cloth, 32,000 Miles

BOOK REVIEW

1994 Mercury Cougar XR7

Say You Love Me

Burgundy with Grey Cloth, 49,000
$10,46285
Miles, Alloy Wheels

by J°karma Lindsey
Followmg on the heels of her outstanding New York Tames bestseller Love Me
Forever, is Incomparable Johanna Lindsey
re114ITU triumphantly — carrying us back to
Regency Fatglesd...and into the lives and loves
of the lusty, unforgettable Malory family.
America loves Lindsey and the Malorys — and
everyone will adore Say You Love Me, a new
novel lxuneamg with sensualuy, humor, and
unparalleled romantic adventure.
Ha perste deaths left Kelsey Langton
penniless — and responsible for the safety and
well-being of her younger sister, Jess. Now
circumstance and human frailty have conspired
to leave than homeless as well, unless Kelsey
can avert the rissamer. But she knows only one
way to rescue Jean's home,future and honor —
and ii means sacnficing her own. Kelsey must
allow herself to be sold at auction.

The following students performed at recitals: left to right-front row: Brittany
McClure, Teala Penick, Megan Black and Jessica Schlabach; middle row:
Bradley Black, Heather McClure, Johanna Penick, Shellle Wilson, Nancy
Robertson and Ashley Shropshire; back row: Brett Brown and Kate Duncan.

Sa intkvefie,

$7,56328

1994 Lincoln Town Car Designer
Series, Silver with Grey Leather,
34,000 Miles

$1 8,46328

1991 Chrysler 5th Ave. Med. Blue
Metallic with Blue Cloth, 69,000 Miles$6,54896

1989 Cadillac Sedan Deville
Academy Grey with Burgundy Leather,
83,000 Miles, New Cadillac Trade ....$7,81 382

1989 Chevrolet Camaro Iroc
5.7 Liter Engine, T-tops, CD Player,
Power Seat, Black with Beige cloth,
Clean

$7,38624

USED TRUCKS

1996 Toyota Ray 4 avvo,
Auto, CD, 12,000 Miles, Dark
Green, Grey Cloth,

$1 7,48653

1996 Dodge Dakota Sport

1)iscover unique
ways to celebrate
the holi

The following students performed at recitals: left to right-front row: Emily
Perry (Paducah), Lauren Gibson, Madeleine Trevathan and Sam Trevathan;
back row: Haley Thompson, Samantha Stanley, Cody Campbell and John
Wall.

Piano recital held
Over 50 piano students who
study piano with teachers of the
"Suzuki" method in the Purchase
Area appeared in two back-to-back
recitals that were held at St. John's
Episcopal Church in Murray on
Nov. 9. Students included many

from Mayfield, Benton, Gilbertsvale and Paducah as well as from
Murray. Teachers whose students
performed were Margaret Wilkins,
Dot Mason, Karen Greer, Karen
Heise and Carol Trevathan.
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Early Bird Bingo 6:30 pm. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

Drive, SWB, Burgandy with Grey
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$9,46843

WHATEVER IT TAKES. WE WANT TO BE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK COMPANY

* $1,000 Latter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Wad*

s •

$1 3,49623

1994 Chevrolet S10 Ext. Cab

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers J;id Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club
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$26,94568

1995 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado
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(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

—

$15,98643

1995 Chevrolet Tahoe 4X4 LT Pkg with

New Location - 121 North
* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

$11,64958

1995 Ford F150 XLT Four Wheel

Snowman Jar Candle
Sleeve

Every Friday Night
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V-6 Engine, Automatic, Black with
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Yeater takes on rodeo programiat MSU

• ..

and will feature all of the events that
are seen in the pro-rodeo circuit.
The rodeo is student-produced by
the MSU Rodeo Club, which includes members of the rodeo team
as well as other interested students.
Yeatcr says MSU has the largest
traveling team in the region and
have proven that they are contenders at each of the three-away
rodeos attended so far this fall. The
Murray State team will have a
chance to test their skills before a
home crowd this weekend in the
first of two seasonal rodeos held at
the Expo Center.
"We are really strong in bullriders and steer wrestlers right now,"
said Yeater. Competition is for
points and prize money. At the end
of the season the two top teams and
two highest scoring individuals in

IP Coming from the great state of
Texas where cowboys are the norm,
Kentucky was certainly not the first
plac.e Tom Yeater would have ex' pec ted to hang his hat when he
began a career in rodeo education.
Re was selected from a nationwide
search and began work at Murray
State University in July as the first
full-time rodeo coach and lecturer in
the department of agriculture. An
increase of over 20 team members
hasn't given Yeater much time to
hang his hat, but it has given him
hope for a successful season.
Teams from 18 other schools in
the Ozark Region will meet at
Murray State University to compete
in the next college rodeo Thursday
through Saturday, Nov. 21-23 at the
West Kentucky Expo Center. The
rodeo begins at 7:30 p.m.each night

Check Our Deals on
Toyotas and Chevrolets!
1997 Toyota Corolla CE
Stock # 97139

each event advance to the College
National Finals in Bozanan, Mont.
Yeater feels that Murray State has
individuals capable of making the
grade this year, and with a young
team primarily composed of freshmen and sophomores, he doesn't see
clinching a team championship very
far in the future.
Yeater hails from Comanche,
Texas, which is about 100 miles
southwest of FL Worth. Having a
family background in rodeo, he has
come up through the ranks ofjunior,
high school and collegiate rodeo
competition. He received his bachelor's degree in ag-business and
master's degree in agriculture, both
from Tarrelton State in Steeleville.
After obtaining his first degree,
Yeater spent three years managing
an 1800-head daily farm before he

decided it was time to go back and
get more education. Now,in his first
coaching job, he is finding hard
work, but much satisfaction.
"Rodeo isn't much different here
(in Kentucky)," explained Yeater.
"Students in this area have to travel
a lot farther to attend rodeos, so the
interest and willingness has to be a
lot stronger to enable them to
compete. They are just as competitive here as they are in Texas, only
there are lot more competitors in
Texas."
.
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Automatic, Air
Stereo - More!

36 Mo. Lease

plus security deposit totalling $1379 required at lease
inception. Total of payments $6,444. Lessee may purchase at
end of lease term for $9,546.36. Additional Charge of $10 per
mile over 36,000 miles.
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1997 Toyota Camry LE
Stock # 97070
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ters even brought a prospective
cowgirl to MSU. Daughter Yanci
was born shortly before their move
to Kentucky.
Yeater says he is expecting a
good crowd to come out to the rodeo
this weekend.
"These athletes arc an outstanding group of individuals who put in
lots of hours on their own and
expenses out of their own pockets to
be able to rodeo for Murray State,"
he said. "I hope everyone in Murray
and surrounding communities will
come to the rodeo to watch them
compete and see the dedication that
they put into their snort."
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'TODAY'S CHILDREN are born optimists. certain of success no matter
what the odds!:these adventurous youngsters would rather explore unfamiliar terrains than read about them. They fantasize about walking on the moon
or finding lost kingdoms under the sea. Open-minded And tolerant. these
Saginarians w ill have mends from all walks of life. Eager to improve them',ekes. ilic k ill buy many self-help books. A deep interest in the past could
lead to a career as a historian or museum curator.
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"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
Great Weekly Specials
Large BBC),
Fries & Medium Drink
(FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET
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Remaining 1996 Chevrolets
' Yellow-Tagged to Move!

LIBRA (Sept. 23-(ct. 22): Act
confident about the future. Progress
is seen in almost every area of your
life. Promote harmony at home by
doing your fair share of the work. A
loved one will soon return home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
The day gets off to a fast start. If
something is bugging you. discuss it.
Check on the status of your investments. It may be time to consult
another stockbroker or accountant.

lAll

Example Stock #96366 1996 S10 LS
was $13,462.00
Peppers Disc. $2,162.03
i,,,v, Ol\
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Fact. Rebate $300.00
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All 1997 Chevrolet S-10's
at Invoice and You Keep
the Factory Rebate!
Example 1997 S10 4X4 Stock #97077 ' was $19,038.00
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At the intersection of Lone Oak Rd. and Lakeview Dr. in the Marketplace Shopping Center in Lone Oak

BUY ALL YOU CAN HAUL! PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU NOV. 28TH

Wild
Turkey 1010

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Your career sails along nicely.

Be willing to share the glory with
deserving subordinates. New
alliances are favored. Give a novice
a chance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Put your credit cards away and
curb spending. Others will like you
better if you stop taking everything
so seriously. Investigate yoga as a
way to reduce stress. Romance with
a new partner looks blissful.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Go along with your partner's desire
for adventure. A caring, nurturing
approach will help resolve a parentchild conflict. Do More listening
than talking when dealing with teenagers. Times have changed more
than you know.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):

$1 g87
Sutter Home
White Zinfandel
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE child relationship shows steady
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: improvement.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
Your freedom- loving personality
attracts new admirers. Putting your change of attitude or greater finesse
origniAl idas orirtaper eitil F1ëid In - is the try to success. Seelc--ttre
advice of experienced people: With
an exciting business proposition. A
generotts advaiice giVeS you the effort and patience, you will eventuleisure to pursue a pet , project of ally reach the executive suite.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): You
!WNW. 1997 ushers in both romance
need to watch your step now. Say
and overseas trio, el. Exposure to
:mother culture broadens your out- "no- to under-the-table business
look on life. Family connections deals. Keep everything strictly
aboveboard. Adopt a more fundawill take on new meaning when a
mental approach to,.life.
crisis arises. Consult professionals
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
regarding your moons.
Concentrate on the real world, revisCELEBRITIES BORN ON
Tuts DAY: tennis -great Billie Jean. ing your priorities if necessary.
King. actress Jamie Lee Curtis. Research the latest trends in your
comedian Rodney Dangerfield. field. Dedication to home and family
w ill lead to a lifetime of happiness.
actress Geraldine Page.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Get
ARIES (March 21 -April 191:
more rest if hoping to dodge colds
(jet involved in community affairs.
Become a Big Sister or Big Brother and the flu. Your need for periods of
solitude may puzzle your mate. Do
or help feed the homeless. A parentyour best to explain! Complete your
work at the office, then relax at
home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Your associates come to your
defense. Reward them in a tangible
way. Use jointly owned resources
responsibly. A first impression is
right on target.
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FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 22, 19%
(For your pernalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-9(X)-988-7788. Your phone company will hill you 99
cents a minute.)

E
8

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets,
Fried Chicken, Hickory Smoked Ham, Food
Bar, Salad Bar, Dessert Bar, Drink.

Robert and Joyce Hughes of Murray,
and piano student of Dot Mason, was
named winner of the Ninth Annual
Young Artists Concerto Competition
sponsored by the Bowling Green
Western Symphony Orchestra. One
of six high-school age instrumentalists chosen to participate in the
competition finals that were held on
Nov. 15, Hughes performed the
"Rhapsody In Blue" by George
Gershwin, assisted at the second

HOROSCOPES

$399

*4g

Pianist Nathan Hughes, son of Drs.

piano by Don Speer of the Western
State University music faculty. He
will appear as soloist with Bowling
Green Western Symphony Orchestra
on Dec. S. Nathan Hughes is a junior
at Murray High School.
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enjoying the Murray area.
"We love the climate, but what,
has really impressed us is the
friendly people," he said. The Yea-

GENERAL • MICHELIN

F'e
f
"
.

•,0*

1 7900/1\40*

have a person of his caliber join
their faculty," he said.
In addition to his excitement of
Murray State's rodeo program, Yeater says he and his wife, Zane, are

•
01.

i

Yeater is able to bring perspective to both ropers and rough stock
riders since in his own career he has
worked the events of calf roping,
bullriding, team roping and bareback bronc riding. Bullriding, the
most exciting spectator event, and
calf roping are claimed as his favorites.
"These were my first two events
to compete in," he said. "Bullriding
gets the adrenaline flowing and
gives the biggest thrill, but calf
roping takes more dedication and
when you do succeed at it you get
the greatest satisfaction because you
have put so much effort in it.
"Coaching needs to have some
personal experience so that you
know what the student is facing
when they are facing it," Yeater
noted. "It's all a learning experience
and the best way to learn is by
experience, but it helps when somebody is there to close some outer
doors that you don't need to take in
route."
Dr. Eldon Heathcou, former
chairman of the department of agriculture and rodeo adviser at Murray
State, led the search to fill the
coaching position and is pleased
with the experience Yeater brings to
the 20-year old program.
"Yeater is a professional cowboy
and Murray State is fortunate to

$799
/

Dekuyper i
Peach Schnapp

7

750
nil

Coor's

Natural
Light & Ice

Reg. & Light

$788

77

CASE
24.120, Can,

$11

toli

Take advantage of a special opportunity. Financial breaks are likely, but
only if you go after them. Loved
ones appreciate your efforts to create a more harmonious atmosphere
at home. Be willing to make
changes.

CASE
2-12 Rut,
Bottles

Thanksgiving
Napkins
& Plates

$16,834°9
,

Invoice may not reflect actual dealer cost Prices do not include
taxes, tale, tags or registration fees

25% OFF

PPERS
P
CHEVROLET-OLDS-CADILLAC-GEO-TOYOTA

On seeing in the dark: It takes fifteen minutes for the human iris to
open to Its widest extent and another half-hour to forty-five minutes for
the retina behind the iris to become
adjusted for good night vision.

2801 Line Oak Road- Paducah. KY 42001 - 502-554-0943
• 8 A.M.-10 P.M. FMB)&Saturday 'tit 11 P.M.
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WHATEVER IT TAKES. WE WANT TO BE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK COMPANY

2400 E. Wood St. Paris, TN (901)642-1L00
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Jefferson County student
gives up braids for school

DEATHS
James Robert Chambers

Reuben Brent Starks

James Robert Chambers, 93. Rt. 6, Murray, died Tuesday, Nov. 19,
1996, at 10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer and commercial fisherman, he had also worked for
Tennessee Valley Authority. He was a veteran of World War 11 and
was thought to be the oldest living veteran in Calloway County. He
was a member of Russell Chapel United Methodist Church.
Born Sept. IS, 1903, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Thomas Jefferson (Bud) Chambers and Alice White Chambers. His
stepmother, Mrs. Mary Maupin Chambers. also preceded him in death.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Odell Donelson, Rt. 6, Murray;
one brother, Thomas Willis Chambers, Rt. 3, Murray; nieces and nephews, Lynda Donelson Morgan, Evelyn Johnston, Roy Donelson,
Louise Balentine, and Bobby Gene Lovins, all of Murray, and Phyllis,
Carolyn, Emily, Susan, Jimmy, Gregory, Rose, Joe, and Lloyd Johns,
all of Michigan; several great-nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Elijah Balentine will officiate. Burial
will follow in New Jenny Ridge Cemetery in Calloway County with
military rites at the gravesite.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).

Harry Timothy Recker
Harry Timothy Recker, 41, former resident of Murray, died Monday, Nov. 18, 1996, at Lawrenceville, Ga.
He was Property Services, Vice President for Post Apartments, Lawrenceville. He was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Bonnie Recker; four children,
Tyler Recker and Lori Recker, Lawrenceville, and Malinda Recker
and Trisha Recker, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.; his mother, Mrs. Mary Helen
Recker, one sister, Mrs. Kathy Oster, and one brother, Jeff Recker, all
of Jackson, Tenn.; one grandson; two nephews; his parents-in-law,
Eura and Pauline Oakley, Benton.
The funeral will be Saturday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Tim Stewart
Funeral Home, 300 Simonton Rd., Lawrenceville, Ga. The Rev. Donnell Hawkins will officiate. Burial will follow in White Chapel Memorial Gardens, Duluth, Ga.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 7 to 9 p.m. Friday.

Forte W. Elkins
The funeral for Forte W. Elkins will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home. David Hendrickson will officiate. Burial will follow in Union Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mr. Elkins, 79, Hardin, died Monday, Nov_ 19, 1996, at 9:25. p.m.
at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ica Mai Griffin Elkins; two sons,
William (Bill) Elkins Jr. and wife, Madonna, Hardin, and Robert Dale
Elkins and wife, Brenda, Lexington; two sisters, Mrs. Nadine Peck,
Hardin, and Mrs. Doris Hicks, Paducah; three brothers, Bob Elkins,
Hardin, Jerry Elkins, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Larry Elkins, Pulaski,
Miss.; seven grandchildren, William Eli Elkins Jr., Murray, Robert
Forte Elkins and Gaberial Lee Elkins, Hardin, Melissa Dawn Fowler,
Paris, Tenn., Keith Morrie Elkins, Buckley, Wash., and Allen Parks
and Ashley Parks, Lexington; 10 great-grandchildren.

Harold Dean (Shorty) Pridemore
Graveside services for Harold Dean (Shorty) Pridemore were Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Billy Turner
officiated.
Pallbearers were Ricky Rhodes, Mike Evitts, Harvey Walker, Larry
Elkins, Harold Bebber, Leslie Bebber and Gary Fore. Miller Funeral
Home of Murray was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Pridemore, 50, Wyatt, Mo., died Monday morning, Nov. 18,
19%, at Wyatt.

HOG MARKET
Federal Slate Market NMI Service Nov. 21, 19%
Kentucky Pardon Ares Hog Markel Report includes
2
Buying Stations Receipts: Act SI Fat. 225 Barrows
&

Inveulnients Since 1834

Stock Market
Report

GIN and, • SO bigiver Sows Andy 1.01 higher
- 53.50
US 1-3 231.214
$49 • 52.90
US 1-3 215-234 Re.-$52-11 - 5380
US 3-4 208-210 lbs.
$43.08 • 45.09
US 1-2 201.215 lbw
Sows
S11.M - 42.011
1•2 270.350
$41 01 - 43.80
1,1S 1-3 301-459
US 1-3 451-515 lbs.-------$44.111 • 54.01
$S&M • 91.10
US 1-3 525 & tip
- 41.01
US 2-3 M11-510
loan $37.09 • 37.58

Prices as of 9 AM
Company

•

Price

•

LG&
mac
Mattel
30 unc
McDonalds
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Merck
3/1
J.C.
• 1/s
Peoples
B 23 A
Quaker
• 3/s
ScberIng.Plough
+ 1
Sears...............—...--481/4 « 1/4
Texaco..._.......................,99/ • 7/s
lime Warner..—........39s/s • lh
« Its
Wal-Mart,......,..,......,.......25 + 'Is

•
,I

stock
UNC - price unchanged

1.411 Wirt S Llysni lit • boner WM

Patton may focus
aid on one town
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) -Gov. Paul Patton is studying a
proposal to lay ,aside the "shotgun” approach to economic aid
for eastern Kentucky and concentrate on building up one community in the mountains.
Patton said the idea is to develop over five years a dynamic
community that can provide for
itself economically. If the pilot
project works, it would be repeated in other communities.
"Appalachia has made a lot of
progress as far as quality of life,
health care, accessibility, education and all of those things," Patton said. "The one thing that
hasn't happened is sustainable
economic growth."
The proposal was described as
a "blueprint for action" by
James Bickford, secretary of the
Cabinet for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection. He
introduced it Tuesday at a meeting of the Kentucky Appalachian
Commission.
Bickford said it became apparent to him that the state's policy
of spending millions of dollars on
unrelated projects all over the region hasn't given the area the
roads, utilities and other amcni-

ties it needs to draw and sustain
industry.
"Everyone who has gotten up
here today has talked about the
need for infrastructure," he said.
His idea is to go into a community armed with plenty of state
and federal money and build the
roads, the sewer and water systems and sites suitable for both
industrial and residential growth
that many eastern Kentucky communities lack.
Bickford said he would hope to
find federal grant money to pay
for some of the projects, but Patton acknowledged that some
communities would receive less
federal and state money.
"Obviously, the resources that
would be directed toward this
concentrated effort would be a
part of the total resource, and so,
by implication there would be
less for the rest of the area," Patton said in an interview with The
Courier-Journal.
He promised that none of eastern Kentucky would be neglected
and Bickford pointed out that
counties adjoining a model community would also benefit from
such an economic development
project.
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has already been charged with
misdemeanor counts of abuse and
terroristic threatening after a runin with teachers at the school
Monday. He and Karla's stepmother, Connie Chapman, are
under a restraining order to stay a
certain distance from the school.
"It makes me mad, because really it's her fault for suspending
me," Karla said of Wolfe.
Wolfe insists that she has lifted
the suspension, and that Kula
need only remove the lipstick to
come back. So far, K111111.5 parents are backing her up, and she
is scheduled for a taping in New
York on Sunday with talk show
host Monte! Williams.
"I'm not going to take if off
just to go back to school," said
Karla, who was suspended Nov.
13. Her parents are seeking a
public defender on the criminal
charges and have not yet consulted an attorney about filing
suit.
Ms. Jones insists her son's case
is different. While Pike County's
code doesn't specifically forbid
black lipstick, students at the
Butler magnet school are told at
the beginning of the year that
boys may not wear braids or
earrings.
"Siddell still feels like he still
has the right to wear the braids,"
she said. "1 said, 'Siddell, you're
participating in that school by
choice and you have to go by the
rules.'"
•

SUBSCRIBE

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!
Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
(Cooper
WAREHOUSE
°pan Mon

TIRE

TIRES

400

Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

Congratulations
Kathy Kopperud
for being named

1996
Realtor of the Year
by the Murray-Calloway
County Board of Real:ors

From the management & staff of...

KOPPERUD REALTY
758-1222

711 Main St.

BOSCH
SATL.

—
Murray State University
— coming to

Power Tool
Demonstration

Skil 71/4

Circular Saw

November 21-23

Sat., Nov. 23
10 a.m.-3 p.m.

BUDGET BARN

7:30 p.m.

FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4' wide door
8 x 12 8 x 16
8x8
64 sq. ft. 96 sq. ft. 128 sq. ft.

West Kentucky
Expo Center
College Farm Road

Ticket info:

Door Prizes
and
Giveaways!

750 '950 9,150

502-762-3125

*Kentucky Sales Tax Now Included•

Treas Lumber Do-it Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
759-1390
- Your Home Investment Company Since 1884 -

Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-530 p.m.; Saturday 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Closed Sunday
Sale Price* Good at Murry. Store Only! • Other Locations. Benton & Lake City
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Prices Good Thru November 26, 1996

MSU Rodeo Boosters say "Good Luck" to all MSU cowboys
and cowgirls as they host teamsfrom the Ozark Region!

YOU.

By The Associated Press
A Jefferson County senior
chose books over braids, but an
eastern Kentucky girl suspended
for wearing black lipstick said he
gave up too easily.
Siddell Jones was sent home
Monday from Butler Traditional
High School after refusing to
obey the principal's order to unbraid his hair. Principal Kenneth
Frick cited a rule that forbids
"attention-getting" or "extreme" hair.
But Siddell was back in school
Wednesday, sans braids. His
mother, Merlin Jones, said things
would never have gone that far if
she had not been out of town.
"I explained to Siddell his
education is very important," she
said. "He expects to go to college. I think braids over completing your high school education
— I think high school is more
important."
But across the state in Pike
County, I3-year-old Karla Chapman stayed away from Runyon
Elementary School again Wednesday to protest the principal's
ban on her black lipstick. She
thinks Siddell should have stood
his ground.
"I don't think that he should
have just gave up his rights," she
said. "I mean, everybody has
their rights and they should be
able to do what they want. ... I
think that it's not fair to him."
Siddell got an excused absence
for Tuesday.. But Runyon Principal Rosa Wolfe has now declared
Karla a truant, meaning her parents could soon be held legally
liable for her continued absence.
Her father, Michael Chapman,

Lumber&Buildi

You'll have a great time at the

• See all of your favorite events in one arena
• Calf give-a-way.
• Silent Auction featuring lifesize posters of
George Strait and Ty Murray and hats
autographed by rodeo personalities.

HIWARD
LYONS

Rcql inrcqlment

Hugh E. Vassar, 70, Rt. 3, Murray, died Wednesday, Nov. 20, 19%,
at 2:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a Navy veteran of World War II. Born Dec. 13, 1925, in
Stambaugh, Mich., he was the son of Isabel Huwald Uhrmacher and
the late Newell Vassar.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Eva L. Riley Vassar, to whom he
was married on July 8, 1976; two daughters, Ms. Rita Vassar and Mrs.
Michelle Lindbcrg and husband, William, Belleville, Mich.; two stepsons, Bruce Levi and fiancee, Sandy, Whitmore Lake, Mich., and
Steve Levi and wife, Teresa, Belleville, Mich.; a daughter-in-law,
Cathy Levi, Whitmore Lake, Mich.; his mother. Mrs. Isabel Huwald
Uhrmacher, Erin, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Mildred Sharpe and husband,
Mike, Mukiltco, Wash.; two brothers, Arthur James Vassar, Goose
Creek, S.C., and Richard Vassar, Little Rock, Ark.; two grandchildren, Jamie Vassar and Luke Lindberg; six stepgrandchildren, Renee,
Christine, Michael, Eric, Jenny, and David Levi.
Graveside rites will be Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at Ledbetter Cemetery.
Grover Lovett will officiate.
Friends may call from 3 to 7:30 p.m. Saturday at Blalock-Coleman
& York Funeral Home. Masonic rites will be conducted by Alford
Lodge #925 Free and Accepted Masons at 7 p.m. Saturday at the funeral home.

Bulls • Broncs • Roping • Barrels • Clowns

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

Our

Hugh E. Vassar

COLLEGE
RODEO

Lyonsiss market maker m aws

Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

Reuben Brent Starks, 75, Boggess Road, Almo, died Wednesday,
Nov. 20. 1996, at 4:55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War II, he had retired from the tool and
die business in Michigan. Born Sept. 29, 1921, in Calloway County,
he was the son of the late George Starks and Ola Strader Starks.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lola Mae Boggess Starks, to
whom he was married on Dec. 24, 1951; one daughter, Ms. Cheryl
Starks, Southfield, Mich.; two sons, Timothy Suits, Madisonville,
and Kenneth Starks and wife, Michelle, Mt. Juliet, Tenn.; one sister,
Mrs. Pearl Turpin, Murray; two brothers, Jack Starks and wife, Maxine, Hazel, and Wesley Starks and wife, Mary, Gleason, Tenn.; two
grandchildren, Shelby Starks and Paisley Starks.
Services will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Charles Walker will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday.

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.6399.83 • 30.19
DJ1A Previous Close....-.6430.02
Air Products............ 610/4 unc
A T&
• 1/s
Bell South
1/s
Briggs & Stratton...—. 4014 « 1/4
Bristol Myers Squibb 1101/1 • 7/.
CBT Corp. Ky.•.....24 B 2.51/2 A
Cltrysler.....................333/. • '1Is
Dean
unc
Exxon......91'!. - 1/4
Ford Motor...............321/4 • 1/4
General
•/
3
4
General Motors,,......„,,,54/.
•
N
Goodyear
- 1/1
1B
1/2
Ingersoll Rand—...............44 mac
unc
K U Energy............... 30I/4 + N
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
12hPkw Ash

TO PLACE
AN AD

$6.00 Column Inch
40% Dtacount 2nd Run,
60% Discount 310 Run.
(All sal Mud ittn MOT l001 Sadad)

$2.00 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).
•

Reader Adl

•

30e per woact„..16.00 minimum
1st day.66 per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $200 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) $2.00 1#41Ta for
blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Preaairj
A $200 too will b required to make
9ny changes to ad ono; deadline.

020

C 'C

Legal

Notice
Notice
Personais
Cord at Thanks
Pr Memo",
Lost & Found

:AC

'90

;or-, Equipmens

390
4.)C

bvestock & Supplas
Poultry & Supplies
Plocluce
Feed & Seed

550

0.60
070
DPC

OW
230
250

3

Inst.uCTIOr

530

310
33C

Apartments For Pent
Rooms For Pent

340
360

Houses For Pent
or Pent or Lease

020

020

Hobos

Feature Of The leek

ENJOY a massage and re.
lieve pain, release stress,
relax mind and body Call
Dave or Tern at Massage
To You, 7 days, 10a-10P,
753-3801 Housecalls
Available!

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment dothing $1 00 Buys mens,
women, children leans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

2 Pc. Livingroom
Suites
Starting at '388

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700

HOLIDAY Doll & Toy Spec
tacular, November 23rd
10arn 5pm Admission $2
Furniture & Mattress
Sponsored by the Western
Downtown Murray • 753-4872 Kentucky Barbie Collectors
20/20 WITHOUT GLAS- at the Robert Cherry Civic
SES' Safe, rapid, non Center, 2701 Park Avenue,
KY
surgical, permanent resto Paducah,
ration 6-8 weeks Airline 1-502-898-3107 or
pilot developed Doctor ap- 1-502 444 6648
proved Free information by
mail 800 422 7320, ext
213, 406-961-5570, fax
406 96 1 - 5 5 7 7
NURSING HOME
http ftwww visionfreedom
INSURANCE
Satisfaction
corn
Available Thru Age 84.
guaranteed
Our most comprehenALTERATIONS. Ruth's
sive policy pays for
See & Sew 753 6981
Skillod Intermediate or
With
Custodial Care
If rny people, which
Medicare's new guideare called by my
lines for, confinement,
name, shall humble
Nursing Home Insur
and
themselves,
ance is more important
pray, and seek my
than ever
face, and turn from
For Imo
their wicked ways;
Information call:
then will I hearfrom
Heaven, and willfor
glue their sin, and
will heal their land.

PURDOM

470
4E0
486
490
495
500
510
520

030
Card
of Thanks

Thank You
The family of Bernie Hooks wishes to
(-vend our hearyelt
appreciation to Dr.
Crouch,
Murray
Calloway Hospital
and West View
Nursing
Horne.
Yolr kindness,patience and concern
while caringfor ow.
• -mother- was a bier.
sing.
The Hooks
Family

120
130
140
150
155
160

Campers
Boors & Motors

Wont To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuurri Ceoners

leo
los

Sewing Mocnines
Heavy Equipment
Sports EquAPment
Firewood
Musical

200
210
220
240
260
380

Miscellaneous
T V & Podia
Pets & Supplies

060

non

Ns*
Wanted

ATTN. EXPERIENCED
TRUCK DRIVERS DRIVE
TO OWN)- $0 down/78e all
miles. Ownership possible
in 18 months Avg. 10,000+
miles a month Company
drivers: newer equipment.
Competitive pay and benefits. Call: New Apple Lines
800-843-8308
or
800-843-3384 Madison,
LOST Black billfold at SD. Mon-Fri 8-5 PM CenGranny's Restaurant Call tral. Call!
759-4620 (Reward)
a-DRIVERS-OTR- Advanced Distribution
060
System- $1,000 Sign-On
Help
Bonus Limited openings
Wanted
for flatbed drivers Phone
ADVERTISING SALES- apps approved in 2 hours!
Part-time, commission 800-646-3439 ext 1007.
only. Call on Louisville area Owner-operators welcome.
auto dealers. Send resume
to Steve Wheatley, Land- b-DRIVERS EXP, 0/0- remark Community News cent school grads. Builders
papers, PO Box 549, Shel- Transport is now hiring in
byville, Kentucky your area for our van,
Flatbed & dedicated fleets.
40066 EOE.
Call today: 800-762-1819.
ATLAS Transmission has
opening for manager trai- DRIVER- Earn more with
nee Excellent opportunity Celadon's new pay packfor the right person, good age. Over 80% drop-nbenefits: Apply in persab or heal( freight, 1994 or newer
call 759 5000, ask for Paul. assigned conventionals,
Sales experience is weekly pay and plenty of
miles. 800-729-9770.
necessary.
LOST around Coles Campground Rd area Female,
tan & white American Stetfordshrve Tema One eye
has tan spot. Answers to
the name -Sugar Substantial cash reward. No
questions asked. Call
753-2577 with any
information.

55'

DRIVERS: START AT
27c-32c A MILE- Raises to
36e a mile. Home every
9-12 days with assigned
tractor. Medical, dental and
retiement $1,000 tarp,
$500 safety bonus. Hornady Truck Line
800-648-9664 ext. SW-1.

.A0

UNHEARD OF PRICES AT
STOREWIDE REMODELING SALE

Wiggins Furniture

* Commercial Carpet

311C

* Selected "Trustmark"
Carpet

BURIAL INSURANCE

Cr-wet

TWO LOCATIONS

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

City Parking Fines

•••■•••••••••••••

6-

MISCELLANEOUS

Public Sole
For Trade
kee Column
Wonted

410
540
560
5/0

:OFFICE HOURS;
istort-Ri. 710 a.m.-5 p.m.
Stdurday Closed
• Deoclines are 2 days
Is advancei

SANTA'S COMING TO
YOUR TOWN!

Its0
Wanted

L
DRIVERS REGIONAL NETWORK MARKETING
FLATBEDHome LEADERS- Like destiny,
weekends and through the TCN, STS, Excel? Our
week. Family medical & commission, 12, 24, 36 all
dental. Home holidays, $100 at 50/$500, Pre401K. $34,000+ annually launch, solid company Call
One year OTR required. 770-396-2523
Valley, PART time temporary sales
Wabash
800-246-6305.
merchandiser for 2 days

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

* Residential Carpet

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Soie or Loose
Home Loons
Peal Estate
Lake Prot:mar",
Lots For Sae
Forms For Sue
Homes For Sole

270
365
420
430
4.35
440
450
460

060
Help
Wanted

ELEVATOR Maintenance
Specialist at Murray State
University. Full-time position with benefits. Qualifications: Requires a high
school diploma and five (5)
years experience in the elevator trade as a lead mechanic with knowledge in
elevator construction, renovation, maintenance, and
trouble shooting. Must
have training in automated
electrical motor control circuits, electronic controls
and circuitry, and hydraulic
controls. Must have workATTENTION college Stu- DRIVER, GUARANTEED ing computer skills and
dents Part time sales peo- HOME TIME'S OUR good communication skills
ple needed for prospectus PRIORTY! Company and both verbal and written.
team, exceptional miles, Must have supervisory exCall 502 527-7803
050
Freightliner Conventionals, perience. An equivalent
Lost
no touch freight, starting combination of education,
And Found
a ATLAS Transmission is solo pay up to .316 a mile
training, and/or experience
now looking for exper- Buske Lines, Inc. may be substituted. Must
LOST small Siamese kit ienced automotive me- 800-BUSKE (862-8753).
have a valid driver's
ten, 606 Broad St Please chanic. Apply in person or
Duties: Responsilicense.
DRIVERS.
BE
THE
7:14
BESTfi Chronicles
call, 767-9970
'tree local clam, service'
call 759-5000 ask for Paul.
maintenance and
ble
for
all
Be a star. Join the Star
Team today and be a star of repair of elevators and lifts
the road Call today. at MSU within all regulatory
800-416-5912, Star Trans- and industry standards.
Must work independently,
portation, Inc.
be responsible for conductDRIVERS CDL-A . haz, ing an ongoing inspection
Challenger Motor Freight. and maintenance program,
Start at 28 5c a mile solo. develop a preventive mainNow Going On At
Start at 31.5c a mile team. tenance program, super401(K), health, dental, and vise Elevator Maintenance
life Call 800-777-0585, 7 Assistant(s), train assigned
days for an interview.
personnel, supervise outFrom
per sq. foot
side contractors on 1 year
2 miles North of Murray On The
DRIVERS EXPERIENCED
load tests and
OR INEXPERIENCED - and 5 year
4-Lane Across From Memorial Gardens
other contracted services,
Earn $600 at $800 a week.
preform other related
E-L Terms Free Delivery 753-4566
Get your CDL for as little as and
From
per sq. foot
Indivi$100 down. Trainers earn duties as assigned.
limited
superdual
requires
over $1000 a week
vision and reports to
800-467-3806.
Electric Shop supervisor.
DRIVERS EOE MAVER- Will answer after hours
Starts
not
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
ICK ANNOUNCES PAY calls for repairs to include
At Only SO per sq. foot
INCREASE- Maverick in- weekends and holidays.
No Physical Examinations
creases pay scale by Salary commensurate with
If you are in average health and can answer
$1,000.00. Starting 31 experience. Application
Best Prices
no to a few quesbons you may qualify for precents per mile. Fuel bonus. Deadline: December 2,
ferred rates Below we a few monthly preferred
Largest Stock
OTR, home most 1996.To Apply: Send cover
rates at different ages for $4000 Policy
weekends. Regional runs, letter, resume, and names.
Best Service
home every weekend. Tarp addresses, and phone
MALE
FEMALE
numbers of three referage 50
$11 61
pay. 800-289-1100.
$920
14 18
age 55
10 96
ences to: Elevator MainteDRIVERS, INDUSTRY nance Search, Human ReNEW LOWER RATES AGE GO UP
LEADING BENEFITS!- sources, Murray State UniGreat pay, high miles, in- versity, PO Box 9, Murray,
ago 60
17S0
13 09
crease after only 90 days, KY 42071-0009, An. EEO,
age 65
21 78
15 54
late model conventionals. WF/D, AA employer.
age 70
27 31
19 33
Teams or solo drivers. Con38 77
2618
505 75
way Truckload Services EXPERIENCED WEB
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase
800-555-CWTS (2987). PRESSMAN WANTED.
Hwy. 641 ti. mi.
Across from
With eye for quality and
EOE.
South of Hazel, Ky.
Governor's Mall,
color. Positive attitude a
DRIVERS OTR- Orte year+ must. Competitive pay,
or 14 mi. North of
Behind Wendy's ...
experience, up to 30c per great benefits. No phone
Paris, Tn.
127 Terminal Rd.
mile, weekly pay, insurance calls. Send resume to
Clarksville
furnished, 401K, assigned Pressman, PO Box 410,
with Haz- Benton, KY 42025,
tractors, CDL
OPEN
Financina.,
Mat required. Call Pat,
Visa
DAY
ALL
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Marcard
Landair Transport, Inc., HAROLD IVES TRUCKArrange
;
ste
SATURDAY
ING HIRING DRIVERS800-593-8111.
Local 753-4199
Free driver training.. if you
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199
qualify. Students welcome.
Teams
&
DRIVERS/OTRExperience pay up to 286
singles. Guaranteed home
per mile. ExceNent benefits:
policy. No northeast. Great
800-842-0853.
health & dental_ No loading
or unloading. MM. 23, 1 HELP WANTED: Earn up
year OTR, CDL w/HazMat. to $500 per week assemPaschall Tructk Lines, Inc. bling products at home. No
$10.00 800-848-0405 EOE.
experience. INFO
Overtime Parking
1-504-646-1700 DEPT.
PHOENIX
DRIVERS,
KY-2021.
$10.00 TRANSPORTATION
Parking On Crosswalk
SERVICES- Has openings
$25.00 for
Blocking Fire Lane/Fire Hydrant
the following positions:
Team drivers. Operate out HELP wanted. Apply at
$10.00 of our Georgetown, KY op- Dutch Essenhaus
Obstructing Or Blocking Traffic
run dedicated Cafeteria. 753-2334.
$10.00 erations,
Splitting Parking Space
routes averaging 4.000 HOME EVERY WEEKEND
miles per week bringing AND ONE NIGHT IN THE
Parking In Handicap Space Without
you home during the week WEEK- OTR regional drivevery weekend, split ers class A CDL, one year
and
$25.00
Parking
Permit
Handicapped
up to 256 per mile, drive recent OTR exp. Earn up to
1996 conventional tractors, 29e per mile plus benefit
$10.00 received
Parking In A No Parking Zone
quarterly fuel bo- package.
Call
nus, yearly safety bonus, 800-399-3901.
$10.00 two weeks paid vacation,
Parking In A Loading Zone
paid company holidays, IF YOUR HEART IS IN
$10.00
Stopped On Left Side/Facing On-Coming Traffic
health insurance, life insur- TRUCKING,CALL US- Coance, dental assistance, venant Transport, average
1850 miles, coast to coast
Any Pie set forth herein not paid in 10 clan will automatically double, 401-K retirement plan. AN runs.
Weekend recruiters
positions require positive
attitude, Clean MVR,Ability available. Experienced
to pass D.O.T. physical and drivers: 800-4414394.
Jo Crass
drug scr•en. Call Graduate students:
City Clerk
800-3386428.
502883-0108.

"GUARANTEED"
SUPER SALE

REAL ESTATE SALES

COrnputers
For Sole or Trade

170

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cors
Vans
Used Trucks

Lost
And Found

Notice

Arriving Weekly

290

050

Notice

Layaway Now
711 Christmas

Insurance
Exterminating
&Janes Services
Heartng & Cooling
Services Offered
IRANSPORIAtiON

Mobile .
1 4omes to Pent
265 Mot)ile Home Lol for Rent
Business Rentals
300
:0
3
Wan' To Pent

•

MERCHANDISE

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

FARMERS MARKET

753- 1916

CALL

EMPLOYMENT
•.-ielp Wonted
Domestic & ChilOcore
Souohor) Worried
Business Opportunity

ANNOUNCEMENIS

A1111,1211M113
Adveithers are requested to
check the Sot hoes/Ion of
their ads tor any 111101. Murrcry
Lodger I PAW '0411 be responsible lot CO* 01141 Snowred insertiost My error
should be repotted hntriedt•
dory a coffeclloro can be
made.

Benton Mayfield • Paducah
Book now through Christmas Day for
Businesses, Private Parties, Churches or Home.
Murray •

Call for reservations now!

767-0924

per week in Murray area.
Send resume to David
Vaupal, P.O. Box 396,
Equality, IL 62934.

4

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jim Knight Sales & Installation Too,Tl Rd
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
Knights
Hwy 641 - 1 V2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

OWN Y
APPAREL•
ternwear, s
or $1 00 v.
dudes invi
buying trip
mum
$16,900.00
Liberty
501-327-8C

BECOME
TRANSCR
portunity to
in office tyi
Home stui
ture PC
Georgia
Dept YYN

753-7728

ir

SEEKING FULL OR PART
TIME INSPECTORS IN
THE KY AREA- Udeak for a
refired 'Insurance person, •
adjustor or realtor. Must be
neat, friendly & hard working. Reliable transportation
is required. Respond to M.
Smith, Nobel Ins. Co., P.O.
Box 6108, Columbia, S.0
29260.
SIRLOIN Stockade now,
hiring full-time, day time
grill cook & part-time, night
time dishwashers. Please
apply in person at 641 S.
Murray. 753-0440.
SKILLED MECHANIC:
ASE certified preferred but
not required. Send resume
to: PO Box 1040 C, Murray,
KY 42071.

Co

COMPUTI
NOW BENI
AND EVI
WINDOW!
NET, MS
OTHERS.
INS RE!
253-7005 '

Gun 8
Knife Show

November 23 6 24
Saturday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

cEcutt

y
e
-

iii

IBM PS/2
tor Soft
Microsoft'
- soft Word
Lotus 1.2.:
a IBM PS,
computer
753-4264.

Paducah, KY
Western Kentucky's Largest Show
The Midwest Top Trader's return to
Paducah with their great displays of:
Knives - Guns - Coins - Ammo- Reloading
Supplies - Outdoor Sports Equipment and
much more to BUY, SELL, and TRADE!

SPORTABLE Scoreboards
is now accepting applicabons for full time shop position. Soldering & minor
electrical experience a
plus. Must be detail & quality oriented. Applications'
available at 88 Spruce St,
Murray, KY.
TURN crafts into cash!
Consignment business
looking for crafters. For
more information contact
Anita, 753-8296.
WANTED 96 PEOPLEWe'll pay you to lose up to
30 pounds in the next 30
days! 100% natural/
guaranteed! Doctor approved. Call 800-935-5171,
Call
ext
1215
800-725-0916. This ia a
limited time offer.
WANTED waitresses
dancers at Foxy Lady
Paris. Please call Jeri
Charlie, 901-644-0301
901-644-0107.

NATIONA
COSMETIC
With Inver
and estabi
base Call
for details
business
502-827-13

ha

Doing it right dm first time costs
less than doing it over.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl

PEOPLE
SALES
NEEDED- For fastest
growing mini dish company. Great commissions,
excellent opportunity for
bonuses. All areas needed.
Call 800-356-4364 for
details.

CARSI C.
New car
home basil
heed, hugs
iricome. To
preneur tAi
ment reqt
800-676-01

n g IrrEi

CARPET & FLOOR COVERING1Z

POSTAL JOBS Start
$12 68/hr, plus benefits.
For application and exam
info, Call 1-800-299-2470,
Ext KY107, 7am-8pm, 7
days.

BE YOUR
Largo Proh
owning Ws
and billing
providers !
ase requin
since maces
availabl
http://wwi
800-722-SO

&
in
or
or

20 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. Need a
job? GED? You may qualify if: You do
not have your GED or high school
diploma; You are between the ages of
17 and 21. We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the Western )(entucky Private Industry Council J.T.P.A.
Call J.T.P.A. Out of School 753-5479
ext. 200, 8:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

TRACTOR TRAILER DRIVER
Rollins Dedicated Carriage Services, Inc. has
an immediate opening for DOT qualified
tractor trailer drivers with a least 2 years
experience. Work is primarily over the road;
steady; home each week. You will earn
excellent wages and a full benefits package
incuding major medical, vision, dental, prescription,retirement program and much more.
For further details, call 753-1156. Must pass
DOT physical examination and drug screen.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

070
Domestic
a Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda 759-9553
HOME and office cleaning
New construction, daily,
weekly, special cleaning.
References. Ph Valerie,
436-5914.
HOME cleaning, reliable,
reasonable rates
901-247-5929.

Bo(

ADMISSION $3
ECA /V.

Al

Fri.,
take
onto
appr
aucti

Will
acres
apprc
base
Term
and

A4 da,
Fairld

12th

IN homelisoensed day care
has opening for 2yrs old to
school age. 489-2050.
MOTHER of one with references, will bebysit in my
home or yours. Anytime,
reasonable. 435-4468.

NURSING

NEED someone reliable &
experienced to clean your
house & home. Call
753-2443. References.

HOME

MDS COORDINATOR
West View Nursing Home is a superior rated, 174
bed Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated with
Murray Calloway County Hospital

1150 SQUARE FEET &
1200 SQUARE FEET- Professional retail spaces. M
new mechanics, busiest
corner in Henderson Call
Paula Johnson at
502-827-1131, ext. 203,
800-611-1131.
Make $1,000 a day from
your home with an ad like
this. CaN (330)505-0266,
241re, rot 107.

Our facility otters competitive wages and excellent
benefits including health and life insurance as well
as paid vacation days
This position is available on the 7-3 shift. 3 days
weekly The applicant must be a licensed RN or
eligible for licensure in Kentucky Long term care
expenence preferred
For more information contact Barbara Clapp, RN,
DON at 767•3664 or you may obtain an application
form in the business office
••-• *'••••• 502 753.1304
1401 SOUTH 1 f,th 5.0E1T MAY KENTuCKY 42071

beautiful
Monitor
nice livis
tables - b
base chili
Freget -I
- old bed
books-*
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other of,
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Business
Opportunity

Wad
T. Rug .

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Large profit potential prooessing insurance claims
and biting for healthcare
providers Software porch
ase required No expo,
once necessary Financing
available
http //www samsi com/
800 722 SAMS

ANTIQUES by the piece or
oollections 753-9433 day
or night
ANTIQUES Enbre estates
or I piece Call Larry Elluns
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings

CARS, CARS, CARS,
New car consulting II
home business low overhead huge market quick
income Top 100 by Entrepreneur Magazine invest
ment required, be first,
800 676 0101

CASH for GI JOE toys old
or new 753-7185

GAS heaters unvented
12 000 btu, $162 99
18.000 btu $178 99,28 000
btu $18900 Wallin Hard
ware downtown Pans on
the square

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray

GO carts and mini bikes by
Manco Ideal Christmas
gifts Now at Lambs Small
Engine, 101 Industrial Rd
753-2925

150

Articles
For Salo

NATIONALLY KNOWN
COSMETICS BUSINESSWith inventory, supplies
and established customer
base Call Paula Johnson
for details of this excellent
business opportunity
502 827 1311 ext 203

1 45FT box semi trailer & 1
40tt Call 753-73-42 or
759-1777
40GAL fish tank, complete
Includes wood cabinet
stand $150 753-9351
55 GALLON fish aquarium
with all accessories & 2
door wood stand
436 2794

OWN YOUR OWN
APPAREL Bridal wes
temwear shoe crystal/get
or $1 00 variety store In
dudes inventory, fixtures
buying trip training Mini
investment
mum
$16 900 00 Call Dan at
Liberty Fashions
501 327 8031

5 ROCKERS, $65 each
new 4 recliners new $80
each 3 couches with
chairs, $100 set Brass
head & foot board $10
437-4465

Instruction
BECOME A MEDICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONIST Opportunity to work at home or
in office typing for Motors
Home study Free literature PCDI, Atlanta.
Georgia 800 362 7070
Dept YYM74202

COMPUTER CLASSES
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
AND EVENINGS FOR
WINDOWS 95, INTERNET, MS OFFICE AND
OTHERS. CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001 TODAY.
IBM P5-2 with color monitor Software includes
Microsoft Windows, Maosoft Word for Windows &
Lotus 1 2 3 Also included,
a IBM PSI Printer and a
computer cart $550 obo
753-4264

CRAFTSMAN 16in scroll
saw with blade adapter kit
Like new great for crafts
753-6148

ATTENTION BARBIE
COLLECTORS' Barbies.
1996 Valentine 1st Edition.
1996 Holiday, 1996 Winter
Fantasy, 1995 Holiday
Memories Hallmark 2nd
Edition, $40-$85 Barbie
Ornaments, 94-96 Holiday
Barbies 1996 Springtime
Easter Barba), 2nd Edition,
$30-$45 759-0152 after
5pm
BETTY'S BLUE BARGAIN BARN. Variety shop
Nice used furniture, collectibles, antiques Open
House Oct 26- Nov. 10,
with refreshments & door
prizes, 121 N, 6'4 miles
from Murray between Stella
& Coldwater. Open Mon
Sat, 10am-6pm, Sun
1pm-6pm Ph 489-2905

Masks
Fir linio

T.v.
Radio

WELL house healers 450
watt, thermostat controlled
heat, $1899 Wallin Hardware. downtown Pans on
the square

FISHER home stereo with
recearer, CD changer dual
cassette deck, Corwin
Vega speakers Seldom
used, less than 3 years old.
$700 obo Days 753-7393,
after 5pm 753-6253

WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home Buy direct
and save, Commercial or
home units from $19900
Low monthly payments
Free color catalog Call today 800 842 1305
kO

Home
Funiiimps

LOG HOMES, Design ser
COUNTRY blue couch
vices Free brochure Hon- (makes bed), rocker re
est Abe Log Homes, 3855 diner, $200 2 end tables
Clay County Highway. wood with glass insets
Dept CK, k4oss Tennessee $75 Call 437-4017,after
38575 800-231-3695
5pm or leave message
MAJOR MOVING SALE Lazy Boy recliner, book
shelves, filing cabinets,
large office desk, small stu
dent desk, letter writing
desk, Sears cargo car top
carrier, small microwave,
18 gallon fish tank, old upright piano arca 1912, Macintosh computer- SEND
with printer, 13rn b/w N,
5X8 braided rug, 5X8 oriental rug, assorted dishes,
pots, pans, books, clothesEverything must gel Fri,
Sat. Sun 8arn 12pm, Hwy
94 East to Hwy 497- follow
signs, app 1 7 miles to
Cross Spann Rd
474 9882
SAWMILL $3,795- Saws
logs into tooards, planks,
beams Large capacity
Best sawmill value anywhere Free information
Norwood Sawmills. 90
Curtwright Dryve *3. Am14221
herst. NY
800-578 1363

BOOKS,$6/dz Puzzels
price! Sega S NES, CD's,
tapes, movies Buy 3, Get 1
Free' Booktrader, opposite
Penneys, Mayfield
251 3233
COMMERCIAL tanning
bed, 44 bulb, stand up unit
10-15 sessions 489-2116

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722
STEEL BUILDING SALE
Rock bottom prices! Go
direct Save up to 40%
25X40
Example
30X50
$2,344 00
$4,788 00, 40X60
47X90
$6,944 00
$9,988 00, 70X 120
$23,944 00 Others Ends
Pioneer
optional
800 668 5422

FALL SALE- Plan now for
Christmas save on all in
stock furniture Bedroom.
Irving room & dining room
suites sleepers & rollaways Bedding all sizes
We will save you money
Lay a ways available Carraway Furniture, 105 N 3rd
St 753-1502
REALLY nice 8 piece bedroom suite, like new, &
couch 759-5127, call after
4pm, ask for Anna
165

Antiques
SCOTT
ANTIQUE
MARKET 16,00 Exhibitor
Booths November 30 &
December 1 monthly Nov
thru June Ohio Expo Center, Columbus, Ohio I 71,
17th
Ave
Exit
614-569-4112
WALNUT tin door pie safe,
$295 6 parlor dining chairs,
new blue/ grey upholstery,
$425 753-9751
170
VW:UM
Cleaners
RAINBOW Vacuums New,
used, rebuilt, repossessed
Also Repair & Supplies
502-759-2454
190
Fans
EquiPowd

1
7„
1 4

SANTA'S COMING TO
YOUR TOWN!
Murray • Benton • Mayfield • Paducah

44-

Book now through Christmas Day for Businesses,
Private Parties, Churches or Home.
Call for reservations now!

sponx
Equipame

BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744 Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
SKI MACHINE Call after 6,
759-9839
210

767-0924

27)
MAIM
Norms Foe Sale

•
12x70, GAS furnace
needs minor repairs,
$2,000 767-9241
16x80. 1994 ATLANTIC.
very nice on rental lot
759-9600
CLOSE out on many used
mobile homes Large
selection to chose from
Dinkins Mobile Homes
Hwy 79 E, Paris. TN
1-800-642 4891
DOUBLEWIDE house
trailer 3br with walk-in
closets Huge living room &
fireplace House roofing &
siding central ha Must be
moved 753-9274
EXTRA nice 3br, 2 bath
mobile home. set-up in
Four Star Mobile Home
Park, in Hazel, KY Call
1-800 642-4891
FURNISHED 14X6Oft
Fleetwood mobile home for
sale (includes stove, re
frigerator, microwave,
kitchen table & chairs, 2
couches, washer & dryer,
bed, 2 dressers) Asking
$8,000 Call 767 9731
LARGE selection of new
homes, many at close-out
prices!' Buy now and Save
big bucksll Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Hwy 79 E, Paris,
TN 1 800-642 4891

MUST sell! Older mobile
home on 2 lots with lake
view Pirates Cove at
Call
Hardin, KY
1 800-642 4891

Fri., Nov. 22, 1996 at 1 p.m. From Murray, Ky.
take 94 West to Lynn Grove, Ky. Turn north
onto Hwy. 893 or Browns Grove Rd. Follow
approx. 2.0 miles to Aaron Road, 1 mile to
auction. Watch for auction signs.
Owner Gail & Debbie Doron
Will absolutely sell 24.49 acres of land approx. 10
acres tendable and approx. 12 acres of wooded land approx. 2.49 of pine trees, stock barn. No tobacco
base will go with this property.
Terms: 20% down day ofauction, balance in 30 days
and passing of deed.

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall, Broker - 435-4011
Dan Miller, Auctioneer and Associate
435-4144
Auction

Saturday, Nov. 23, 1996 • 10 a.m.
At the late Mr. Kenton and Mrs. Mary Miller home at 1107
Fairlane Dr. in Murray, KY. On the south side. From south
12th St. turn onto Glendale to Fairlane, watch for auction signs.
- Regardless of Weather
beautiful old Lillian Russell bedroom suit - beautiful hi-post cherry bedroom suit by
Monitor Furniture Co. - nice 4 piece bedroom suit - cedar chest - wing back chair - set of
nice living room chairs with rose in back - marble top coffee & lamp tables - other lamp
tables - beautiful lamp tables - floor limps - brass table lamps -nice small buffet - marble
base chandelier - nice couch & chair - 2 fern stands - nice grandfathers clock by Ternpus
Freget - small cedar box - nice sofa & chair- color TV - nice drop leaf maple table & chairs
- old bedside table - maple bedside table - glass door bookcase & books - some religious
books - straight chair- bar stool - afghans - beautiful clean old hand stitched quilts - Rates
table cloth - blankets - needle point pillows- small stool with needle point bouom - small
rocker with needle point bottom - round picture frame with needle point picture - needle
point chair bottom & back with rose in back - old oval picture frame with bubble glass other old picture frames - bevel mirror in dresser set - set of encyclopedias - vacuum
cleaner- nice small wool woven oriental rug - wall hanging plates - hall tea pitcher Fostoria Preserve stand - Fostoria looking glasses - Imperial 23 K wall plates - stem pieces
hand etched Steen mecca - cake plate -8 pc. setting of'Meador }twain* china - Lufkin
china pieces -china cups & saucers - hobnail apanclence - hobnail stepper - red slipper an
glass piece - large & small figurines - silver plate tray w/coffee & tea set w/crearner &
sugar - nice milk glass vanity lamps - hobnail vanity lamps with marble base - old tins -old
baskets - sewing baskets - large picture of blue boy & pink lady - linen - fold-up table radio - shower stool - tablecloths - microwave - small kitchen appliances - flatware Tupperware - Comingware - Duracraft humidifier - step ladder- porch furniture - and
much more.
Not responsible for occiderat Lunch available
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan \filler • Darrell Beane • Terry Paschall
xiittioncers
"lb s(

, no,so

COME see all the changes
that are taking place here at
Hilldale We now have 2br
opts available central hda,
lots of closet space carpet
ing appliances furnished
added security, handicap
accessible Stop by our of
lice to fill out an application
or call 437 4113 for directions Office hours Mon
Fri. 7 30 3 30 Equal Hous
ing Opportunity TDDI
1 800 545 1833 ext 287
EXTRA large & extra nice
2br duplex 2 full baths & 2
baths all appliances
furnished No step en
trances all doors 3 wide.
covered carport & 20X30
storage building in the rear
References required No
pets 753 3018

Roses
For Rent

* UNDERPINNING *
(skirting)

1614 OLIVE gas heat all
mimes furnished Coleman
RE 7539696

LIFETIME WARRANTY
White. Grey, Tan & Beige

FALL SALE - FALL SALE
14x70 - 24" Avg Height $305

Complete material

FOUR STAR
Mobile Horne Parts & Service

2BR 1 bath in Pirates
Cove 437 4180

492-8488
A

S•'`•

2BR 2 bath central h/a,
appliances furnished Also
2 3br duplex Coleman RE
753 9898

&

I

N W rem #ar ic

V11,64

641 Storage
ilailable Now

2BR gas heat $325 mo
Lease & references re
wired 753 9826
2BR in Hazel deposit &
lease required 492 8526
after 7pm

4x5 • 4x10 • 5x10
10x20 • 10x25

2 OR 3br house gas heat.
$395/mo & deposit
492 8225
3BR appliances with
washer & dryer furnished
1310 Sycamore Lease &
deposit required No pets
753 0932 753 5898

Call 753-5585 •
1 -4

FOR sale or lease 3br, 2
bath, brick near university,
central ha, fenced back
yard, outbuilding
759 9246

PARADISE RESORT
Lakesuite, Condos & Cottages
Business Traveler Rates

LARGE 3br. 3 bath. in Mar
EXTRA nice 2br duplex, tin Heights single family
gas heat appliances deck subdivisson. $700 mo
1815 Ridgewood. lease 753 5344
No pets $425, mo
NICE 2br home minutes
753 7457
from Murray, block to wa
FURNISHED efficiency ter
$375/mo
Call
apartment for rent Furn
527 9639
shed lakefront Cypress
area $395'mo, utilities nd
436 5099
KENTUCKY Lake Lake
land Westly Village, lbr
apartment utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502 354 8888
NEW large 2br, 2 bath apt
Appliances furnished,
washer & dryer hook ups,
low utilities Near Aurora on
Hwy 68 $425/mo Call
474-2774 or 354 8824
NICE clean 2br No pets
641 South 492 8634
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex with garage Appliances plus wid furnished Central gas h/a
3mos old Lease plus deposit No pets $575mo
753 3119

2BR, 14 bath 12x65
freshly painted, new wall
paper and carpet, 3 miles
east of Murray No pets
$250/mo, plus deposit Call
623-6314

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath, with
garage, appliances furnished. $550'mo One
month deposit, one year
lease No pets 753 2905or
753-7536

2BR furnished in Lakeway
Court $160/mo Call
753-8216
2 OR 3BR gas or electric
central h/a Edge of city
limits 753-5209
RENT to Own, 2br in Riviera, 12x65, central gas
heat Coleman RE,
753 9898

$39459 ia.r
IV/Jul/mots & Fireplaces

."

night

Available

Satellite TV
,

502-436-2767

GE111160111113
AUCTION
Sat., Nov. 23, 1996 at 4 p.m.
Location: Calloway Co. Fire & Rescue
East Sycamore St. Extended * Murray, Ky.
I/4- to dnve socket sets - Metric & SAL wrenches - 2 to 50 ton jacks - floor jacks drill presses - 4" to 6- vises - tap & die sets - hammers & screw dnvers -- welding
equipment -tarps & tarp ties -2 & 4 um come-a-longs - tapes & levels -dnll hits - elec.
cords - steel cutoff saws - miter saws - tables saws - chain hoist - cordless drills - elec.
dnlls - grinders - polishers/buffers - air tools - axes & splitting malls - tool pooches toys - Army surplus - tncycles - dolls - Xmas lights - hunting & pocket knives - men's
& ladies' watches - fishing equipment - and lots of tools & gift items not mentioned
AUCTIONEERS NOTE:A portion ofthe proceedsfrom this auction
donated to the Calloway Co. Fire & Rescue.

will be

TERMS Cash or good chick day of sale
Not respoombie for OCCaSIIIS Aruloartonaaras ad* day of sale
lake pracador‘cr over prowd inariktr.

CHAPPELL AUCTION REALTY SERVICE
212 lia)% ice Dr. • 1:.dt4
. • 502-3M-4443
.al CIIIONEIERS: John Chappell & Charlie %Vetch
1.11,ES 3111,NAGER: .11err) Chappell

AUCTION SALE

C.W. SHELTON AUCTIONEER
SATURDAY, NOVEN1BER 30th, 10:00 A.M.

Absolute Real Estate Auction

1(tiNt It

BRAND new. 2tii, 1'4 bath
townhouse appliances
plus w d furnished. $500
per month 1yr lease Imo
deposit No pets Call
753-2905 or 753-7536

Mobile
Homes For Rent

Firewood

Estate

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 1,2 & 38R apartments Mur Cal Apartments 902 Northwood Or,
Murray KY 759-4984
Equal
Housing
Opportunity

MOBILE HOME LOANS
5% down, refinancing,
equity loan Free sellers
package, land or home
loans Green Tree Financial, 800-895-1900 Na
tion's leading mobile home
lender

250

1973 CHEVY 2-ton grain
truck, John Deere wheel
disk, transport auger
492-8411
200

15
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s

285

200 ACRE ROW CROP FARM

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

2,000 lbs. BURLEY BASE AND 100 ACRE CORN BASE
LOCATION: 10 MILES WEST OF MURRAY, 15 MILES EAST OF
MAYFIELD, AND 1.5 MILES NORTH OF COLDWATElt ON HWY.J8:16

ACRE lot, $75'mo
753-6012

220
Muslcal
WASHBURN acoustic
guitar, like new w/case &
accessories, $350 firm.
489-2022

ACRE space Call
Grey's Properties
759-2001 or 767-9435

300
Business
Rentals

240
Miscellaneous
BEAUTIFUL
A
CANDLELIGHT-OLDFASHIONED WEDDING-,
Smoky Mountains near
Gatlinburg, overlooking
river, horse drawn carriage, cabins, jacuzzi, ordained ministers No test or
waiting. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
GET MARRIED, SMOKY
MOUNTAINS- Areas most
beautiful chapels, elegant
white or cedar mountain top
chapel, gazebo. Christian
services, complete arrangements, cabins No
tests or waiting
800-893-7274

COMMERCIAL space
available immediately,
2000sq ft at 403 Maple on
the square downtown Ideal
for office or retail Call
753-4382 or 753 9864
COMMERCIAL building or
storage warehouse,
33'X51' with 10X10 overhead door Now open! For
more info call Rogers Enterprises, 753-5140.

ROMANTIC WEDDINGS
IN GATLINBURG AREASimple yet elegant Christian weddings starting at
$129 Flowers, photographs, lodging available
888-428-9996 toll free
260
T.V.
Radio
ALPINE 50 watt am/fm stereo, cassette deck w/CD
changer Less than 1yr old,
$450 753 7393 day,
753-6253 night

-4,-- This farm has been in a high state of cultivation with 133 acres in production according to
the Consolidated Farm Service Agency. It is presently a very good row crop farm but could
be made into an excellent farm with some drainage work. It lies on the West Fork of the
Clark River Drainage System and is made up primarily of Grenada, Waverly, and Falaya
soils. The Grenada series ofsoils consists of nearly level to sloping, moderately well drained
soils. These soils developed in more than 4 feet ofloess on uplands and in alluvium washed
from loess on stream terraces. In a representative profile, the surface layer is brown silt
loam about 7 inches thick. The next layer,-to a depth of 22 inches, is brown and yellowish brown silt loam. The Falaya series consists of nearly level soils. Most of the Falaya acreage
is cleared and used for continuous cultivated crops. The soil is suited to crops that tolerate
moderate wetness but a wide selection of crops is possible if tile lines are installed. The
Waverly soil consists of nearly level soils. In a representative profile, the surface layer is
about 9 inches thick and the soil is silt loam to a depth of50 inches. These soils have a deep
rooting zone, high available moisture capacity, and moderate permeability. Much of the
acreage is cleared and used for continuous cultivation crops. Drainage by tile and open
ditches would allow a wide selection of crops.

DOWNTOWN upstairs office space overlooking
Court Square Rent $95
includes utilities 753-1266
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

GETTING MARRIED?
-Beautiful white country
chapel in the Smoky Mountains, Wedding, receptions,
and lodging at new low
prices Ordained minister
No blood test or waiting
800-408-8577
A
ON
MARRY
MOUNTAIN Be married in
our magnificent mountain
top chapel surrounded by
trees & awesome views of
the
Smokies, Pigeon
Forge, For reservations
800-729-4365

••••

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
New Buildings
All Sizes Available
753-3853

This farm has a high production record but could be improved with some open ditch
drainage work. When this work is done, there is no doubt that the value of the land would
rise $300 to $400 per acre. I stress that very little work is needed in order to do this. There is
no doubt that this is a farm that some one will increase the value ofimmediately. We invite
you to inspect the property. You can drive over the entire farm at this time. There are
presently no improvements on the property but it has several hundred feet of asphalt
highway frontage and an outstanding building site on a slight rise at the South Westcorner.
Seldom will you have an opportunity to purchase property such as this located in an
excellent community.The farm and tobacco base will be sold separate and will not be offered
in combination. For more information contact C.W. Shelton at 247-1386 or nights at 2478477.
Terms of sale are 20% down day of sale and balance on delivery of deed within 60 days.

1BR apartment, 505 Vane,
gas heat 492-8225
1BR new apartment available now on Diuguid Dr.
Appliances furnished including wid, $325/mo. No
Coleman RE,
pets
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
(2) 2BR duplexs, stove, refrigerator, w/d hook-up,
storage Puryear, nice
area $380/mo and
$400/mo plus deposit of
pets
No
$350
(901)782-3495

C.W. SHELTON AUCTION COMPANY
212 South 7th St.,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066

2BR nice duplex, central
h/a, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
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530

FOR rent 3 bey garage on
maior highway Natural gas
heating, office. water furnished Woriung floor Mt with
new compressor $450/kno
759 5096 or 759-9046
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
753 2905 or
able
753 7536

Fs Ws
OIL...
_ARGE tobacco barn for
Late or rent Coldwater
489 2116 leave message

CASH FOR HOME FRESH on the market!
OWNERS- Credit prob- Nest as a pin, 3br, 1 5 BA
lems understood No -- home located on Magnolia
cation fee As low as Drive LR, den with fire$10,000 for $95 a month, place, central Ma, fenced
$25.000 let $239 a month, yard Many updates Priced
$40.000 for $382 a month at $82,500 Call Kopperud
Fixed rates 800-669-8957 Realty at 753-1222 today
for your showing MLS1
3000812

FOR sale 2 duplexs on
adjoining lots. Built this
year Brick, 2br,2 bath, with
garage, at appliances Extra nice 753-3119
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

HOLIDAY Special- price reduced $6,000 on new 3br.
2'#4 bath house Excellent
location For further informabon cal 753-3903 after
4pm.
HOUSE for sale or rent
3br. 2 bath, dining room,
utility/ laundry room, 1 car
garage, fenced in back
yard. Conveniently located
between Murray & Mayfield. 489-2009

HORSE FARM Donl miss
this opportunity to own your
370
own Mini Farm on 7 saes.
HOW would you like a bath
Livestock
Home is 2 bedroom brick
off every bedroom?
ranch. Property also in& Supplies
Sunken fireplace in great
cludes detached 2 car
4YR old Bay Quarter horse, garage'shop and livestock room with cathedral ceilgood temperment, no bad barr. Offered at $67,500 ing? Formal dining room?
habits Experienced riders thru Kopperud Realty, Kitchen with walk in pantry
and island? This is it Call
only Also. 10yr old pony 753-1222 loilLS*3000786
Century 21, Loretta Jobs
Great with kids A real
sweetheart Must sell KOPPERUD Realty has Realtors. 753-1492.
159 0390
buyers waiting to purchase LARGE 4 bedroom home
homes-all price ranges If with garage, city utilities,
3tui
you are thinking of selling- gas heat, in quiet neighborPas
contact one of our courte- hood. Upper $30's.
Supplies
ous and professional 492-8680.
mix agents at 753-1222 or stop
frACHSHUND
NEW, 2 story, 4br, 2'h
puppies very Dachshund by office at 711 Main St
looking Call 753 6619
baths Open foyer, columns, the floors, etc, etc.
I)00 obedience classes or
City subdivision Ready to
Lots
private. Serving Murray 14
sell 759-2571, 435-4013,
For Sale
years 436 2858
435-4040.
lots in PreSMOOTH hair Fox Temor, 3 HUGE corner
from NEW home FOR SALE,
iyr old male neutered, ston Heights, 500 feet
1602 Tabard, Martin
entergetic indoor pet Price city limits All underground Heights, white Cape Cod,
753-2339.
utilities
city
negotiable Home without
3br, 2 baths, dining room,
young children 753 8788, NICE lot in Oakwood Teropen floor plan. Double
alter 5pm
race Subdivision, great lo- garage, quality & beauty.
cation, close to golf course Call 753-0090.
410
and school Must sell
NICE 3br home on extra big
Public
502-527-7170.
lot. Great location to Murray
Saki
REDUCED Price! Nice lot Middle School & hospital.
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
in Oakwood Terrace Subdi- Priced low $60's Call
62 000 square feet manu- vision, great location, close 753-5020.
LK hiring facility, Adainnlle, to golf course and school.
entycky Friday, Decem- Must sell, $8,50'5 OPEN DAILY from
800-200 new house on
t,iii 6 1 00pm 16+ acres, 502 527-7170
Oak Hill Drive in Campbell
extra lots For color bro
Estates, or call 753-3903
'111(41 call Layne Auction450
r,502 586 7171
for appointment.
Farms
For Sale
POSITIONED on 8 acres
ACREAGE- 1A to 275A overlooking a stocked
Coldwater area, owner fi- pond.. 4BR/ 2 BA.. warm
703 S. 9th St.
fireplace.. hardwood
nancing 502-759-4713
floors.., modern kitchen .
Murray
BUY LAND! 106 wooded double garage. Call CenFri. 22 & Sat. 23 acres, also 3 acres, good tury 21 Loretta Jobs Reallocation near Ky Lake & tors. 753-1492_
All Day
New Concord Easy terms
Thought you got a deal
VERY comfort- minded..
753-9302
this summer Check out
Established area with prestige.. 4BR/ 2.5 BA two
this EVERYTHING must
story. First owner care .
gal Coals, babys-kidscountry kitchen, tile floors,
men's- women's dothes,
pool with deck... wooded
gold rings, sport cards,
lot..
easy care landscapTV's VCR
1800S0 It, 3br, 2 bath on ing. Call Century 21 Loretta
2 45 acres in Almo Must Jobs Realtors 753-1492
Ask for Tina.
sell, $65,000 759-2310
Moving Sale
2BR. 1 bath brick house WALK to Robertson
401 So. 6th St.
with 1 acre, with fruit trees, Elementary from this 4BR/
Fri., Nov. 22
car garage, central air, 2 BA priced in the $80's.
2
Sat., Nov. 23
gas heat, out building Lo- Hardwood floors, well
8 a.nt-2 p.m.
cated in Almo area Conve- maintained properly. Call
Ed- Century 21 Loretta
Furniture, boy's &
nient to 641 $70,000
Jobs Realtors 753-1492
753-8341
girls toys, clothes,
WHERE can you find a 3
bedding & pillows
2YR old home,4 miles from
1
4 bath with 3
baby cribs, stroller, town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car bedroom, 1 /
acres
priced
in the $50's?
of
garage Large lot and lots
etc , some antiques,
Call Century 21 Loretta
753-4761.
extras.
household, workshop
Jobs Realtors- 753-1492,
3600S0 ft brick home, new ask for James
stuff.
carpet and paint, upstairs
which includes 3br, 2 bath,
den, formal living & dining
CARPORT SALE
wigas fireplace Downstairs
303 N. 10th
includes 2br, I bath,
Sat. Nov. 23
kitchen, w/d hookup and 1988 HONDA Elite mobo
gas fireplace. 1412 Dudley. scooter, excellent condi7:00-2:00
tion, $425. 1993 Honda
Ph after 5pm, 759-9736.
Basketball
goal,
Four Trax 4-wheeler, 2
coffee table, Pier 1
wheel drive, excellent con,Thrrpr & decorating
dition, $2,125. 753-3068.
4BR, 2 bath beautiful older
items fireplace set,
brick home with garage & 1997 HARLEY Davidson
ceiling fan, golf bag
fireplace, $90's. Coleman Sportster, extras, $9,000.
caddy, flower pots.
RE, 753-9696.
759-9732 or 753-9257, ask
irons. and ironing
for Mike
board, new coffee
4BR, 3 bath house with
maker,
picture
fenced in back yard, on
490
frames, new Justins
Tabard Dr in Martin
Used
women s boots, vinyl
Heights. Reasonably prCws
pool stick carrier,
iced
759-4703 or
VC f-R
rowinders
753-7688.
1982 AMC Eagle, new tires
oueen
comforter,
BRICK 2br, 2 bath, 1 car & brakes $900 obo
greting cards, small
garage, 2 outbuildings & 436-5787
Sodthweem
tO ys
tobacco barn Up to 10 1983 CUTLASS V-8, 1iternc nice lamps and
acres
Mid $70's. tops, air conditioning, p/w,
-;t•ades 30-gal trash
502-474-8552 after 6pm.
caris
brass and
pit. 753-6063, call anytime
wicker Brand name
BY Owner: Hwy 121 South, 1984 MAZDA GLC, good
Nomen s clothing.
2000 + sq ft, 53 acres in work car, $900. 753-1078.
purses
25 pairs
90's. For appointment call
shoes and
boots
1987 CHEVY Turbo Sprint,
436-2832.
size 8-9 new leather
less than 49,XXX miles,
CANTERBURY- 4br, 2'4
-ilotorcyc le jacket
red, with clean interior, a/c,
bath, pine floors through- good tires, regular mainteout, lots of extras
nance, Sep transmission.
753-5013
excellent gas mileage.
CAPTIVATING new con- $1,800 759-9874
struction will please aspiring new home owners This
1988 OLDS Cutlass, local
4 bedroom, 3 bath home
car with only 27,7XX actual
has a wonderful floor plan,
miles, loaded, new tires,
an assortment of tray &
exceptionally clean. Call
vaulted ceilings, combined
753-1570.
with cherry hardwoods.
Peachtree windows and 1989 CADILLAC ElDorado,
wrap around porch give $6,400 obo. 489-2050.
graceful character to this
beautiful home. $199,900. 1989 FORD Tempo 4dr,
'auto, at, 78,XXX Miles, no
Contact Kopperud
rust Must 5011152,050 obo
753-1222. MLS830007134
Also, 1985 Dodge Omni
CHERRY Corner area repo 4dr, 4sp, $950 obo Both
house & lot, 3br, I bath, run greatt 767-0508
$600 down. No axing
cost 1-800-944-3751 for 1989 NISSAN Pulsar NX,
one owner, low mileage.
Jeff.
Cal 753-7857, after 6pm.
EYE- cak:hing light and airy
1991 MERCURY Tracer,
brick located southwest

Yard Sale,

YOUR
Al)
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

4811,3 BA.., game room..
srown moldings... hardwood floors, walk-In
closeta.. ale baths... frontgabled serene street... priced to owe. Call BarbaraCentury 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

Swim
it Plated

Thesis

Lam

4dr,$3,700 obo. 753-0393.
1901 PONTIAC Grand Prix

SE, red with grey interim,
aluminum wheels, 3.1L,
V-8, all power Great car,
like new Lowered to
97,900 Will bilis best offer,
489-2206 days or nights.

1992 CRYSLER
nice, 68,XXX $10,800
2•XXX mile warranty
753-0870

1988
drive,
local
dean

1992 Grand Sport Buick
Regal, loaded, extra sharp
753-8666 or 753-6433

1980 DODGE Ram pickup 1977 Ford Maverick
436-2976

1992 PONTIAC Sunbud
LE, 2dr, gray with rod pin
striping Super clean, great
car 65.XXX miles
753-5968 days, 435-4377,
nittits
1995 DODGE Neon Highliner, 5sp, white, 2dr,
38,XXX miles (mostly highway miles), air, am/fm cassette $9,000 or make an
offer! 436-6026, leave
message
1995 MITSUBISHI Eclipse
GTS, 5sp, turbo, loaded,
only 22,XXX miles,
$17,400 753-5095.
1996 MERCURY Cougar
XR7, loaded, low miles, 1
owner, $17,000. 753-1227
1989 BUICK Century Custom. Mint condition both
mechanical & body, garage
kept, serviced every 3,000
miles 4 cyl, a/c, am/fm
cassette, 73,XXX miles,
maroon int.& ext. $5,500
502-762-6917 days or
502-753-6945 evenings.
MUST sell, 1994 Concorde, black w/grey leather
interior, loaded 33xxx
miles, 7/70 warranty
$12,750 435 4559 leave
message or call after 6p m
195
Vans
1989 FORD Mini Van, 1
owner, red w/gray interim
A+ condition, air, cruise,
am/fm, $1000 below book
retail, $4,300. 753-4141 or
753-8702
1993 DODGE Caravan SE,
loaded, exceptionally
dean 436-2669 after 5pm

1978 FORD pick-up. 6cyl,
$750 437-4465
1987 STEPSIDE Chevii
pick-up, less than 60,XXX
miles, hoc motor, trans, CD
radio. Have to see to appredate. $6,200 obo. Trade for
Jeep or Chevy 4wd.
502-753-7219. call after
5-30pm.

SAMURAI 4 wheel
new top, new Wes,
one owner, very
Call 753-1570

1989 FORD F-150 XLT
Lariat. 302, a/c, p#b, pl,
pi*, cruise, tinted windows.
$7200 obo 753-8371

Need An Air
or Water
Purifier?
Want The Best?
(502)753-7994
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, Use spraying, hedge rimming, land-

ELECTRICAL services by
R&R electric Does your
home/ business need attention? Call us for all your
electrical problems
Murray- 762-0001
Cellular- 519-1592

BACKHOE SERVICE
RIL Nesbitt Construction
Law Leveling
GAM Septic Installs(
Backbite Tiucldng

EMERGENCY WATER
REMOVAL. LEE'S CARCLEANING.
PET
753-5827.

Booking masonry work for
Dec. thru March

Beasley Antenna Service
901-642-4077
Strung Hem') & Surrounding(ountirc Since 1949
Towers, antennas, rotors & amplifiers. We install.
repair & sell quality Channel Master parts. 40*
tower, antenna, rotor, amplifier & coax run for 1
TV $650.00. 18" Echostar satellite system w/1 yr.
of America's top 40 programming +30 Cl)
channels(A $300 value)only $499! After 1st year,
keep 40 channels for S19.99 or pick 10 channels
for $IO per month. Financing available with no
down payment!

Walters Contracting
753-2592
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured
Over 20 Years Experience
Roofing, Additions, Vinyl Siding, Decks,
Remodeling

20%

Located off Johnny Robertson, follow Woodgate
around to Lee St (cul-de-sac)
3 bedroom,2 bath,formal dining room, wood floor foyer,
breakfast nook,gas log fireplace, covered porch & patio,
master bath with whirlpool tub & sep. shower, cathedral
ceilings. This is a must see hornet 753.1500

Veal ury

f4/a&

•
- A Wondafuf Address

HEY!!!
OWN YOUR OWN WICK BUILDING
\
FOR AS LITTLE AS $500.00 DOWN
This incentive is for buildings to be erected
between Jan. 15, 1997 and Apr. 30, 1997

Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates
We make a difference by being different,
Call today and see why your home
'
should be built with PRESTIGE,

753-5628
NO \IONIA' 1101%

AUTO FINANCING
COUNTRY CHEVROLET
Call Tim Kinsey
527-8671 • 800-457-4866
104 W. 5th reel • Benton, KY
Automated Loans
1-800-748-8353 Open 24 Hours
No %IONIA IHAN \

BUSHHOGGING, box
blade, front end loader, 52"
tiller for garden & yards.
Landscaping. yards
mowed & weed eated.
Snow removal, free _estimates. Cell Gary. 753-0912
or Pop 492-8530.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night.
753-5484.

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664.

Prestige Homes

Bankrupt? Slow Pay? Credit Problem

SHREDDED mulch for

No itoNIII lit

HALEY'S
‘11919Duck
1.
MRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

CLEANING- yards, barns,
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates.
Luke Lamb, 436-5950.
COMPLETE residential
construction. New homes,
add-ons,garages & remodeling. Free estimates. Call
753-7091.
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates.
Remodeling,fencing, decking, plumbing & electrical.
489-2832.

Ps

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)
753 5940

• .\*

Don't fuss...
Call Us!...

Appliance Repair Service
& Maintenance

Ph. 502-767-9552 • Fx. 502-767-9284
118 5th Street - Murray, KY 42071
C. VanBuren
28 Yrs. Experience
Factory Trained Technician Serving City & County

,

IT

Tree Service

GARFTELD

5i0.2-z1.36-57#44

IL-800-51123-5.26.2
Free Estimates

LICENSED & ENSURED

24 Hr. Service
Gutter Cleaning &
Mukh Hauling
Landscaping
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying

Owned & Operated
BI
TIM LAMB
"Quality Scrvice-

Tree Trimming
Tree Removal
Stump Removal
Cleanup Service
Light Hauling Etc.
Full Line of
Equipment

50,ELLEN, I
HAVING A

\MME111•111110 1
ATTENTION I
Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Fro* Esalmatose
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

714. PleAciori- is

4 51C4iVP-6ie4P4
/44.e.455.404/7" 6-E?
FAecor 77it"

Phone 436-2667d
II NI=
111

Custom
CABINETS
B WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities_
• Office -Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 4th Si (N...t to Lasaster Plaster) • Murray
Drvistos OF SOU'l IIENN WAI.I. SYSTEMS, INC

Classifieds
Office Open

-Need ExtraCash?

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday

Run a Classified. -

Closed Saturday

•••-•
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SHE'S STILL DOIN
CANDAcE IS STILL
HER HEFIC)
YE-P
_
WHEN

mb Brothers

'

I

HOW'D IT 00, LATH

• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY

il

••
•
•. •

CATHY

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. Visa/MC
accepted, 753-0530.

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. -Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.

t

)K

All Types Of:

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.

"•'`: •

C

Custom Woodworking

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing. Excellent
workmanship. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.

.
•,
• -

HOw 5 Ti-iE
CATEFZING
BUSINESS

Buildings'

COUNTERTOPS, custom.
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
436-5560.

DEER PROCESSING- You
skin them & we'll proleslonely custom out, grind &
wrap for your freezer. Call
Olde Tyme Meat Shoppe,
Dixieland Center, Murray.
753-MEAT.

BLONDLE

4,Wick

TELEPHONE JACKS INSTALLED, $35.00. Cable
jacks added, moved Business telephone systems
sold and installed. Custom
home electronics sales and
service Murray Telephone
and Electronics. 753-7567.
Prompt Reliable Service.

WANTED Odd jobs Landscaping, mulching, clean
gutters, tree removal, trim
shrubs, hauling, leaf cleanup, aerating, fertilizing, etc.
For free estimate call
753-9048. Leave message.
Have references,
experienced.

MEI

K.B. & ASSOCIATES, INC.

sale. Will also remove
leaves. 753-6226,
753-4168.

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured Estimate available.
759-4690.
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Bus: 502-753-0834Call Fax: 502-753-0816
Wick Buildings...Strong Buildings.

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433

BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates. 753-1134,
492-8584_

CARPET CLEANING.
Emergency water removal
Expert furniture cleaning.
Pet odor removal. Free Estimates. LEE'S 753-5827

-

on Lynn Grove Rd., Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
Call 502-435-4487 or 904-673=0040

NO %IONIA 001X

rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835.

Discount On All Roofing
Nov. thru Feb.

Open
House

510 Lee Street

Illeseary
Commis
Combo Foundations

Phone: 502-492-8516
Pager: 742-8516

1990 CHEVY Silverado. scaping, mulch hauling & FLOORING Sanding of old
mulch spreading, gutter hardwood Soaring & refinwhite 767-9857
cleaning Licensed & in- ishing or new whits oak
1990 GMC Slepside, bur- sured, Full line of equip- installed, finished, $5itt
gundy w/burgundy inter- ment. Free estimates. Tim complete 502-527-2993
ior, loaded, 15 aluminum Lamb
436-6744,
G & E Plumbing repairs
wheels, 74xxx SHARP! 1-800-548-5262..
Free estimates 492-8680
$9500 753-4264 after A 1 Tree professionals
or 759-5613
5Prn
Stump removal, tree spray
HANDYMAN/ contractor
1990 SILVEFIADO, 58,000 mg, serving Murray, Calloavailable for many home
way
County
since
1980
miles, great condition, tomb
Free estimates 437-3044 repairs Alda Calabrese,
753-9558
(502)436-2997
or 492-8737
1991 FORD F250 EXHANDYWORK/odd jobs
TENDED CAB LARIAT- A & A Lawn Care. Leaf
wanted
No job too small
junk
mulching,
raking
&
loaded
Auto, P/S, P/B, A/C,
Just give us a call
all power V-8, 2-tone white hauling. Tree trimming
759-1184
to blue Heavy duty' Clean! Mark lamb. 436-5791.
Phone A brand new roof will add HOMETOWN Building and
$7,250 00
502-875-4050 Dealer
value to your home, quality Remodeling. We do it all
Licensed, Insured to
1991 SILVERADO, loaded Owen's Corning Shingles.
$300,000 Fred Osborne,
up, blue & white, nice truck, New roods, re-roofs & tear
offs. 100% satisfaction 474-8621.
$8,000 489-2580
guaranteed
KITCHEN CABINET RE1992 DODGE Dakota, V-6, 901-644-9948.
FACING Make your old
5sp, mint condition
ALL around hauling, junk new again with Formica All
42,XXX miles $8,300 firm
clean
up, cleaning out colors, free estimates
753-6068
sheds/ gutters, Leaf mulch- Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
1992 FORD Ranger. red ing, tree work. Free esti- KY 436-5560
with gray interior, 5sp, low mates_ Joe. 436-2867.
.LAMB Brother Home Immileage, $7,200 Call
provements, remodeling,
ALL
carpentry
15yrs
exp.,
753-5798
foundations, slabs, sidew- additions, roofing, siding,
1995 CHEVROLET S-10 alks, driveways, buildings, free estimates. 436-2269
eat cab, black, custom remodeling, repairs, AGC LAMB'S Painting and Conwheels, factory lift, Limited certified. 489-2214.
tractors No job too large or
Edition, 29xxx miles,
small. ResidentialCONSTRUCTION
ALLEN
$16,900 obo
Call
building & remodeling. No Sandblasting- Spray Paint759-5661 after 5pm.
job too small. Phone ing 436-5950.
1995 GMC pick-up, ex- 753-4873.
LEE'S CARPET CLEANtended cab, leather seats,
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- ING has served Murray for
loaded, 16,8XX miles
niture repair & custom 25 years All new equip753-8856
ment cleans deep, dries
woodworking. 753-8056.
fast Free Estimates
1995 GRAND Cherokee
ANY remodeling, building, 753-5827
Laredo 4X4, loaded, nice
painting, roofing. Free esti
Phone 436 5700
mates. References. LICENSED for electric and
gas 435-4358
436-5008.
510
APPLIANCE REPAIRS. MACHINING, moldmaking
Factory trained by 3 major & casting services availCampers
manufacturers. All work able_ JIRAK CASTING1991 JAYCO 35ff, front and parts warranted. Ask 753-4554
kitchen, queen size bed, for Andy at The Appliance
MORRIS Mobile Home
exceptional 753-1537
Works, 753-2455.
Movers Licensed & InAPPLIANCE REPAIR. sured Local and Out of
521)
Kenmore, Westinghouse, State Moving Phone
Boats
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- 767-9630
a Motors
perience. BOBBY PLUMBING repairs, fast
21FT Check Mate, 200hp HOPPER, 436-5848.
service 436-5255
Mercury Great condition,
BACKHOE Service - ROY PLUMBING Repair. All
must sell 767-9231
HILL Septic system. drive- types plumbing repair.
ways, hauling, foundations, Reasonable rates.
etc 759-4664.
502-437-4545.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROOFING and painting, inBRENT ALLEN septic tank terior, exterior, etc. 25yrs
installation, repair, replace- experience 10% Discount/
ment 759-1515
Senior Citizens. Mowing &
Sun., Nov. 24
BACKHOE Service- small Yard Maintenance.
1-4 p.m.
jobs, driveways, box blade, 474-0107

ETEITOMEEIMMIUM2g2

CREEKVIEW Sell-storage
warehouses on Center
Dove behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
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THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 21. tees

MURRAY LEDGER 1 TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago

Thirty years ago

Published are scenes from the
special rodeo presented by Murray State University Rodeo Team
for a group of exceptional students from the area at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center.
John Matthew Yuill, Calloway
County High School student and
son of Gary and Margaret Yuill,
is spending the school year in
Germany as pan of the Congress
Bundestag Youth Exchange
Program.
Births reported include a girl to
Donna and Harold Clapp, a girl
to Donna and Leland Winders, a
boy to Janis and Craig Brown,
and a girl to Barbara and George
Rogers, Nov. 14.

Pvt. Thomas D. Duncan, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas V. Duncan,
has completed eight weeks of
military police training at Fort
Gordon, Ga. He is now enroute to
Alaska where he will be

Twenty years ago

Groundbreaking ceremonies
for a $3 million project at Murray
State University to convert
Waterfield Student Union Build=
ing into the main campus library
were held Nov. 20 on the MSU
campus. Former Lt. Gov. Harry
Lee Waterfield for whom the
building is named and his family
participated in the ceremonies.
Dr. Ben Humphreys has been
elected to serve a three-year term
as representative from Calloway
County by Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health-Mental Retardation Board.
Calloway County High School
Laker Girls beat .Reidland 57 to
42 in a basketball game at Jeffrey
Gym. High team scorers were
. Stephanie Wyatt and Rose Ross
for CCHS and Laura Bennett for
Reidland.

stationed.

Murray Civitan Club has
kicked off its annual fruit cake
sale for the holiday season.
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Sedalia 74 to 56 in a
basketball game. High team scorers were Stan Key for Calloway
and Riley for Sedalia.
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, dean of
graduate school at Murray State
University, spoke at Daddy-Date
Night of Murray High School
Chapter of FHA held at Holiday
Inn. Susan Tesseneer was
toastmistress.
Forty years ago

Ruble Smith of Education Department of Murray State College
spoke on "Better Education" at a
meeting of Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Western State
College Hilltoppers 34 to 13 in a
football game.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Ross, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Ward Outland, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon E. Riley, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Miller, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Harper, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Morton, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Wallace.

DEAR ABBY

irme Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Nov. 21. the 326th day of 1996. There are 40
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 21. 1877, inventor Thomas A. Edison announced the invention of his phonograph.
On this date:
In 1789, North Carolina became the 12th state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1922, Rebecca L. Felton of Georgia was sworn in as the first
woman to serve in the U.S. Senate.
In 1942, the Alaska highway across Canada was formally opened.
In 1964, New York's Verrazano Narrows Bridge opened.
In 1969, the Senate voted down the nomination of Clement F. Haynsworth to the Supreme Court, the first time a candidate for the nation's highest court was rejected since 1930.
In 1973, President Nixon's attorney, J. Fred Buzhardt revealed the
existence of an 18'h -minute gap in one of the White House tape recordings related to Watergate.
In 1979, a mob attacked the U.S. Embassy in Islamabad, Pakistan,
killing two Americans.
In 1980, 87 people died in a fire at the MGM Grand Hotel-Casino
in Las Vegas, Nev.
In 1985, former U.S. Navy intelligence analyst Jonathan Jay Pollard
was arrested, accused of spying for Israel.
In 1989, the proceedings of Britain's House of Commons were televised live for the first time.
Ten years ago: CIA director William Casey defended secret U.S.
arms sales to Iran during closed-door sessions with the House and Senate Intelligence Committees.
Five years ago: The U.N. Security Council chose Boutros BoutrosGhali of Egypt to be the new Secretary-General. President Bush
signed a civil rights bill, then sought to calm a storm of controversy
by withdrawing a tentative order to end government hiring preferences
for blacks and women.
One year ago: Balkan leaders meeting in Dayton, Ohio, initialed a
peace plan to end 31.4 years of ethnic fighting in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
France detonated a fourth underground nuclear blast at its test site in
the South Pacific. The Dow Jones industrial average closed above the
5,000-mark for the first time.
Today's Birthdays: Baseball Hall-of-Famer Stan Musial is 7§.
Country singer Jean Shepard is 63. Actor Laurence Luckinbill is 62.
Actress Mario Thomas is 59. Ballet dancer Natalia Makarova is 56.

DAILY COMICS

/7

DEAR ABBY: My grandame are
16, IS and 20 years old, and they all
have girlfriends. Each also has his
own bedroom.
When I visit my son's house a
few times each week. the boys are
always in their bedrooms with their
girlfriends — ith their doors
closed, supposedly- listening to
music or watching a movie on television. My son and daughter-in.law
are either in other minis, or outside
in their pool. and choose not to disturb them
Abby. knowing teen-agers have
raging hormones, I don't think this
is a very good policy. but I don't feel
it's my place to say any-thing.
My son and daughter-in-law's
attitude 1,, "Get with it - this is
hatever that', supthe '90s,"
posed to mean.
What do you make of this. Abby?
OLD-EASIIIONED GRANDPA
DEAR GRANDPA: I'm "oldfashioned," too. What goes on
behind closed doors could be
perfectly innocent, but I see no
reason why your grandsons
can't watch movies or listen to
music with their doors open.
Young people need some privacy, but too much of a good thing
can result in temptations too
intense to resist.
Talk to your son and daughter-in-law and share the wisdom
of your years by suggesting an
"open-door" policy.
•4 •

DEAR ABBY: When I was in law
school, shared an apartment with
three other graduate students who.
like me. held part-time jobs and had
little time, money. cooking ability or
interest in preparing meals. Each of
us got his own breakfast and we

CONTRACT BRIDGE

took turns preparing dinner —
which usually consisted of a canned
vegetable, hamburger meat, a
baked potato or the like — and was
barely edible. (I lost 25 pounds
going through law school.) But no
matter how poor the meal was, my
roommate -Joe" invariably said,
-That was a mighty fine dinner!'
One evening, when the meal I'
had prepared was even worse than
usual and Joe had nevertheless
complimented me, I asked, "Joe,
you know that food was hardly fit
for human consumption. Why do
you always say it's good?'
"I come from a family of 11 children," Joe answered. "My mother
would spend all afternoon in the
kitchen preparing the evening meal.
Then, one night when she called us
to the table, there was only a plate
at each place with a pile of hay on
it. My father looked at it and asked
her. 'Jessie, what is this hay doing
on our plates?' Mother said. 'Oh,
you noticed! This is the first time
any of you have ever given any indication that you know what was on
your plate!'"
vowed then and there." Joe
added. -that I would always express
my appreciation to the person who
had prepared my meal."
Ever since then I have followed
Joe's example. (Fortunately, I married a great cook as well as the hest
wife a man ever had.)
PAI'L M. BARNES,
(IREEN VALLEY. ARIZ.
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DEAR PAUL: Thanks for a
cute letter, and for the reminder that we should all take
a moment to express gratitude
for the things we take for granted. I hope you will share this
column with your wife. I'm sure,
she'll appreciate the hearty
endorsement.
,• .

Top-Notch Defense

BLONDIE
HOW'S THE)( GREAT, Ti-IANK YOU!
CATERING
I'VE SHOWN A
BUSINESS,
PROFIT EVER:
BuONCINE )
YEAR

AND I'M SURE
I KNOW THE
REASON FOR
'HAT

IT'S BECAUSE
SHE'S BRIGHT,
AMBITIOUS, AND
HARD-WORKING

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+ Q 10865 4
V AQ
*A
Q 96 3

Good advice for everyone — teem to
seniors — is in "The Anger in All of Us
and BOW to Deal With It." To order, send
a husiness-sized. sel(•addrermed envelope,
plus cheek or money order for $3.95
44.511 in Canada) to: Dear Abby. Anger
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
81054-0447. Postage is ineluded.1

spade at trick two. West won with
the ace and returned the jack, at
which point declarer made the excellent play ofa low spade from dummy
rather than covering with the queen.
But East,avidly pursuing his plan of
attack, overtook the jack with the
DR. GOTT
WEST
EAST
king and played a third round of
AJ
+ K 73
spades. .
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
2
V 10 9 7 5
It is hard to blame South for
•J 94
* 10876 5 2
ruffing this trick high. From his
DEAR DR. GOTT: Have you heard
4+J 8 7 2
viewpoint, he had the contract made that 2 ounces of gelatin mixed in any
A 54
SOUTI1
• if the trumps were divided normally liquid consumed every day will almost
492
— that is, 3-2 — while ruffing with cure arthritis completely in four
CATHY
✓ KJ8643
the eight would mean instant defeat months? My husband says it is a mirar/A0M, I NEWT TELL 'IOU
va0W'D IT GO, CATH4?)
YOU KNOW...IT!
rHOWD iT GO DEAR
* K Q3
if West had either the nine or ten of cle. but I would like your opinion.
, ANYTHING I WAS PERRON&
trumps.
4K
10
So South ruffed with the
DEAR READER. This is a newt one
WHICH "IT'? , TO DO THIS WEEK. WU'RE
HOW DID WHAT
FOILED 8'1 I71'1
The bidding:
jack and East acquired a trump trick on me. Gelatin, a harmless substance,
60, 010M ?
CREATION
OWN
' JUST PINING ON SPEC!
has been used for decades to
South West
North East
to put the hand down one.
ANY OF THE 'ITS"!
IF I TOLD YOU ABOUT ANY
1?
WANT TO KNOW HOW
1+
Pass
Pass
effect, East's line of defense strengthen the nails, but I have never
In
Of
THE "ITS.' NOW, I'D ONLY
2V
ALL THE "ITS" WENT
4V
Pass
created a situation that gave his side heard of it helping patients with
BE. REWARDING CONNIVING
lead
clubs.
—
Opening
two
of
a chance to heat the contract that arthritis. If any other readers have
BEHAVIOR, AND I REHISE
One of the keys to winning at had not existed naturally at the start had this experience, I'd like to hear
TO DO THAT !'
bridge is to press every advantage of the play. True, South could have from them.
The pain of arthritis is traditionally
offered you by the cards.
saved the day by ruffing the third
Take this deal played in a rubber spade with the eight, but this play treated with ibuprofen or one of many
bridge tournament many years ago. was much easier to make looking at prescription anti-inflammatory drags.
To give you more information, I am
East won the club lead with the ace 52 cards rather than at only 26
and decided that his best chance of
Actually, had West'sr-singleton sending you a copy of my Health
defeating the contract lay in assum- trump been the eight instead of the 'Report "Understanding Osteoing
that his partner had the deuce, East's method of defense arthritis.'-' Other readers who would
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
doubleton ace of spades.
would have been the only one to put like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
Accordingly,
he returned a low the contractcompletely out ofreach. self-addressed, stamped envelope to
SHE
LL DON(,IT,L)AWN. I FEEL LIKEPOirG somErHIN4) SHAWNA-MAtile,MY MOM
P.O. Box 2017. Murray Hill Station,
wHytCANDACE IS STILLSHAVING
WoOLI? KILL ME IF I GoT
Tomorrow:Test your play.
GOT MINE'
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to menLIKE WhiA1
-7
9
HER HEAD
TAT100 PiN' Mt/ PAP
WHY
tion the title.
YEAH -E3UT
DON'1-G-0 44. ET WOULD GO GTRAiGlir„
\AII-IEN you GET
DEAR-DR. GOTT: I have celiac
THR01,GH THE ROOF"
TATroo I
USED`TO It
sprue.
My symptoms are water retenIT,OK
-ction, loss of energy, protein deficiency,
yEAH!
constant diarrhea, and a bloated
stomach. Is it contagious or hereditary, and how in the world did I get
CROSSWORDS
this disorder?
DEAR READER: Celiac disease
41 Slender finial
ACROSS
also called non-tropical sprue) is a
42 Austen title
Answer to Previous Puzzle
chronic, non-contagious intestinal
43 And so on
1 Army offtabbr )
4 Kennedy Jr
affliction caused by a hereditary inabilTHORN
TRAC
44 Impudence
and Grisham
ity to digest gluten, a cereal protein
9 TV alien
(sit
BI T TEN BOOT HE found in wheat, rye, barley, and Oats.
GARFIELD
45 Peru's coot
12 Yale student
A
A
When eaten by susceptible individu47 H S student
13 Unnerve
EN
als, gluten leads to a variety of compli50,ELLEN, I HEAR Y00 RE
SHE SAID NO. AND TO MAKE SURE,
GEE,MQ INVITATION MOST WAVE
49 Kareem
14 Jamie —
BEEN LOST IN THE MAIL
Abdulcations — usually, frequent and malSHE SHOT THE MAILMAN
HAVING A PARTY
A
Curtis
E
15 Palatable
Jabbar's L A
odorous bulky stools. However, the
THE
I'LL GET
team
17 "Alexander's
bowel movements may be relatively
A
CHECKERS
53 Brosnan of
Ragtime
normal.
A
Band"
"Goldeneye'
Nonetheless, children with celiac
57 Mature
composer
A
TO
disease may suffer abdominal cramps,
19 Bronte
58 Stern or
A
EN
Hayes
iron deficiency anemia and malabheroine
A
60 Hearing
21 "— Guy"
sorption (protein deficiency). In
0 SW A L D
cavity
ER adults, the affliction may be associat22 — on the
61 Heavy
dotted line
!SEERS
R 0 ed with short stature, infertility, aneweight
25 Summer
11-21 1996 United Feature Syndicate mia,,mouth ulcers, and weak bones.
drink
62 "Touched by
The diagnosis is confirmed by biopan Angel
27 School of
actress
sy of the jejunum (part of the small
modern art
month
18 Actress
63 Greek letter
31 Shade tree
5 Effective
intestine).
Winona —
MALLARD FII.LMORE
32 Accelerated
6 Snow ID
20 Netherlands
Treatment includes meticulous
DOWN
7 Bird's beak
(2 wds.)
commune
avoidance of products that contain
34 — plus ultra
8 Stalk r
22 Intelligence
Mg FRI 5AiD I
1 So-so grade
35 Roman 102
.9 Entire
23 Pan of small gluten. Supplementary vitamins and
2 Ancient
36 Clothing
10 Oahu
intestine
minerals are helpful. Because gluten is
ovommizius kip INEPT
3 Roman 52
label abbr.
welcome
24 Israeli
virtually ubiquitous in processed foods
IN My HANPIHNO OF This
4 Independ37 Streep ID
11 Marsh
stateswoman (soups, sauces, ice cream, hot dogs,
ence Day
38 Oversee
ENtiRE AFFAIR.
16 Big — (clock)
(Inds 1
and so forth), a gluten-free diet may be
26 Governed by
1
2
3
4, 5
6
7
8
9.1011
a daunting challenge. Therefore, celiac
bishops
patients often require nutritional coun28 Classified
12
•
14
seling from a licensed dietitian.
item
13UUU
29 Trash piles
This disorder is one of the few dis15
16
30 Orbital point
eases that promptly and completely
ll
id
III
32 Title of
responds to a special diet.
ill
21
respect
Hence, dietary modification is the
111
33 Before (pref.)
only effective therapy. In my opinion,
29 I -35-S1ap--,-,
patients with celiac disease should be
39 After noon
it1
(abbr)
under the care of gastroenterologists.
PEANUTS
40 Part of TGIF
ill
C 1996 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
ill
41 Babylonian
36
37
. deity
.
kll
ill
ill
mi
DR. GOTT
44 Haggard
ill
TOMORROW THEN I'M GONNA
1 INTRODUCED
NOW ABOUT I'D RATHER"
'X&7
heroine
GONNA
I'M
TO
OUR
MYSELF
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MSU alumni featured
in Texas publication
Two Murray State University
alumni have been featured in "Community College Week," a publication serving community, technical
and junior colleges.
Dr. Walter Bumphus, a 1971
graduate, and Dr. Jerry Sue Thornton, a 1969 graduate, were spotlighted for their participation in a
leadership development program
offered at the University of Texas at
Austin.

Rebecca Lee will be dancing In West
Kentucky Ballet Company's performance of The Nutcracker Suite at
Robert Johnson Theatre on Saturday, Dec. 7 at 8 p.m. and Sunday,
Dec. 8, at 2 p.m. Call Lynn* Gustafson 759-2065 for ticket Information.

Bumphus is currently president
of Brookhaven College in Texas
and chairman of the board of the
American Association of Community Colleges. He chose to attend the
leadership program as an administrator who wanted to become more
competitive before seeking a post
president.
According to the article, Bumphus wanted a program that not only
had a reputation for being the best,
but one that accepted people of
color and graduated them. Bumphus
graduated from the program in
1984.
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Thornton, currently president of
Cuyahoga Community College in
Ohio, described the program as one
where students compete against
themselves. She graduated from the
program in 1982 and described the
program as one that helps a person
realize his leadership potential.
Directed by Dr. John E. Roueche
since 1971, the leadership development program has provided promising young administrators with advanced study opportunities. In the
last two decades, more than 60
percent of the students have been
women and minorities. The program was founded in 1944 by C.C.
Colven and was instrumental in
cultivating a cadre of professionals
equipped to handle the pressing
issues of the day and to steer their
institutions into the future.

TELEVISION INTERVIEW — "Getting to know Carol and Dick Thomas"rAN be the subject discussed on Friday night,
Nov. 22 at 6:30 p.m. on WON-Channel 46. Rainey Apperson, pictured left, columnist for the Ledger and Times, will
Interview Carol and Dick Thomas, pictured right,owners and the chef of The Brass Lantern. This show,"Dining Out At
The Brass Lantern," may be seen on Channel 63, Murray cable, and Channel 10, the county cable.
Photo by Crit Stubblefield

Pre-Kwanzaa celebration set at MSU
Sights and sounds of an AfricanAmerican celebration of family,
community and culture will echo
from Murray State University's Curris Center Ballroom Dec. 4, beginning at 6 p.m., as members of the
campus and community gather to
celebrate African-American heritage.
In its second year at Murray
State, the Pre-Kwanzaa Celebration
is being hosted by Xi Alpha Chapter
of Sigma Gamma Rho sorority and
co-sponsored by Murray State University and the Murray community.
Kwanzaa was founded in 1966 by

Dr. Maulana Karenga. It is an
African-American holiday celebrated from Dcc. 26 through Jan. 1.
According to Dr. Karenga, it is
based on the agricultural celebrations which were times of harvest,
ingathcring, reverence, commemoration, recommitment and celebratiOn.
The theme for this year's celebration is family. There will be a series
of short theatrical pieces that depict
how a typical family celebrates
Kwanzaa. There will also be a guest
appearance by MSU's Voices of

Praise.
Following the celebration, a
traditional African-American style
meal will be served. Reservations
for the meal must be made in
advance by calling (502)762-3155.
Spaces are limited and reservations
will be accepted on a first-call basis.
The cost of the meal will be $8 for
adults and $3 for children or MSU
students. Murray State meal cards
will be accepted as payment if
applicable.
Annazette Fields, director of
equal opportunity at Murray State
and adviser for Sigma Gamma Rho,

feels it is important to note that
Kwanzaa is a cultural holiday, not a
religious one, thus available to and
practiced by African-Americans of
all religious faiths. Further, she
invites everyone to come to the
Curtis Center to learn, enjoy and
support this campus celebration organized to recognize AfricanAmerican culture. She says those
attending the celebration are encouraged to dress in Afrocentric
attire if they choose. For more
details concerning the celebration
call (502) 762-3155.
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PAY NOTHING for MORE THAN 1 FULL YEAR
Not One Penny in Payments
Not One Penny in Interest, Not One Penny Down

Til JANUARY
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FREE FURNITURE HOLIDAY SALE

The Best
Selection

I
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Personal Service
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The Things They
Really Want
*Free Gift
Wrapping &
Alterations
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Brands
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OAK-AI.L WOOD

As Low As

We're Packed with Great
Looks and Some Really
Great Prices Too!
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$397 ouNimi $297
Room stims

As Low As

One

Big

Over.30 To
Choose From

ENTERTAINMENT
CENTERS

As Low As

$248

Plus...

Roll top.
flat top &
Computer
DISKS

$
198

25% to
55%
OFF

$297
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25% to
55%
OFF

SAVE 25% 55%
on EVERYTHING!

As Low As
Tape Storage
Shelves for Electronics
Glass Door

Living Rooms, Bedrooms,
Reclining Furniture,
Dining Rooms, All Leather, Bedding,
All Oak & Cherry Furniture,
Youth Bedrooms, Tables,
Entertainment Centers,
Gun Cabinets and more!

'With qualdied purchase of $499 and 0 A C
paid withrn !PIMA Of contract

'til

Christmas

Watch Our
Special
TV Show

nnancr Chat
Do Not Accrue if
Special Orders 25^, deposit required
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I TO S

Come In Today... Shop Us First
You're Going To Be Surprised!
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PADUCAH SUPERCENTER OPEN SUNDAY 1 TO 5

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Open Oath, 10 fa 7• Standar I Vol • Friday 10 an A

OPEN
SUNDAY
f TO
Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture. Inc

BROYHILL CAUERY X FACTORY OUTLET CENTER

305 North Main Street Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224 (17,-,:it;
a.
,9 16o I
BROYMIL CAllERY X FACTORY OUTLET CENTER

451 South 16th Street Paducah, KY
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224 (47:1S,:t;:075
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